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INTRODUCTION
The Two-per-cent Sales Tax now in force in Puerto Rico has been the
subject of considerable discussion since its adoption in 1925. When it
was proposed, the tax was bitterly attacked by the business interests of
the island and by members of the Legislature.
Since the tax was passed as an emergency measure, its opponents enter-
tained the hope that it would be repealed upon the return of normal economic
conditions. There are positive indications that the Administration did
not expect to retain the tax as a permanent source of revenue.
The consumers, on the other hand, have never shown any special interest
in the tax, neither from the standpoint of its incidence nor from the
standpoint of the use that would be given to its yield. Political influ-
ences were to some extent responsible for. the passage of the tax, and this
circumstance may explain to some extent the consumers’ indifference. There
is little opportunity for dispassionate or unprejudiced discussion of a
subject of this matter once it has become a political issue.
The opposition, however, has been maintained year after year by groups
of merchants who insist on the abolition of the tax, but the movement has
always been seriously hindered by the lack of effective organization and
enthusiastic cooperation. Important and influential groups of merchants
whose support might be of considerable value to the movement have looked
upon the activities of the militant groups with indifference and at time
with contempt.
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XV
The Chamber of Commerce of Puerto Rico has maintained a policy of
aloofness whenever the opposition to the tax has acquired a militant spirit.
The Chamber, however, has not opposed any movement in an open form. The
Board of Directors have insistently maintained that they would not encourage
any action that might embarrass the Administration, nor would they take
sides with any group or groups whose actions might be interpreted as
coercive or as acts of intimidation.
For these reasons, attempts to promote a taxpayers' strike have in-
variably been futile. The lack of cooperation of the Chamber has weakened
the position of the opponents of the tax to such an extent that it is a
practical impossibility to secure the united action necesarry for a tax-
payers' strike.
During the heat of one of the most aggressive campaigns, in the winter
of 1934, the Chamber was formally invited to join other groups in a re-
newed effort to secure the repeal of the tax. As a conservative group,
and following the policy of non-committal observed, the Board of Directors
hesitated to act until its members were put in possession of factual
evidence to be used as the basis for whatever action might be taken.
The Board, therefore, voted to order a detailed study of the conditions
and circumstances under which the tax was passed, and to secure pertinent
information on its economic consequences and on its administration. A
committee of three members was appointed for the study. The writer was
elected chairman of the committee, and was instructed to prepare a plan for
the investigation.
The plan was approved as submitted. It consisted of three parts:
...
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(l) a brief, narrative report on the conditions that gave rise to
the tax; (2) an analysis of its economic consequences; and (3) a question-
naire to be submitted to a representative group of merchants, with the
purpose of inquiring into their attitude towards the tax. It was agreed
that the Chamber and the College of Business Administration of the Univer-
sity of Puerto Pico should provide the funds to finance the investigation.
In view of the nature of the work, the other members of the committee
relinquished their participation in the investigation and requested the
writer to take full charge and responsibility for the field work and for
the drafting of the report to be submitted to the Board of Directors of
the Chamber.
The report containing the result of the investigation was submitted
in writing to the Board two months after actual field work was begun.
Because of special circumstances over which the writer had no control, no
action was taken on the report. No publicity was given to it, although the
Board received many requests for copies fran interested merchants and from
opponents of the tax.
Two years later, however, I took new interest in the matter of sales
taxation, and decided to revise the report with the purpose of adding new
material on the attitude of business towards the tax, on the assumption
that the lapse of two years might have influenced merchants in some form.
Since the attempts to secure additional information on the matter of
attitude we re fruitless, I decided to revise the section dealing with the
economic effects of the tax. This section was, consequently, considerably
enlarged. Authorities were consulted and quoted freely to confirm or correc
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my thinking on the question of economic consequences.
Because of difficulties encountered by laymen in reading the original
report, and considering, furthermore, that the report might be read by
business men and students of economics, I thought it advisable to supplement
the report with a section consisting of the definitions of the terms that
might offer opportunity for confusion. The section devoted to a brief
historical sketch of the tax was considerably enlarged, and additional
statistical information was secured from official sources to substantiate
statements made in the original report and for which no statistical support
had been offered.
The study in its final form differs considerably from the report as
originally submitted and is an honest effort to cooperate in some form to
a better understanding of one of the most debated taxes in Puerto Rico, and,
in my estimation, the first study of its kind made on the island. For this
reason no comprehensive review of the work of other investigators in the
field is included.
..
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CHAPTER I
Definitions and Explanatory Remarks
Publio Finance from a scientific standpoint has not been widely
studied in Puerto Rico. Little or no attention has been given to prob-
lems of taxation with the purpose of determining the nature of sources
of income, their relationships and their application. Planning for a
tax system based on sound economic principles has been sorely neglected.
Outside of the reports of the Governor and the Treasurer, and of various
Legislative Committees, the student of the subject has access to few
sources of information. These reports are generally limited to giving
narrative information on the income and expenditures of the insular and
municipal governments. The literature on the subject is, therefore,
very scant. The general reader consequently has little opportunity to
acquaint himself with authoritative discussions of the problems of tax-
ation as they affect the average taxpayer.
With this in mind, we have devoted this entire chapter to explain
in short and clear definitions terms that are generally used in a study
of sales taxation. The average reader often uses these terms indis-
criminately. The reading of these definitions and remarks will, there-
fore, help to avoid confusion and misunderstanding.
A Tax is a compulsory contribution exacted by the government for
expenditure in the promotion of the common good.
Internal Revenue is the tax imposed within the territory of Puerto
Rico on all persons, natural or legal, engaged in any business or ooou-
•.
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2pation olassified as such, for the sale, or for the privilege of selling,
transferring, using or consuming goods or receiving services of a given
nature
•
Excise means any tax collected in Puerto Rico under the provisions
of the Internal Revenue Law, As a general rule. Internal Revenue and
Excise are terms interchangeably used. This will be seen in Chapter VII,
where both words are referred to indistinctly by merchants, government
officials, and legislators. The propriety of considering an excise tax
as synonymous of Internal Revenue is attested by the vagueness of the
term '’excise”. Common usage of the term as such is well founded, because
its interpretation, even among the most authoritative circles, is so
general that no specific differentiation can be established between both
terms,^
Sales Tax is the term applied to any duty imposed on the transfer
of property rights on articles of oommeroe, or on the rendering of a
given service.
The Two-Per-Cent Sales Tax is the sales tax imposed under the
provisions of the Third Title of the Internal Revenue Law in force in
Puerto Rico,^^
Shifting is the aot whereby the seller of a commodity or service
passes on or collects from the buyer or consumer the amount of the tax
imposed by the government. It is the transfer of the tax from the
(^Lutz, Earley Leist, Rxblio Finance, Second Edition, page 501#
Comstock, Alzada, Taxation in the Modem State, pages 176-188,
(2)Act 85, approved Aug, 20, 1925 with amendments. Appendix 1,
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original taxpayer to same other person,^ If the seller of a commodity
or service includes in, or adds to the price of the commodity or service,
the amount of the tax, it is said that he shifts it to the buyer.
Absorption is the act of the seller of refraining from passing the
tax on to the buyer. When a merchant chooses to bear the burden of the
tax, it is said that he absorbs the tax.
Incidence is the term used to denote the effect of the tax on the
ultimate payer. It is the final result of the tax. "Thus the problem
of incidence is the analysis to determine who pays the tax, i.e on whom
the money burden of the tax falls or rests.” v ' The point where the
burden of the tax actually rests is known as its incidence.
The Base is the object, article, thing or service upon which the
(4)
taxing authority makes its calculations to impose the tax. The base
is generally referred to as the object of the tax. In the case of the
two-per-cent tax the base is the sale. The tax is imposed on the act of
effecting the sale or rendering the services. In the oase of property
taxes, the base is such property as houses, land, personal belongings
and machinery. "As the subject of taxation" says Bastable, "is the
person affected, so the ’object' is the thing or fact on which it is
imposed."^
(^Seligman, Edwin R. A., Studies in Public Finance, 1925, page 59 -
Hunter Merril Harold, Outlines of Public Finance, page 154.
(2)shirras, G. Findlay, The Science of Public Finance, page 181.
^^Hunter, Merril Harold, op. cit., page 126.
(^'Hunter, Merril Harold, op. cit., page 125.
(5)Bastable, C. F., Public Finance, page 270.
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4A Progressive Tax is one that increases in proportion to the capacity
of the individual to pay* In a progressive tax system the rate increases
as the amount assessed increases.
^
A Regressive Tax , on the contrary, is that which decreases relative-
ly to the amount assessed. When the tax is regressive, the larger the
taxpayer’s income the smaller the proportion of that income that is oontri
buted*^^
Levy is the legal act of imposing the tax.
Taxable means subject to tax.
A Direct Tax is that whose incidence falls on the person from whom
it is demanded. Mill defines a direct tax as follows; "A direct tax is
one which is demanded from the very persons who, it is intended or de-
sired, should pay it. ' The income and the poll taxes are illustrations
An Indirect Tax is that which is demanded or collected from a person
in the expectation that he will pass it on to some other individual. A
tax on a sale is generally expected to be passed on to the ultimate buyer
of the commodity used as the base of the tax. To quote again from Mill:
"Indirect taxes are those which are demanded from one person in the ex-
pectation and intention that he shall indemnify himself at the expense
of another, such as the excise or customs.
General Sales Tax - A general sales tax is that which includes all
or almost all of the goods sold at a uniform rate. Professor Buehler
Lutz, Earley Leist, op. cit., page 270.
vwShirras, g. Findlay, op. cit., page 162.
(3/Mill, John Stuart, Principles of Political Economy, Vol. 11, page 418.
Ibid, page 418.
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5makes the following subdivision of this tax.^'
1. A tax upon sales in general.
a. Imposed upon sales of commodities and services,
as in Germany and many other countries.
b. Imposed upon sales of commodities only, as in
Puerto Rico.
2. A tax upon producers’ sales.
a. Imposed at uniform rates, as in Canada.
b. Imposed at adjusted rates, as in Australia.
3. A tax upon commodity sales at wholesale, as in Italy.
4. A classified sales tax, as in West Virginia.
5. A tax upon sales at retail, as in Kentucky.
6. A hybrid tax, as in France, which combines taxes upon
sales of goods and services, special taxes on producers'
sales, retail and sales taxes.
The inclusion of Puerto Rioo in the above classification is un-
questionably due to the approval of the Two-Per-Cent tax in 1925 (Title
111 of the Internal Revenue Law; Appendix 1.) If Professor Buehler had
considered the Internal Revenue Law as a whole in his classification, then
our sales tax would have cane under No. 4 with that of West Virginia. In
that State the law makes a classification of occupations and commodities
( 2 )
and imposes on each group or classification a different tax rate#' 1 A
similar classification is made in the case of Puerto Rico in Title 11 of
the Internal Revenue Law. However, no such classification is made in
Title 111 (the Two-Per-Cent Sales Tax). Further evidence that Title 111
l/Buehler, Alfred C., General Sales Taxation, pages 1-2.
2 /MacMillan-Sinolair Sales Tax Service, The Sales Tax in Other States,
Chapter 3, page 4931#
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6of the Law was taken as the basis for the inclusion of Fberto Rico with
the countries employing a general tax is found in a list which appears
in a report to the New York State Commission for the Revision of the Tax
Lave in 1932. In that report, 1925 is given as the year when the tax was
first levied*^ The dates constituting the list were taken from various
sources*
Selective Sales Tax is that whereby a given number of commodities,
generally small and in common use, are taken as the basis for its im-
position* The Federal Internal Revenue Act is an illustration* Under
this act, the Federal Government taxes a select and small number of com-
modities of general consumption* The most common are cigars, cigarettes,
lubricating oil, and gasoline*
Classified Sales Tax is that which is imposed at different rates on
different types or groups of commodities* The Internal Revenue Law in
force in Rierto Rico before 1925 was a classified sales tax. Under the
provisions of that law goods were classified into groups, such as alco-
holic drinks, musical instruments, arms and ammunitions, . and each
group was taxed at a different rate, either on an ad valorem or on a
specific basis. It may be general or selective, depending on whether the
tax is imposed on all or on a few commodities or services* These are then
classified into groups or categories, according to their use, material,
source, size, color or price*
The reason for the growth of the spectacular character attributed to
the Two- Per-Cent Sales Tax may be found in the wording of the law* The
(l)shoup Carl, Report No. 7, page 11, in Report of the New York Tax
Commission for the Revision of the Tax Laws*
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7reading of Title 111 of the Law conveys at first thought the impression
that a tax on sales is a new development in the field of taxation in the
island* This belief may arise from the fact that Title 111 of the Law
is specifically called a sales tax, while the law, of which this title is
only a section, is given the generic name of Internal Revenue Law of
Puerto Rico* This peculiarity was undoubtedly responsible for the un-
usual fervor with which the so-oalled sales tax was debated and is still
debated at the time of this writing
Furthermore, the novelty of statements such as those made by the
Treasurer of Puerto Rico in connection with his plans to raise additional
funds, together with his public announcement that a sales tax was under
consideration, helped to give the so-called sales tax the character of a
new fiscal experience* For this reason, the proposal was received with
misgivings and was condemned as a risky adventure in taxation* From the
standpoint of fiscal experience, however, the tax was no such adventure#
The Excise Tax in force at that time was from all standpoints a sales tax
but without the name* Title 111 of the Law was simply an outgrowth of
the many excise taxes then in force* The difficulty in appreciating the
true nature of this condition is due precisely to the subtlety of the
situation itself because, as Professor Buehler remarks, "It is difficult
to say just when an excise or stamp tax becomes a general sales tax*"
This particular instance in which a stamp tax is unadvisedly transformed
Statement by J* M. Benitez, Secretary - The Merchants’ Federation, in
"El Mundo", October 24, 1937*
(2)Buehler, Alfred C*, General Sales Taxation, page 2*
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8into a sales tax by a mere coincidence, confirms unequivocally Professor
Buehler’s statement that "The General Sales Tax is frequently called a
turnover tax, a transfer tax, a transactions tax, an industrial tax, a
trading tax, a gross sales tax, a gross receipt tax, a manufacturers and
merchants 1 tax, a merchants* tax, a producers' tax, a general stamp tax,
a sales tax, and other names."^^
That the so-oalled Internal Revenue Act is a sales tax is further
( 2 )
attested by the very nature of Title 11 • ' This title is called "Excise
* Taxes" • Section 16 provides that "There shall be collected and paid, once
only, an internal revenue tax on each of the following articles: Alcohol,
Brandy, Whiskey, Beer, etc., which is produced, manufactured, sold, used
or consumed in Porto Rico (ftierto Rico).... a tax of (quantities vary)"...
(3)
Forty-four articles are listed under Title 11
,
and with but few ex-
ceptions the words transferred and sold are used, if the article subject
to the tax may be so transferred and sold . These two words are omitted
only when the tax base is not an article but a service, in which case the
use of the words is impracticable. In spite of these circumstances.
Title 111 was specifically called "Sales Taxes", whereas Title 11 is known
as "Excise Taxes". Both titles, however, provided for the collection and
payment of the tax imposed by the affixing of internal revenue stamps either
on the documents prepared for the purpose by the Treasurer, on the articles
or on both. Section 35 under Title 11 (Excise Taxes) provides "That all
^Buehler, Alfred C., General Sales Taxation, page 2.
(^Appendix 1, page 168.
Appendix 1, page 168.
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9excise taxes provided for in this Act shall be paid by affixing and
cancelling internal revenue stamps on such documents and articles, as for
such purpose the Treasurer of Puerto Rico may prescribe" • The form of
payment required under Title 111 (Sales Taxes) is worded as follows
*
"Sect* 71 - The sales tax specified in this Act shall be paid by affixing
internal revenue stamps to the documents prepared for the purpose by the
Treasurer of Puerto Rico and cancelling said stamps on the documents*"
As to the form of payment, the only difference between Title 11 (Excise
Taxes) and Title 111 (Sales Taxes) lies in the fact that under the former
the stamps must be affixed on the documents and on the article sold, while
under the latter, the stamps are affixed on the documents only* The
difference is of no consequence from the standpoint of the economic effect
of the tax*
From the standpoint of the time of payment, some difference does
exist between these two titles but does not affect in any way their
fundamental similarity* Section 37, under Title 11 (Excise Taxes) reads
as follows* Dealers shall be liable for the payment of the tax upon
selling or transferring the taxable article to another dealer or to a
consumer* Section 39 under the same title further provides that "taxes
prescribed by this Act on the sale, transfer or consumption in Porto ^ico
of articles comprised in Section 16 shall be paid by the dealer upon sell-
ing or transferring the taxable article to another dealer or to a consu-
mer"* The tax, then, is paid at the time of effecting the sale* Under
Title 111 (Sales Taxes) the payment of the tax to the government is made
differently* Section 62 under this title provides as follows: "*.* which
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tax shall b© paid at the end of each month by the person making such sales*”
Section 63 immediately following provides further that "From and after
the date of approval of this Act persons comprised in the preceding section,
whatever the nature of their business may be, shall file on the last day
of each month and not later than within the ten days following, an affi-
davit showing the gross proceeds of the monthly sales made, whether for
cash or on credit, of all articles covered and defined by Section 62 of
this Act*”
These differences are simply a matter of form or procedure but do
not alter the fundamental nature of the tax in either case*
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CHAPTER II
BRIEF HISTORY OF THE TAX
11
The Two-Per-Cent Sales Tax in force in Puerto Rico since 1925 has
been the local repercussion of the abnormal conditions which have pre-
vailed throughout the world during the World War as well as during the
ensuing period of readjustment. The financial problems of the epoch, the
inflation of prices, and the extraordinary expenditures caused by the
conflict led the warring nations into a fierce struggle to replenish the
exhausted income from customary or traditional sources of public revenue.
At the time of the European war sales taxes did not form an important
souroe of income in the tax systems of the world. The psychology of the
post-war period, however, was a strong influence in directing the attention
of the governments to a form of taxation that would yield a large and
steady income and with relative ease. Considering the insecurity and un-
rest of the post-war period, governments were hesitant as well as re-
luctant to impose any additional burden on individuals and business firms
for fear that the latter* 3 protests might add to the social and economic
uncertainties of the epoch. For these reasons, they resorted to the Sales
Tax, whose apparent imperceptibility encouraged its adoption as an oppor-
tunistic and emergency measure to help sol vs temporarily the serious
problem presented by the loss of revenue from other sources. It is inter-
esting to note, however, that the Sales Tax, although introduced primarily
as an emergency measure, has also had practical results from the official
standpoint. Furthermore, it has gradually lost its original character in
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spite of the arguments raised by its opponents* "Once adopted, the sales
tax tends to remain, only three or four countries, all of them small, have
abandoned it. M^ The experiment has spread rapidly to many countries and
tends to become a regular source of income as well as an integral part of
( 2 )
the revenue systems of the world*
Sales taxes in Puerto Rico date back to a period prior to the adop-
tion of similar taxes in many other countries* During the Spanish regime
Puerto Rico paid consumption taxes similar in nature to the modern sales
taxes* The Spanish historical background is rich in experiences with the
taxation of commodities for sale. The "alcavala”
,
or general consumption
tax, was supposed to be introduced in Spain in 1342.' ' There are indica-
(4)
tions, however, that the tax existed even in the XIth century*' The
"reran venalium” of the Romans was its oldest precedent.' In 1571 the
(6 )
"alcavala 1* was extended to the Latin-American colonies of Spain.' 1 It
consisted in the payment of a part of the goods sold or transferred, and
varied from 5 per cent in its beginnings to 14 per oent in the seventeenth
(7)
century. Colmeiro makes the interesting remark that the inequality of
the tax was the first evil of the system*
^
^^Haig, Robert Murray & Shoup, Carl, The Sales Tax in the American
. .States, page 5*
^Buehler, Alfred C*, op. cit*, page 2.
( 3 )seligman, Edwin R* A*, op* cit., page 126.
(^)colmeiro, Manuel, Historia de la Economia Pol£tica en Espaxia, Vol. 1,
..page 472*
}°'Enciclopedia Universal Ilustrada, Vol. 4, page 205.
( 6
)
lbid, page 205.
( 7
)
Ibid
,
page 205.
( 8
)
colmeiro, Manuel, op. cit., page 474.
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That the tax was a burden on industry and commerce may be inferred
from the royal decree (cedula de gracia) issued by the King on the 10th
of August of 1815 providing fori^
(a) permission to strangers for the white and
black colonization of the island;
(b) permission for the importation of slaves from
neighboring island;
(c) granting the people exemption from all royal
tithes (diezmos reales) and alcavalas (con-
sumption taxes) for a period of 15 years, on
condition that the consumption t ax should be
only 2 l/2 per cent upon its reinstatement*
By 1866 the income from the consumo tax was reported as amounting to
$4000, the rate in force then being 2 l/2 per cent, as provided for in
( 2 )
the royal decree of 1815*
This "consumo*’ tax was in force in the island at the time of the
occupation by the Amerioan forces in 1898* It was a municipal tax paid
on articles of common use, such as rice, fresh beef, flour, com, milk,
(Z)
charcoal, sugar and wines*' J The tax was paid at the gates of towns or
(1)
cordoba, Pedro Tomas de, Memorias sobre Todos los Ramos de la Adminis
tracion de la Isla de Puerto &ico f page 86*
(
2 )
Abbad y Lasierra, Fray Ifiigo, Historia Geografica, civil y Natural de
la Isla de Puerto &ico, page 365.
(3)
Carroll, Henry K., Report on the Island of Porto Rico, page 23*
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municipalities* Three very common articles paid as follows:
flour, per 100 kilos •••••••• $2*50
rice, " " " 1.00
fresh beef, per 100 kilos ... 5*00
Soon after the occupation of the island by the American army in the
month of July of 1898, steps were taken by the military authorities to
lift the burden of the tax from the shoulders of the consuming masses.
On December 30th of the same year, the military governor issued General
Orders No. 39, with the specific purpose of cheapening the cost of bread
and fresh meat, and to encourage competition among dealers. The order
consisted of three provisions
(1) the industry of making and selling bread
was exempted from the taxj
(2) the sale of beef, pork and mutton were
declared to be absolutely free on the
island;
(3) to recoup the loss occasioned by the
abolition of these taxes, municipal govern-
ments were authorized to license all sellers
of liquor, cigars and tobacco products*
The following schedule was drawn up for the purpose;
Stores and stands in towns of
from 5,000 to 10,000 people $50.00
from 10,000 to 15,000 people 60*00
from 15,000 to 20,000 people 70*00
from 20,000 on 80.00
The military authorities hoped that the taxing of the sale of liquors
would discourage their use and would take away from the people the habit
^ ^Military orders having the Force of Law, Department of Porto &ioo.
General Orders No. 39.
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of drinking, a vice which, according to the military governor, would
cause misery, would demoralize the people and would interfere with their
moral progress.
Following the policy of the military government, a supplement to the
previous order was published in the official Gazette of Puerto Rico,^ 1 ^
providing for the abolition of the tax on flour. The order read as
follows* ’’The consumption tax on flour is abolished and municipal cor-
porations are hereby notified that no taxes shall be levied by them on
articles entered for consumption, other than liquor, tobacco and luxuries
to cover the shortage in their receipts, resulting from the suppression
of the consumption tax on bread and fresh meat.
By ooramand of General Henry,
F. McIntyre.”
Under General Orders No. 187, of November 25, 1899, a tax of 3 cents
per liter on alcoholic drinks, and a tax of one tenth of one per cent on
each box of matches manufactured in Puerto Rico were imposed with the
purpose of helping municipal governments. The proceeds from these two
taxes was expected to make up in part for the loss occasioned by the
abolition of the consumption taxes. An additional tax of two cents per
pound was imposed on imported oleomargarine by General Orders No. 196,
series of 1899. On December 30, 1899, by General Order No. 232, a stamp
tax of 20 cents was imposed on each pack of playing cards imported.
Although these three taxes were imposed for the purpose of assisting
the municipal governments to finance municipal expenditures, they may be
( ^Official Gazette of Porto Rico, January 5, 1899
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properly called the first sales taxes imposed by the insular government
under the American regime* No insular excise taxes, with the possible
exemption of one on the consumption of petroleum, were imposed under the
Spanish government*
Under the Spanish regime the following were the sources of insular
revenues
i
( 1 )
(1) Taxes and Imposts
(a) territorial tax: a tax on urban
and rural estates
(b) a tax on industry and commerce:
levied on manufactures and on the
income of merchants, dootors,
lawyers and other professional men
(c) royal dues, and dues on the trans-
fer of property
(d) mining imposts
(e) cedulas (personal passports)
(f) a tax on the business of railroads
(g) oonsumo tax on petroleum
(2) Custom Houses
(a) customs duties
(b) fines
(o) confiscations
(d) warehouse dues
(e) 10$ transitory tax
( 1 )
Carroll, Henry K*, op* cit., pages 20, 21, 22
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(f) loading and unloading fees
(g) sailing fees for passengers
(3) Monopoly Revenues
(a) ecclesiastical bulls
(b) stamped paper
(c) postage stamps
(d) offioial forms (papers)
(e) insurance policies
(f) bank and company shares
(g) drafts
(4) State Property
(a) rents from public lands
(b) tax on quarries and mines
(6) Incidentals
The total revenue income from all these taxes was estimated at
$5,107,093 during the fiscal year 1898-1899.^ The revenue from the
government lottery is not referred to in Mr. Carroll’s list. However,
it is included in the estimates for that period made by the Treasurer of
Puerto Rico in his report for 1918-1919. The income from the government
lottery was estimated at $100,000.00.
In their report to the Secretary of War, the United States Insular
Commission appointed to look into the affairs of the island, made the
( 2
)
following recommendation 1 ' '
(l)Annual Report of the Governor of Puerto Rico, 1918-19, page 361.
.Government Printing Press, Washington, D, C.
'
2
'Report of the U. S. Insular Commission, 1899, Gov. Printing Press, Wash.
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tt Th© laws reoommended will embrace an entirely new system of
taxation, prohibiting all taxes on consumption of the neces-
saries of life; all monopolies and collections of licenses by
individuals owning markets, or on other pretenses; all license
taxes on businesses, except on sales of intoxicating liquors,
and such other as are found in states and cities of the United
States. This will also include the internal revenue laws of
the United State s. tt
The Spanish Revenue system was, consequently, abolished by the
passage of the Revenue Act of January 31, 1901. The act provided for*
(1) a general property tax
(2) insular excise taxes (sales taxes)
(3) municipal excises (fees and licenses)
The general property tax was intended to displace the territorial and
industrial taxes then in force for insular purposes. The tax was fixed
at l/2% of the market value of all property, and provision was made for
an additional l/2$ on the insular valuation for local purposes. Property
valued at less than $100 was exempted.
By an amendment to the revenue law, passed in 1902, it was provided
that during the year 1903-1904, municipal governments should receive only
7 \/2.% of the collections on account of insular excise taxes, and that
thereafter no part of said tax should be turned over to them. Beginning
with the year 1904-1905, excise taxes became exclusively insular revenue.
Municipal governments, however, were authorized to impose a property tax
of 4/5$ instead of l/2.% which they were collecting. This was done to
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maintain the basic property tax rate of 1% on the assessed value*
The excise taxes imposed under the provisions of the revenue act of
1901 were for all practical purposes sales taxes that affected a small
number of commodities, generally classified as luxuries* At the close
of the fiscal year following the passage of the act, the following col-
lections were made;
Distilled spirits $448,449.13
Adulterated spirits 28,406.72
Beer and wine 67,853.41
Playing cards 148.67
Cigars, cigarettes and
manufactured tobacco 275,969.20
Proprietary medicinal
preparations 4,501.63
Oleomargarine 1.00
Arms and ammunitions 1,767.23
Matches 18,234.26
The total amount collected during the fiscal year 1902-1903 was
( 2 )$992,559*54. The rates of excise taxes reported by the Treasurer by
(3)1907 were as follows
j
Distilled spirits (per liter) $ .26
Beer n " .06
Wine " " .06
Champagne M ” *27
(1)
Fourth Annual Report of the Governor of Porto Rico, page /^Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C*
(2)
Third Annual Report of the Governor of Porto Rico, page 106.
(3)
Annual Report of the Governor of Porto Rico, 1907, page 83, Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C.

20
Cigars (per hundred) $ .20
Cigarettes (per thousand) 1.10
Playing cards (per pack) .03
Medicinal Preparations (ad valorem) 5%
Arms & Ammunitions " M 4:0%>
Matches (per gross) 20%
These duties were collected on the commodities listed, whether manu-
factured in, or imported for consumption in Puerto Rioo.^^ Among the
characteristic features of the system at that time, the Governor reported
( 2 )the following
j
"The adoption of the practice of having taxes paid
by fixing stamps to invoices showing the shipment
of taxable goods from the place of manufacture or
of the receipt of imported goods instead of upon
the packages themselves containing the goods •*'
It should be noted that the excise tax system went into force on February
(3)
1, 1901.
The 1907 excise duties were in the nature of a sales tax imposed on
manufacturers for the privilege of selling their goods. The tax was paid
at the moment the goods were withdrawn from the place of manufacture.
Although it did not have the character of a customs duty, it was also
collected on imported goods so as to equalize the burden on all goods
sold.^
For many years the number of commodities taxed remained practically
( 1 )
( 2 )
(3)
( 4 )
Annual Report of the Governor of P. R., 1907, page 83, Government Print-
ing Office, Washington, D. C.
Ibid, page 82.
Annual Report of the Governor of Puerto Rico, 1907, page 100. For a
summary of excise tax collections from 1901 to 1907 see appendix Mo. X .
Ibid, page 85.
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unchanged. In his report for 1916, the Treasurer of Puerto Rico gave a
comparative statement showing the sources of excise taxation. The items
listed are those given in the statement for 1907.^
The list of taxable commodities was considerably increased by Act.
(2)
No. 30 of 1917.' ' The following articles were added to the list given
above *
Paragraph 13; taxed at 5$ ad valorem-
motor vehicles
tires
Paragraph 14; taxed at 5% ad valorem-
phonographs
mechanical instruments
Paragraph 16; taxed at 5% ad valorem
cinematographic films
Paragraph 17; taxed at 10$ ad valorem-
diamond
precious stones of all kinds
The law provided that the tax must be paid by the affixture or cancellation
of internal revenue stamps to such documents and to such articles as the
treasurer of Porto Rico might prescribe by regulation. By the year 1925 tte
list of taxable commodities included the following additional items
, Pianos Billiard tables
Pianolas Photographic Cameras
Portable lighting apparatus Chewing Gums
Umbrellas Toilet Soap
Raincoats Mats
1 Men’s Shirts Carpets
Gasoline / Hand fans
(^Report of the Governor of Puerto ^ico to the Secretary of War, 1916,
.page 255. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
^Appendix No. 3, From laws of Puerto Rico, 1917, Vol. 11, pages 302-303.
Bureau of Supplies Printing and Transportation, San Juan, P. R.
(3)xwenty Fifth Annual Report of the Governor of Puerto Rico, page 196.
House of Representatives Document 220, Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C.
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bicycles
Musical Instruments
Safes
Glass Show Counters
Dynamite
Powder
Electric Fans
Electric Ventilators
Adding and Calculating
Neokties
Silk Stockings
Sugar
Cut Glass
Thermos
Typewriters
Barber Chairs
Dentist Chairs
Cash Registers
Machines
The collection of excise taxes since the adoption of the system was
effected without apparent difficulty until the fiscal year 1919-1920.
Difficulties, however, arose due to greater fiscal obligations. The
salaries of all the government employees were raised two years before.
Innumerable appropriations were made for public works. No new revenue
sources were provided to take care of these additional obligations. Al-
though the construction of public works was postponed in time to avert a
serious fiscal embarrassment, no definite action was taken in the matter
.
. ,
( 1 )
of salaries.
The passage of Act Ho. 80, of June 26, 1919 had also given rise to
considerable controversy because of the increase of the rates provided in
the income tax then in force. The change was sudden. In order to obstruct
the enforcement of the act, taxpayers began to raise objections and to
question the validity of the ]aw, hoping thereby to evade the payment of
considerable sums of money. Serious objections were also raised against
( 2 )
the excise tax.' '
^Annual Report of the Governor of Puerto Rico, 1919-1920, page 295.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
(2)Annual Report of the Governor of Puerto Rico, 1920, page 296.
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During the year 1919-1920, however, business conditions were generally
satisfactory. The prices of sugar and tobacco were high. This helped
considerably to delay the impending financial crisis. But by the end of
the fiscal year the prices of the leading agricultural crops of the island
dropped to such an extent that the situation became very alarming. Banks
which were used to making large loans to farmers could not make collections.
The Insular treasury was compelled to make large deposits of its cash re-
sources with the banks affected, and to grant extensions of time to tax-
( 1 )
payers whenever such action was warranted.
The difficulties described by the governor continued during the year
1920-21. In order to stop the collection of income and excise taxes,
many injunctions were filed against the Treasurer. The granting of said
legal recourse to many taxpayers was a serious obstacle to the proper
discharge of the obligations of the public treasury.
In spite of all these inconveniences, however, the financial operations
of the year 1920-21 were closed with a cash balance on hand of $900,000,
but uncollected taxes amounted to $341,904.68. This represented an in-
crease of nearly Z% over the figures for the previous year. Actual col-
lections were $776,250.77 below the estimates made for budgetary appropri-
ations.^
The situation of the treasury was, for these reasons, the subject of
serious concern on the part of the legislators. The Finance Committee of
the Senate early in the month of February, 1923, discussed the matter with
(^Annual Report of the Governor of Porto Rico, 1920-21, page 237. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
^
'ibid*, 1921-22, page 150.
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the Auditor of the island*^ Reference was made by the president of the
Senate to the deficit resulting from the decrease of revenue and to what
this diminution of income meant to the Administration*
Many suits were also filed against the appraisal of property and the
( 2 )imposition of the property tax* These suits not only obstructed the
normal functions of the government, but were at the same time creating a
novel situation in the history of public finance in Rierto Rico, the
effects of which are evident even today in the laxness with which many
important taxpayers take their obligations to the public treasury*
The following comment of the Attorney General in his report to the
Governor is of interest
i
v
"The office of the Attorney General has been
kept busy handling numerous civil cases of different nature, and the total
of all cases reaches the unusually high number of 414, of which 210 have
been suits to recover taxes paid under protest, and injunctions in the
Federal Court to restrain the Treasurer of Puerto Rico from taking any
action in the collection of taxes* The great majority of these cases are
suits contesting the validity of the excise tax law, and there are some
contesting the income tax law*" Uncollected taxes because of this liti-
gation amounted to $426,432*63*
The objections raised by taxpayers against the excise tax law were
(4)
summed up by the Treasurer as follows:
(^)El Mundo, February 7, 1923, San Juan, P. R*
^
2
'Ibid, February 12, 1923*
'
3
'Twenty Third Annual Report of the Governor of Puerto Rico, page 45*
Government Printing Office, Washington, D* C*
( 4)lbid, page 67*
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"Excise Tax Law— In the last annual report
rendered by my predeoessor in office for the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1922, in referring
to thebxoise tax law then in force, it was
pointed out that the said act which had been
in operation for more than 20 years, as amend-
ed from time to time by the legislature, had been
of late contested by a number of taxpayers, who
in many instances had applied to the courts for
relief upon the ground that the collection of
internal revenue on importations was unconstitu-
tional and constituted a violation of the laws
regulating interstate commerce, and upon the
further ground that section 58 of our organic law,
approved on March 2, 1917, maintains in force
section 3 of the Foraker Act, which provides that
in no event shall any duties be collected after
the 1st day of March, 1902, on merchandise and
articles going into Porto Rico from abroad."
To remedy the situation brought about by the objections raised by the
taxpayers, the excise law was redrafted. The tax rates were not changed
but the number of dutiable articles was considerably increased.^ 1 ^ The
( 2 )
Treasurer reported the following additions:
^See list on page 21.
( 2 )Twenty Third Annual Report of the Governor of Puerto Rico, pages 67-68.
Bureau of S. P. T., San Juan, P. R.
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"A tax upon manufacturers and producers
as such; a tax upon the use or consumption
of the articles enumerated in the law,
and upon the transfer or turning over
thereof. In the latter case, the require-
ments of the law are tantamount to a
"turnover” tax, in that the wholesale
merchant in accordance with certain accounts
which he shall be required to carry, will
pay the internal revenue tax at the
time of turning over or selling said
articles either to the retailer or to the
consumer."
The income tax was amended as follows
(a) an additional tax was imposed on the dividends of
corporations received by individuals;
(b) the rate of the excess profits tax on corporations
and civil or commercial partnerships was increased;
(c) the tern "invested capital" was somewhat changed
in meaning to make it broader in scope;
(d) a provision was made for the adjustment of losses
during the first end second years following the
period when they occurred;
( 1 ) Twenty-thi rd Annual Report of the Governor of Porto Rico, page 68.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
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(e) provision was made for the payment
of the income tax in two installments
instead of in three as before#
It was hoped that by rewording the law of 1921 the difficulties en-
countered in the collection of the excise taxes would be solved* That
law provided a tax on automobiles produced , manufactured , introduced or
brought into Porto Rico * The law of 1923 amended the previous provision
to read on all automobiles produced
,
manufactured
,
sold or used in Porto
Rico* The island* s treasurer maintained that this change in the wording
of the text of the act would remove the objections raised and would at
the same time put an end to the alleged unconstitutionality of the act*
With the amendments which were introduced in the law in force, the
government was hopeful of remedying the embarrassing situation caused by
the attacks in the courts and by the gradual decrease of revenue* However,
the hope entertained by the government was not fulfilled* In his report
for 1924,^^ the Governor makes a detailed analysis of the financial
( 2 )
condition of the government. The estimated income from various sources' y
was far above the collections made* Excise tax collections alone were
$732,828*72 below the amount estimated* Income tax collections were
$1,982,948*10 short of expectations* These two sources showed a deficit
of 12,715,776*82. The Governor was of the opinion that the objections
raised to the payment of the taxes were on the increase* The following
( 1 ) Twenty-fourth Annual Report of the Governor of Puerto Rico, page 2,
. House Document Ho* 20, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C*
'‘2)see appendix No* IV.
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figures show the seriousness of the situation:
Year Estimates Collections
1921-22 10,230,000.00 9,453,759*03
1922-23 7,605,000*00 8,071,202*78
1923-24 11,860,000*00 11,198,385.83
1924-25 10,160,000.00 8,532,741.27
The major deficiencies arose from the low returns of the income and excise
taxes* For the year 1923-24 alone, these two sources were responsible for
a deorease of $2,715,776*82.
As a temporary solution of the problem, a loan for the sum of two
million dollars was negotiated under the powers granted to the insular
authorities by Section 2 of the Organic Act* This loan was to be paid out
of the income from pending taxes* A special committee consisting of the
Governor, four legislators, the Attorney General, and the Treasurer was
appointed to make a thorough study of the tax laws in force* In addition
to holding public hearings, the Committee secured the services of Professor
Robert M. Haig, of Columbia University* Professor Haig's recommendations
were incorporated into an income tax law which was passed in the hope that
the situation of the treasury would improve.^ This new law was made
retroactive to cover the previous year because of the urgent need for
( 2 )
additional funds* The estimated income for the fiscal year 1924-25 on
(^Twenty-fifth Annual Report of the Governor of Puerto Rico, page 7*
House Document No* 220* Washington, G. c*
(^Laws of Puerto Rico, 1925, Page 533*
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aocount of income and excise taxes was $3,000,000*00 and $4,000,000*00
respectively. Collections amounted to $1,450,000*00 and $3,281,000*00*
The deficit on account of both sources was $2,270,000*00*^ Uncollected
( 2 )
taxes at the end of the year amounted to $767,063*40* '
The public treasury was, therefore, faced with a difficult problem*
The bonded debt amounted to $20,250,000*00* The floating debt was in the
neighborhood of five millions* Although there were ample resources for
the gradual retirement of the bonded debt, the Governor expected that
payment of the floating debt would be provided from the collection of de-
(3)linquent taxes and a possible yearly surplus* ' The situation was
seriously aggravated by the decision of the Federal Court, June 2, 1925,
(4)
whereby the Excise Law was declared unconstitutional* The firm of
Smallwood Brothers, through their attorney, Mr* Cayetano Coll Cuchi,
petitioned the court to grant an injunction to prevent the Treasurer from
collecting the excise tax on certain automobiles bought by them in New
York* The injunction was granted and the government was ordered not to
oolleot the tax until the case was decided* The firm was obliged to de-
posit a bond for $50,000, which sum would protect the government if the
decision to be given by the Court were found to be erroneous*
Counsel for the Treasurer of Puerto Rico maintained that the change
in the wording of the law had removed the alleged unconstitutionality*
The terms "introduced, or brought into Puerto Rico" and the substitution
^
^ Twenty-fifth Annual Report of the Governor of Puerto Rico, page 4*
Bureau of Supplies, Printing <fe Transportation, San Juan, P. R*
'
2
'Ibid, page 159.
( 3 )Twenty-fifth Annual Report of the Governor of Puerto Rico, page 8-9*
, ..Bureau of Supplies, Printing & Transportation, San Juan, P. R*
'Appendix No* 5.
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of the words "produced, manufactured, sold or used in Puerto Rico" in their
place had changed completely the meaning of the act in so far as the col-
lection of excise duties was concerned. The Court, held otherwise. By way
of illustration, the Judge said:
"It is a fact of common knowledge that the state of Michigan
produces many automobiles and produces no oranges. It is a
matter of common knowledge that the State of Florida produ-
ces no automobiles and produces many oranges. An immense
number of boxes of Florida oranges go annually to the State
of Michigan; and an immense number of automobiles manufactured
in the State of Michigan go annually to the State of Florida.
We will assume that the legislature of Michigan should impose
a tax or thirty cents on each box of oranges produced, manu-
factured, sold or used in the State of Michigan, exactly in
accordance with the language in the Act of 1923 passed here
in Porto Rico; we will likewise assume that the State of
Florida should pass an Act imposing a tax of 10$ ad valorem
upon each automobile produced, sold, manufactured or used
in Florida. How could it be said that this would not be
directly violative of the Constitution of the United States,
as found in article one, sub-division two, cited by Judge
Wolf, in his opinion referred to above, which provision says
that no tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from
any state? Furthermore, no state shall, without the
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consent of Congress, lay any imposts or duties on
imports or exports except what may be absolutely
necessary for executing its inspection laws* In
view of what has been stated above there is no
proper order from this Court to make except to grant
the injunction as prayed for by the complainants*”^^
When the decision became known to the public, it caused a commotion
among the legislators and government officials* In depriving the insular
treasury of an income of at least three million dollars, it made impossible
the balancing of the budget* ”E1 Mundo” expressed great disappointment
( 2 )
since the decision would prevent the drawing up of the island’s budget*
Senator Garola-Ducos, majority leader, stated in the Senate that if the
decision of the Court should prevail it must be admitted that Puerto Rico
had an unstable government, subject to the whims of its enemies, who were
pledged to bring about its collapse*' ' ”La Democracia,,
,
organ of the
orv
party in power, commented/She decision in very strong terms in its editori-
al column of June 4. The confusion of our jurists, both continental and
Puerto Ricans, according to the editorialist, was that they confuse piti-
fully the internal revenue or excise tax collected on goods imported and
maintained that the federal act imposes internal revenue duties on both
native and imported goods, leaving the benefit of the customs duties to
(l)on the question of unconstitutionality of the law, the Circuit Court of
appeals. First Circuit (Boston, Mass*) held that the tax was valid.
See 16F (2nd) 545. For the decision of the Supreme Court confirming
the validity of the tax. See 275 U. S* 56.
J
2 )”E1 Mundo”, June 12, 1925.
^'”La Danocracia”
,
June 4, 1925*
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the advantage of the native producers* However, to "El Tiempo", the organ
of a minority party, the reasons advanced by the judge were perfectly
logical* The newspaper criticized the Legislature for misinterpreting
the powers granted by the Organic Act of the island, and by acting as if
Puerto Rico were a foreign country* It also criticized the Legislature
for the lack of expert counsel and advise on constitutional matters*^^
In view of the seriousness of the situation, the Treasurer hurriedly
drafted a plan which was submitted to the Committee on Finances of the
Senate* The plan provided for a combination of the excise tax then in
force with a new tax to be imposed on sales * The Treasurer thought that
both measures could work independently of each other* The main features
( 2 )
of the plan were:
(a) The elimination of any reference found in the
Internal Revenue Act to a supposed import duty*
(b) The inclusion of the excise taxes in force to
which no objections had been raised in the past*
(c) The inclusion of a special tax on sales *
The Treasurer made public the following rules and regulations to enforce
the proposed special sales tax, if it were passed by the Legislature:
(a) All retailers would be obliged to render a
sworn statement, giving the total amount of
their monthly sales, whether for cash or on
credit, on the last day of the month, or within
the ten days following*
(1)
"E1 Tiempo", June 5, 1925*
( 2
)
"E1 Mundo", June 11, 1925*

(b) The Internal Revenue agents would affix upon
these statements internal revenue stamps
equal in amount to 2.% of the total sales made;
(o) The statements must be forwarded to the
Treasurer of Porto Rico;
(d) Retail merchants would be obliged to keep
records of their daily sales* These records
would be open to inspection by the Treasurer
of Puerto Rico;
(e) Retailers whose monthly sales would not ex-
ceed $100*00 would be exempted from the tax;
(f) Violation of the provisions of the act would
be considered as a misdemeanor and would be
punished;
(g) The Treasurer would be authorized to suspend
the effects of the penalty for cause, and to
impose administrative fines of not less than
$10 nor greater than $100*
(h) The Treasurer would be authorized to formu-
late the necessary rules and regulations not
in conflict with the law to enforce the
provisions of the act*
The plan of the Treasurer was attacked and ridiculed by a leading
newspaper* The following obstacles were raised:
(1)"E1 Mundo", June 12, 1925
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(a) Figures are easily altered to misrepresent
the real factsj
(b) A tax on credit sales would be unjust beoause
these sales might or might not be collected*
(c) A uniform rate for all was unjust;
(d) The merchant would have to disclose his
secrets;
(e) The right to pardon offenders would give rise
to discrimination on the part of the Treasurer*
The Legislature, however, approved the plan and passed the bill on
August 20, 1925, as Act 85 of 1925* The purpose of the bill was as
follows
;
"To provide revenues for the People of Porto Rico
by levying certain sales taxes and taxes for the
manufacture, use, sale and consumption of certain
products and by the levying of certain excise and
license taxes; to impose certain penalties; to re-
peal the laws in force providing for excise and
license taxes, and for other purposes •”
The Treasurer’s purpose in recommending the bill is stated as follows
in the report submitted to the Governor*
"Therefore, for the purpose of increasing the
revenue of the treasury mainly, and further, in
order to offset the loss of revenue caused by the
clandestine introduction of taxable articles into
:i <
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the island, -which cannot be stopped, and the bringing
of same through the mails, thereby avoiding the pay-
ment of taxes, in the latter case because of the fact
that the Post Office authorities have denied permission
to our revenue agents to list the packages of taxable
articles received by parcel post, I deemed it necessary
to recommend to the legislature the enactment of a new
excise tax law embodying various important amendments,
including a^ sales tax*” In the opinion of the Treasurer, the
sales tax was imperative because of the urgent need of securing additional
receipts to balance the budget, and for the gradual amortization of the
outstanding floating debt*^ ;
The urgent need for revenue and the stand of the Administration in
connection with the Act were ably stated by the Governor in a letter
( 2 )
addressed to the President of the Chamber of Commerce of the Island*
The governor refused to veto the bill and advanced many reasons in defense
of the position taken by the Legislature in passing the law providing for
the sales tax in order to avert the collapse of the public treasury*
According to the governor, the sales tax, in the first place, could
not be vetoed separately. He maintained that, even though the act had been
passed as a separate law, he would not have vetoed it because its passage
was within the pov/ers of the Legislature under the emergency conditions
(^Twenty-fifth Annual Report of the Governor of Puerto Rico, Eouse Docu-
ment No* 220, page 148. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C*
( 2
^Appendix No. VI*
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prevailing. The efforts of the Administration in providing the island with
a sound system of taxation are praised by the governor, although he ad-
mitted that this was a very complex matter. But opposition to those
efforts were considered by him as unwise. Frequent changes in the revenue
laws should noTbe desired. Changes must be carefully considered. The
governor expected to reorganize the tax system under expert advice. It was
his opinion that a sales tax, as a means of raising revenue, had both
supporters and objectors. He maintained the legality of the tax and
stressed its support by some of the ablest financiers of the world. He
thought that in some cases the tax was found to be advantageous and was
approved by the people as part of a permanent revenue system. A trial,
in his opinion, was perfectly justifiable. He was quite sure that many of
the objections raised would be found to be futile, based on misinterpre-
tations of the purpose of the law and of the form in whioh it would be
administered.
Furthermore, special emphasis was given by the governor to the need
to dispel the fear that the tax would be collected every time an article
was sold. To the contention that the tax would reduce profits and that
it would be paid by the consumer, the governor answered that both arguments
could not be right. It is probable that neither contention was true.
Where competition was strong, the tax may reduce the merchant’s profits.
But since the tax was small, and the number of such cases so infrequent,
the merchant would not suffer considerably.
In some cases the tax is added to the price paid by the consumer.
The instances, the governor thought would be fewer as the relation between
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the buyer and the seller became adjusted. The increase, if paid, would
hardly be noticed. Since the needs of the government were pressing, the
governor advised the people to give the tax an opportunity long enough to
be able to study its results.
The increase from the amended income tax would be moderate. The other
sources of revenue available were not sufficient to meet the demands of
the public services. And since new sources were urgent, the sales tax was
recommended after careful study of all its shortcomings and possibilities.
The governor did not advise or suggest the passage of the tax, but he
thought that it should be given a fair trial until such time as it might
be modified or abrogated if conditions so determined.
The legal name of the act is ’’Internal Revenue Law of Puerto Rico.”
It consists of the following three titles
t
Title 1 - Definitions of terms
used in the act;
Title 2 - Excise Taxes;
Title 3 - Sales Taxes.
Under Title 2 are listed 44 articles or items subject to a tax, payable
by the dealer upon selling or transferring the article taxed to another
dealer or to a consumer. This particular title has been known since the
adoption of the revenue system as an excise, end as a general rule, no
reference was made to it as a sales tax. The number of articles taxed was
gradually increased since 1901, as has been stated elsewhere.
Title 3 is generally known in Puerto Rico as the Two-Per-Cent Tax.
Occasionally, it is also referred to as the Sales Tax, and begins with
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section 62 of the law. When the Act was originally passed in 1925, the
Title read as follows*
Section 62.—There shall be levied and
collected on the sale of any articles the
object of commerce, not specified in section
16 of this Act or exempted from taxation as
provided in said section, a tax of two per
cent on the prioe or value of the daily sales
of such articles, whether such sales are for
cash or on credit which tax shall be paid at
the end of each month by the person making
such sales.
Because of misunderstandings which gave rise to innumerable claims on the
part of merchants this section was amended by Law No. 17 of June 3, 1927
to read as follows
Section 62*—There shall be levied and col-
lected, only once, on the sale of any articles
the object of comnerce, not specified in sec-
tion 16 of this Act or exempted from taxation
in section 83 of said Aot, at the time of
*
effecting the sale in Puerto Rico, a tax of
two per cent ( 2%) on the price or value of the
daily sales of such articles, whether such
sales are for cash or on credit, which tax
(l)Laws of Puerto Rico, 1927, page 473. Bureau of Supplies, Printing end
Transportation, San Juan, P. R.
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shall be paid at the end of each month
by the person making such sales.
The original act of 1925 made important exemptions. Section 83
specifically exempted the following:
(a) Manufacturers or business men whose
monthly sales did not amount to $100.
(b) Food "stuffs
(c) Fluid gas
(d) Electric current
(e) Fertilizers and raw materials used in
their manufacture.
(f) Charcoal and wood
(g) Jewels, precious and semi-precious
stones
(h) Sales made by farmers of their products
(i) Newspapers, newspaper advertisements,
literary, scientific and philosophic
works, public school textbooks.
This section was amended again by Act 83 of May 6, 1931, adding the
following exemptions:
(a) The sale of gasoline
(b) The word wood was changed for the
word firewood.
(c) The sale of Real Property
(d) The sale of crushed stone, sand and gravel
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(e) The sale, use or consumption of articles
imported into, or manufactured in the
oountry, used for containers or in the
preparation of products for sale or
export, providing said articles pass
with the product to the possession of
the buyer*
To judge from the statements made by the Treasurer and by the governor,
high hopes were entertained by the Administration from the sales tax* Un-
doubtedly, the tax was supposed to be a fruitful source of ample revenue*
Commenting on the income expected, the Treasurer made the statement that
in his estimation the excise law would yield six million dollars, with the
( 1 )
new title providing for the imposition of the sales tax* Since the
excise tax alone would normally produce in the neighborhood of four million
dollars, it may, then, be safely assumed that the Treasurer expected an
additional income of at least two million dollars from the sales tax* That
expectation is further confirmed by the enthusiasm with which the Treasurer
discussed the possibility of avoiding future deficits* In his report to
the governor, oovering the fiscal year 1924-25, the Treasurer said:
"With a budget not exceeding |10, 500,000,, with the
income tax act made retroactive to January 1, 1924,
and with the new excise tax law providing the very
productive two per cent sales tax, there will be a
sufficient revenue to meet not only all of our bud-
^"La Demooracia"
,
July 7, 1925
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getary requirements for the next two years, but there
will also be an available cash balance to wipe off our
floating indebtedness, perhaps within a period of two
years, and to avoid future deficits
Whether the expectations of the administration were fulfilled or not
will be seen from the following figures which show that the yield of the
Tax is far below the optimistic estimate*
SALES TAX YIELD
Year Collections Per Cent of Tot*
Tax Collections
1925-26 567,383.10 4.36
1926-27 865,201.12 7.06
1927-28 922,746.77 6.79
1928-29 762,586.69 6.00
1929-30 633,016.26 8.49
1930-31 621,792.64 4.61
1931-32 546,531.98 3.40
1932-33 404,739.01 3.40
1933-34 493,869.74 3.79
1934-35 544,432.75 3.87
1935-36 678,047.01 4.23
1936-37 755,037.30 3.78
1937-38 790,937.49 4.21
Any attempt to explain the yearly changes in the yield of the tax
would be beyond the scope of this work because of the innumerable intangi-
ble factors that enter into the nature of the changes, many of which elude
statistical analysis* The yield of the tax may be affected by general
business conditions, by evasion, by laxness of administration* The per
cent which the tax represents of the total collected on account of all
(^Twenty-fifth Annual Report of the Governor of Porto Rico, page 149*
Government Printing Office, Washington, D* C*
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taxes is likewise affected by the variations in the yield of each and every
one of the othlfr sources of revenue. The rise or fall of any other source
may be caused by conditions and circumstances totally independent of the
cause or causes whioh may affect the yield of the sales tax.
It is evident, however, that the tax was overestimated and that it is
not the very productive source anticipated by the Treasurer* It is probable
that in his enthusiasm for a new source of revenue, he overlooked the
intricate problems of control involved in a retail sales tax, or slighted
the limitations of the source, which apparently was less than half of the
estimated total of retail sales
It is pertinent to keep in mind the important fact that articles
subject to other sales taxes produce more than one third of the total
revenue income of the insular government, ^he income from that source is
classified as "Other Excise Taxes" • Their yield as a per cent of the total
revenue income of the government follows*
YEAR PER CENT OF
TOTAL REVENUE
1925-26 33.96
1926-27 40.86
1927-28 42.64
1928-29 39.01
1929-30 42.91
1930-31 45.50
1931-32 45.12
1932-33 38.73
1933-34 40.75
1934-35 34.58
1935-36 35.35
1936-37 32.94
1937-38 40.45
(l)ciark, Victor S. and others, Porto Rico and Its Problems, page 223.
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To expect an additional income of two million dollars from the sales
tax alone was to estimate the total amount of the goods taxed at one
hundred million dollars, which is far beyond the most optimistic possibi-
lities in Puerto Rico# The island’s total imports, for example, of all
commodities during the fiscal year 1936-37 amounted to just over
$90,000,000# Of these imports nearly 40%> consisted of foodstuffs, which,
under the provisions of the act, are not taxable# From &%> to 6%, consisted
of agricultural implements, which are also exempt from t axation# After
these amounts are deducted from the total imports, and the commodities
taxed under Article 2 are left out of consideration, what is left plus
whatever local manufactured products are added, db'not by any possible
means constitute the very productive source to which the Treasurer makes
reference in his report to the Governor#
It is, therefore, possible that the sales tax is now producing what
could reasonably be expected, after making a liberal allowance for evasion.
The tax may undoubtedly yield in the future a sum more or less equivalent
to the average yield for the past years, making a fair allowance for the
natural growth of business activities, but its per cent of the total
revenue income will gradually decrease as the amounts represented by the
liquor tax increase with the growth of the industry#
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CHAPTER III
PUBLIC OPINION AND THE TAX
It has been stated somewhere else in this study that certain business
interests in Puerto Rico had opposed strongly, since the beginning of the
fiscal year 1919-20, the collection of income and excise taxes on account
of their alleged unoonstitutionality. Special emphasis was given to the
imposition of an excise tax on articles brought or imported from the
United States* This tax was regarded by many business organizations and
by lawyers as a tax on imports, since the organic act of the island pro-
hibits the imposition of import duties on goods coming from the United
States. The property tax was attacked because of the alleged illegal
methods of appraisal*
In an interview published in ME1 Mundo" of February 12, 1925, a
prominent Puerto Rican lawyer and student of taxation problems, made the
following statement; M It is true that I have filed a great number of
lawsuits against the Treasury Department of Puerto Rico* Most of these
lawsuits have to do with the income tax, and some have to do with a funda-
mental question in connection with the appraisal of property and with the
imposition of property taxes* I have also filed some in connection with
the excise tax.*1^
Opposition to these three taxes during three consecutive years was
the cause of serious trouble for the Insular Treasury for three reasons;
^^Ortiz Alibran, J. J*, in ”E1 Mundo"
,
February 12, 1925*
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first, because the legal steps taken by the complainants obstructed con-
siderably the normal functioning of the bureaus in charge of the enforce-
ment of the laws; second, because failure to collect taxes already due
meant decreasing revenue; third, because decreasing revenues meant impaired
public services. Of all the sources of revenue, however, none presented
so much cause for anxiety as that derived from the exoise tax because of
the relative importance of its yield to the Treasury, The excise tax has
been the mainstay of the island’s budget since the adoption of the present
revenue system.
The first indication of offioial anxiety over the matter of dwindling
revenues was expressed at a joint meeting of the Senate’s Committee on
Finance with the Treasurer and the Comptroller General, held early in the
month of February of 1923, Reference was made in that meeting to the
deficits resulting from the decrease of income from the excise tax.
The precautionary measure taken to reword the excise tax so as to
eliminate its alleged unconstitutionality had been regarded by the Ad-
ministration as sufficient to meet the legal objections raised. The
controversy, however, continued for the two following years, until the
passage of Act No, 85 of 1925,^ ^ No further trouble was expected on the
grounds of the unconstitutionality of the excise tax.
Opposition arose, however, against the sales tax on account of the
alleged injustice involved in the imposition of a tax which would be a
detriment to the retail business of the island. The tax would represent,
it was maintained, a heavy burden on the consuming masses, whose income was
(^Appendix No. II.
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too low to warrant the payment of any tax on the articles they purchased
The first instance of public opposition to the tax as proposed by the
Treasurer was voiced by ”E1 Mundo” on June 12, 1925, in its editorial
column. The article attaoked and ridiculed the plan of the Treasurer*
To the editorialist, said plan was clumsy, embarrassing and cumbersome*
It was ridiculed as consisting ”of preface, subject, explanation, summary
and everything else included” •^ ^ The opinion was frankly expressed that
the only defect of the plan was its inevitable failure. The law, to the
editorialist, was very amusing and expensive of administration. Even a
scarcity of goods was predicted because the merchants would try to collect
from the consumer twice as much as the amount of the tax imposed, as a
compensation for their worries and possible losses. The sworn monthly
statement that would be required of the merchants was not considered as a
model of efficiency. In closing the editorial comments, the author ex-
pressed the opinion that the plan would at least encourage the offering of
( 2 )
more adequate solutions for the problems of the Treasury*
The editorial referred to seems to have been the warning to set on
foot a vigorous campaign of opposition to the plans contemplated by the
Administration. Immediately after the publication of that editorial, the
announcement was made that the House of Representatives had passed a new
excise law, which provided for a tax on sales. The statement was also
made that the new law differed totally from the one in force, precisely
(3)because of that tax, and that it would compel merchants to keep books
of account, plainly and in detail, subject to monthly investigations by
(!)ei Mundo, June 12, 1925*
(3)Ei Mundo, June 16, 1925.
( 2 ) El Mundo, June 12, 1925.
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agents of the government. The proposal of monthly investigations caused
considerable resentment among business men. Although it was stated that
foodstuffs would not be taxed, opponents of the Treasurer's plan gave
assurance that the prices of jewelry, perfumes, cloth and wearing apparel
would neoessarily increase.
The effect caused by the announcement that the law had been formally
proposed and considered was commented by the newspaper mentioned, stating
that the protest of the retailers had come forth with vigor and enthusiasm.
It was generally believed that an injustice was being committed through
the imposition of a tax on sales, if the plight of the retail business were
given due consideration.
A meeting of the merchants affected was announced for the following
day where plans would be discussed to defend the cause of the retail
business.^^ The newspapers reporter who gathered these impressions was
of the opinion that extraneous efforts would be made to prevent the passage
of the law. Following the publication of these press reports, a strong
campaign of opposition to the tax was launched throughout the island on the
grounds that the tax was ruinous, arbitrary and unjust. The protest found
expression in a concerted action to exert pressure on the legislators so
as to convince them that the business interests of the country were unani-
mously opposed to any increase of taxes on commerce and industry. Reports
from all over the island gave ample evidence that the proposed tax on sales
had given rise to a vigorous opposition. According to "El Mundo" the
protest was not limited to San Juan only. Telegrams were received from
many towns and cities appealing to the patriotism of the legislators to
Mundo", June 16, 1925.
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ward off the collapse of the retail business# Innumerable telegrams were
also received from various sources expressing deep resentment and profound
displeasure over the proposed tax#
The spokesmen of the movement counted upon the unqualified support
of the retailers from all over the island# They, therefore, began to
voice their uncompromising opposition to the proposed tax. One of the
first steps taken was to discuss the matter with representatives of the
Administration, hoping that persuasion, instead of open antagonism, would
prepare the way for a better understanding between the Administration and
business. Urged by the enthusiastic endorsement offered by the membership
of the Retailers 1 Association, the leaders insisted on laying before the
Legislature the alleged distressed condition of the small stores of the
country, hoping that their plight might in some way weaken the Treasurer's
chances of success in carrying out his plans of fiscal reform#
The Retailers' Association began its formal campaign of opposition
with a mass meeting in San Juan# The object of the first meeting was to
draw up a plan of action to attack the proposed bill. Largely through
the influence of the Association, the Committee on Finance of the Senate
agreed to hold a public hearing to receive the complaints of those who might
care to appear, and to discuss fully the seriousness of the situation as
described by the protesting retailers#
The automobile dealers, representing one of the strongest groups,
joined the Retailers' Association in their movement of organization, al-
though the former would not come under the provisions of the act# They
went on record, as a matter of solidarity, as opposing without reservations
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the proposed two-per-cent sales tax*
During the heated debates going on, the atmosphere was full of fore-
bodings and pessimism about the future of all business enterprises if the
sales tax were passed. It was firmly believed that the Treasurer would
have to face an injunction for each and every merchant affected by the tax*
Threats of closing down all stores were aired by angered merchants*^^
In the midst of this heated atmosphere, there were at times faint rays
of hope that the plans of the Administration would not materialize*
Merchants pinned their hopes on the friendly disposition of members of the
Legislature, many of whom made suggestions, gave advise, and even promised
their unselfish cooperation to find some form of compromise that would
safeguard the interests of the public treasury and at the same time
protect the interests of the protesting taxpayers.
A compromise measure was thought to be acceptable to the Administra-
tion and to business. Friendly mediators suggested a reduced rate, with
the expectation that the movement of opposition would gradually diminish
and the Administration would receive at least one half of the estimated
income* This would have represented in the /}#ighborhood of a million
dollars* Since no serious opposition was raised to the proposal for a
reduced rate, it was publicly reported that indications were strong that
business would accept a tax cf one per cent.^ 2 ^
Whether this compromise was ever discussed formally or even proposed
is very doubtful, since there are no available records of the meetings held
(^"El Mundo", June 20, 1925.
( 2 )"E1 Mundo", June 20, 1925.
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where the proposal was reported. No official notice was taken by the
Administration. The information, however, had considerable influence on
the attitude of the Government. The mere indication that a lower tax rate
would be acceptable weakened the moral position of business in relation to
their stand on the alleged injustice of the tax. This gave rise to the
claim made by many, and even by the Treasurer, that the real objection of
business to the tax was due to the proposed monthly investigation of the
books. Furthermore, it was assumed that the alleged injustice of the law
and the plight of the poor laboring class were the shield behind whioh the
opponents of the law hid themselves to hurl their veiled threats at the
Administration.
Many of those who were in sympathy with the opposition of business
based their stand primarily on their belief that the Circuit Court of
Boston had nullified the decision handed down by the Federal Gistriot Court
of the United States for Puerto Rico. Such decision, they thought, would
make the sales tax unnecessary, since the revenue act in force would meet
the needs of the Treasury, if the alleged unconstitutionality had been re-
moved.
Apparently setting aside all differences of opinion, the merchants
held a mass meeting in the Carnegie Rablic Library in San Juan on June 21.
Delegations from all groups attended this meeting. The House of Representa-
tives had already passed the bill providing the tax. Action by the Committee
on Finanoe of the Senate was eagerly awaited when the mass meeting was held.
For this reason, the meeting was of great importance on account of the moral
effect that its decision might have on the action of the Senate’s committee.
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High hopes were entertained by the leaders of the opposition that a peti-
tion or recommendation fraa the mass meeting would be given great weight
by the Legislature# Unusual enthusiasm prevailed throughout the discussions
because of a press report of unofficial charaoter which conveyed the im-
pression that the Senate would refuse to consider the bill imposing the tax
( 1 )
if it were passed by the House.
Consequently, a delegation was appointed and instructed to appear
before the Senate’s committee to present whatever information the members
of the delegation would care to furnish in defense of their stand against
the tax. The delegation appointed was accompanied by a group of automobile
dealers, who were supposed and expected to confirm the arguments advanced
by the official delegation to support the contention that the tax was
ruinous, arbitrary and unjust.
Many conservative merchants, friends of the Administration, and others
who were moved by political reasons to take sides with the government were
confident, however, that the only way out of the treasury’s financial
predicament was the provision of additional sources of substantial and
permanent revenue, ^or this particular reason, the uncompromising oppon-
ents of the tax found themselves somewhat handicapped in their efforts to
organize a united front to present the viewpoints of business on the pro-
posed legislation. Failure to organize said united front was to a large
extent responsible for the passage of the law. The opinion prevailed,
therefore, among business men that lack of solidarity and the absence of a
strong spirit of cooperation were responsible for the indifference with
(l)i»gl Mundo", June 22, 1925.
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which the Legislature and the Administration responded to the appeals made
by commerce*
Because of the sharp division among the objectors themselves, the
Administration was in a position to adopt a policy of watchful waiting,
until such time as the controversy going on in the ranks of business could
be used effectively as a tool to play one group against the other* Further-
more, the Administration was certain that a great many local political
leaders, drawn from the ranks of business, were loyal to the party above
all other considerations* Those would support the government under any
circumstances if there should be any need of their loyal assistance*
The majority party had made the Treasurer's plan a matter of party
discipline that would not be set aside except on condition that a satis-
factory solution for the problem of decreasing revenues be found* The
solution must be such as to assure the government of a dependable source
of revenue* Under the conditions then prevailing, there were only two
possible sources of permanent income i (a) long or short time borrowing}
(b) new taxes.
Borrowing, either on a short or a long time basis, was not advisable*
The public debt should not be increased to meet current budgetary appropri-
ations* Increasing appropriations for schools, roads, police protection,
public sanitation and higher salaries for government employees must come
out of current tax revenues* The debt which the government was willing to
incur would be devoted exclusively to pay off the deficits caused by the
decrease of revenue during the two or three previous years* That debt,
however, could be easily paid out of accrued taxes* To meet the growing
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needs of the public services, it was necessary, according to the Governor
and the Treasurer, to provide new sources of permanent revenue.
Consequently, the Committee on Finance of the Senate acted favorably
on the bill passed by the House. The report of the Senate’s committee was
the subject of considerable debate and of strong attacks. There were serious
doubts as to its adoption as reported. Leaders of the majority party were
rather hesitant as to the advisability of rejecting the bill definitely or
of adopting a policy of careful waiting.
The Senate’s committee, in order to please the recalcitrant foes of the
bill, made the specific recommendation that the Legislature, upon approving
the law, should make it clear that the consumer must be made responsible
for the payment of the tax.^^ The Senate, however, passed a substitute bill
in which provision was made for a general sales tax of 1%, including food-
stuffs. Under the pressure of the opposition, the bill was promptly re-
jected by the House. There arose a storm of protest against the taxing of
foodstuffs at any rate.
The Retailers’ Association took immediate action on the matter of
taxing food products and demanded their definite exclusion from any plan of
taxation. The Association made it clear that they would not evade the
payment of the tax, but its spokesmen emphasized energetically that the
sales tax was ruinous. The following arguments were raised*
(a) the sales tax causes multiple taxation
by virtue of the multiplicity of sales.
(l)nEl Uundo", July 8, 1925.
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as defined in law 474$
(b) the net profits derived from the sale
of foodstuffs never exceed for our five
per cent, provided they do not deterio-
rate on account of weather conditions,
in which case, they are sold at a loss;
(o) a tax on foodstuffs will increase prices,
and that will be the cause of hunger among
the laboring classes of Puerto Rico.
For the reasons given above, the petitioners requested the Legislature
to uphold with all their power the humanitarian spirit of the law which
exempted foodjstuffs from all taxes.
The stress given to the exclusion of food products from the list of
taxable commodities again weakened the position of the enemies of the sales
tax. Under the pressure of grocery dealers, great importance was attri-
buted to the possibility of adopting the general sales tax. Special
' attention was given to bringing out dramatically the great social danger
arising from high-priced food products in a country where the working people
receive very low wages. But the plight of the workers and the appeals made
to the spirit of humanity of the Legislature tended to distract the atten-
tion of business from the two-per-cent tax as proposed, slighting, thereby,
the real issue of the opposition. To the original enemies of the sales
tax, the question was one of reduced earnings and monthly investigations.
(^"El Tiempo", July 14, 1925.
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To the grocery dealers, the question was one of poverty-stricken working
masses* The latter were able to make a better show of patriotism, of
strength and of solidarity. Their stand was superficially or apparently
unselfish* The former were limited to a matter of profits and books of
aocount* Their appeal, therefore, was not so emotional*
"When the Legislature, at last, passed the law the announcement was
promptly made that food products had been excluded; that the sustenance of
the masses was exempt from all tax burdens*^ This was received with warm
and sympathetic approval by the friends of the Administration and by the
Grocery Dealers* Association. The grocery dealers won their fight. The
Legislature strengthened its position before the avowed enemies of the sales
tax*
The division in the ranks of business was caused primarily by political
motives* Among those opposing the tax there were many large independent
merchants owing allegiance to none of the militant political groups, and
merchants belonging to the minority parties* These two factions were able
to secure enough following and sufficient public endorsement to give the
impression that their cause was assured* Their spokesmen succeeded in
organizing a strong an aggressive newspaper campaign in the independent and
minority dailies, ”E1 Mundo” and **E1 Tiempo” • Besides, they counted upon
the aggressive and militant opposition of the minority in the Legislature*
The most dramatic appeal made before the Legislature and the people
was that of Senator Santiago Iglesias, president and floor leader of the
socialist party in the Senate. Senator Iglesias, quoted in "El Mundo" of
(^"El Mundo”, August 6, 1925
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June 29, 1925, said that the law about to be approved was unjust, cruel,
arbitrary and damnable; that it was a conspiraoy against the people. Laws
of that nature, he asserted, have caused the most bloody revolutions in
the world* If approved, the people (undoubtedly he meant the laboring
classes) would pay two thirds of the budget. If the people do not wake up,
they would soon realize how terrible the outcome would be, he went on, and
maintained that the principle of the sales tax had been opposed without
quarter by the people and by public opinion in the United States. That
law, he insisted, was conceived in the offices of the lawyers at the service
of corporate interests, in order to throw on ninety per cent of the
oppressed people the payment of the taxes that support the governmental
machinery. The American people, he said, have rejected all the sales taxes
because these are cruel, unjust, arbitrary and damnable in their effects.
The principle of the sales tax to Mr. Iglesias was abominable, hateful.
To him it was simply a consumption tax, a treble duty on goods that ninety
per cent of the poor people of Puerto Rico have to use. The income that
the insular government was to receive from the sales tax would pay two
thirds of the budget of Puerto Rico, and would relieve the wealthy people
fran the humane obligation of giving to the government a share of their
profits. He said that in spirit the sales tax was similar to that tax in-
vented by the courtiers of Louis XVI to save the decaying monarchy, whose
laisrs caused the most tragio revolution of history. He was not agreeable to
the principle of sales taxation applied to all commodities that the poor
laboring classes, the country people, and the middle class are obliged to
consume under the crushing tyranny of the exploiting masters. Dramatically
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appealing to the people, the Senator urged them to wake from their drowsiness,
and warned them of the dreadful results of the outcome. To Senator
Iglesias, it was a wicked thing that the government deficit should be paid
by the hungry and miserable people; that those who are deprived of all
means be obliged to bear the burden of the state; that they would be made
the victims of another conspiracy that would increase their frightful misery.
The Senator ended his plea by protesting with all his might against the
oppressive, cruel, and harmful tax.
The stand taken by Senator Iglesias was also taken by his colleague
in the House, Representative R. Alonso Torres. Mr. Alonso attacked the
sales tax with the same warmth of passion and in the same terms used by the
Senate’s floor leader for the minority party. Mr. Alonso brought out with
eloquent vividness the appalling misery of the poor people and stressed the
injustice of the tax. A written statement prepared by Mr. Alonso and re-
leased in "El Mundo", June 19, 1925 ends as follows;
"For these reasons, we (the socialists) are against
the bill. All of us, rich and poor, on the basis of
equality should contribute to the public burden •"
The friends of the tax were supporters and friends of the Administration
and of the party in power, whether engaged in business or not. To these
supporters of the Administration, the protests against the tax were simply
remonstrances made by disgruntled party members or the concealed political
thrusts of the minority parties, who used the tax as a tool to obstruct the
plans of the Administration.
The government resorted to the methods of propaganda generally
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used in matters of this nature* The main contention was that the public
welfare was at stake. This, of oourse, was questionable. But with this
claim as the sounding note, the fight for the tax was simply a matter of
loyalty and patriotism. A prominent spokesman for the majority party,
commenting on the decision of the Federal Court on the unconstitutionality
of the excise tax, had already made it known that the people of Puerto Rico
had an unstable government subject to the whims of its enemies, who were
pledged to bring about its collapse.
”La Democracia”, as the organ of the party in power, criticized in
bitter terms the decision of the Federal Court for Puerto Rico. In the
House and in the Senate, the decision was qualified as passionate and
obstructive of the plans being made by the Legislature to solve the di-
fficult problems of the island’s treasury. The decision, according to the
editorialist of ”La Democracia”, was a hard blow received by the Adminis-
tration. The budget would have to be considerably reduced; the appropri-
ations for roads, for schools, for public sanitation and for police pro-
( 2 )teotion would not be sufficient to meet the needs of the people. The
prominent party spokesman was quoted at length on this matter. His speech
ended with a passionate appeal to the Legislature to stop their work until
such time as the Federal authorities in Washington should establish in
Puerto Rico a government capable of commanding the respect of its citizens.
Similar appeals to the spirit of patriotism and of loyalty to the Adminis-
tration were aired by other friends of the tax and the government.
^"La Democracia”, June 4, 1925.
( 2 )lbid, June 4, 1925.
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On the 13th of June, ”La Democracia” published the following report
on its front page*
”In order to avoid an unjust tax, the Legis-
lature and the Treasurer plan to impose a tax
on sales with an exemption of $1000.”
The proposal was promptly attacked as arbitrary and unjust, precisely be-
cause of the sales tax. The Administration, however, stressed justice and
equality as the salient characteristics of the proposed measure. To con-
vince its opponents of the unquestionable truth of the justice claimed for
the tax, the following prepared statement was released in ”La Democracia”:
”The new aspect of the law is as follows:
Perfumes, narcotic drugs, toilet powder and
other similar goods are either smuggled in or
are bought through the post-office. Parcel-
posts cannot be examined by the employees of the
Treasury and in the matter of smuggled goods,
it is difficult to prevent that. It is evident
that those who smuggled in those goods or bring
them in by mail and do not pay the tax, can
undoubtedly sell them cheaper than the other
merchant that honestly pays his taxes. Since
the Administration lack effective means to
protect properly the law-abiding citizen and
is unable to prevent the disruption of the
normal market prices of 6aid goods on account
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of the illegal sales made by smugglers and
by those who evade the tax by importing goods
by mail, it is preferable to put a stop to
this state of affairs by all means unjust, by
adopting a tax on sales on equal terms for
all. This law is in force in many countries
of Europe and of South America, even though
this may not be grasped by the writer in the
newspaper referred to. It is convenient to
know that the bill provides for an exemption
of $1000 or what is the same thing, the fear
of the writer that taverns must pay a tax
are dispelled........ The frauds that bother
the writer so much will be averted, because
it is provided in the bill that the critic
ignores and that is now in the House, that
books of account must be sealed by the In-
ternal Revenue Agents.”^)
This information, however, was followed by a new appeal, the apparent
aim of which was to dissipate the feeling of anxiety and the animosity
which the proposal had caused among merchants. The information released
on June 19 stressed the fact that the law was merely a modification of, or
a substitute for, the tax in force. Emphasis was laid on the matter of
rearrangement of tax terms in the new bill. Two significant circumstances
(^"La Democracia”, June 13, 1925.
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were stressed* (a) neither provisions nor foodstuffs would
be taxed;
(b) the rate would be very small.
The tax was described as being very broad in its nature. Its broadness,
it was stated, made it attractive, and would at the same time avoid fear
and privileges. Besides, it was announced that the plan under considera-
tion was not a sales tax; that the people had been misinformed as to the
true nature of the bill. The law under consideration, it was argued, was
'
a plan to combine sales, excise duties and licenses. No preference would
be given to any of these terms. And no special group or groups would be
affected to the privilege or detriment of other group or groups.^) The
merchants would be made responsible for any rise in prices that might
result from the approval of the tax. This, of course, was an indirect
appeal to the sense of fairness on the part of business and a warning to
the consumers that prices must not be increased merely on account of the
tax*
The efforts made by the Treasurer to distract the attention of the
opponents of the tax by resorting to the subterfuge of rearrangement of
terms or of the substitution of words proved to be totally ineffective in
heading off the movement of opposition. The tax proposed had been called
a sales tax. There was no way of winning over the opposition. The leaders
of the movement were not open to any form of argumentation. They kept up
their open hostility to the tax until the bill was passed by the Legislature.
Once they realized that further efforts to obstruct the Administration’s
^La Democracia, June 30, 1925.
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plans in the Legislature were useless, the opponents renewed their campaign
by directing their efforts towards the governor* s office.
The Chamber of Commerce of Puerto Bico made a direct appeal to the
governor. The answer given to this appeal is an exhaustive discussion of
the viewpoints of the Administration. The complete text of the letter is
given as appendix no Individual members of the Chamber and independent
merchants also voiced their discouragement and discussed the pessimistic
outlook which they thought would be the natural consequence of the adoption
of a sales tax.
The stand taken by leading objectors may be appreciated by reading
their own statements:
Mr. M. Domenech, President Chamber of
Commerce— "If we are going to cause a com-
motion, let us start now; if not, let us act
through legal channels, which means to use the
services of a lawyer to oppose the law in the
Courts."
Mr. Bouret, prominent jeweler: "If the law
stands as approved, we will have to discontinue
our business and move to some other place."
Mr. Cadiemo, prominent importer: "The country
will suffer if the law is approved. This is
all unjust, and for this reason I insist on
acting without loss of time."
Mr. Rullani "Hides will be imported from
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Santo Domingo if the duty of 2% should be
imposed."
Mr. Gomez; "My firm has opened a branch in
Puerto Rico to manufacture beds (Simmons)
and we would have to close down if a tax has
to be paid for manufacturing a bed."
Mr. Ramon Gandla Cordova, prominent engineer;
"Our common interest is that the governor
veto the law."
The political storm still persisted in the ranks of business even
after the passage of the enemies of the tax, the Administration presented
timely and enthusiastic demonstrations of satisfaction and approbation from
the very groups that would be affected. While the gentlemen quoted above
were making sad prophesies about the future of the retail trade and of
manufacturing establishments; while they brought out in plain terms the
injustice of the tax, other groups, undoubtedly with the same sincerity
and enthusiasm, expressed their unqualified support of the law and of the
stand taken by the Legislature and the Administration. Messages of en-
dorsement to counteract the effect of the statements of opposition were
couched in unequivocal terms
i
To the Eon. Governor of Puerto Rico:
We cannot oppose the law just passed
by our high legislative bodies because we
deem it fair and just and because it is a
necessary measure during the present economic
1 rfoi aicf 3.fX( |0 ;»
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condition of our Treasury* (Signed by some
thirty merchants.)
To "La Democracia": Merchants in this
city have not closed their stores to voice
opposition to the Excise Law following re-
quest of Chamber of Commerce. It is held
that they will continue to be the victims of
wholesalers with or without it. (Signed-Reporter)
The following reports were released in "La Democracia" of August 21:
As announced, last night a public
demonstration of socialists, republicans,
numbering two or three hundred, accompanied
by some merchants, with brass band and black
flags paraded through the street to Muhoz
Rivera Park, where they had a platform with
black and socialist flags, before gathering
of four hundred people, mostly non-merchants.
Speeches made by Gabriel Torres, Jose Benitez,
both merchants, Jose Horat Rodriguez, Pedro
Albizu, separatist instigators and Jose Valle.
Speakers discussed everything except fundamental
idea, since they attacked strongly Barcelo and
Alliance party, becoming worthy of public re-
proach. Stores still closed.
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A report from Caguas stated that, using the excise tax as a protective shield,
the socialist party launched their political campaign in that city*
The division which in the beginning of the opposition to the sales
tax existed among the ranks of business exists to-day with practically the
same intensity, although along different party lines* Political alignments
have changed* The party in power in 1925 has disappeared. Its place was
taken by a coalition of two minority parties, then in open and vigorous
opposition to the tax* The coalition to-day is somewhat unconoemed with
the attacks coming from the enemies of the tax to-day* The minority party,
oomposed of the remains of the party in power in 1925, loses no opportunity
to take sides with the enemies of the Administration*
The claims made by the Governor and by the Legislature to-day in
answer to the protests of business against the sales tax are exactly the
same claims made by the Governor and the Legislature in 1925; more schools,
more roads, better public sanitation facilities and a larger police force*
The claims made by business are also an exact repetition of the claims of
1925 i injustice, arbitrariness, and the imminent collapse of the retail
trade
•
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CHAPTER IV
ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES
Incidence
In a sound system of taxation the effect of a sales tax must be anti-
cipated. If the tax is imposed without anticipating its consequences, the
outcome may be highly prejudicial to the group or groups that are not in a
position to bear the burden.
The opinion generally prevails that the sales tax is eventually passed
on wholly or in part to the consumer. In order to evaluate such a conten-
tion, it is absolutely necessary to inquire minutely into all the factors
involved in the process of shifting with their innumerable attending circum-
stances and complications.
The sales tax reduces itself, in the long run, to a matter of price
determination. The mechanism of price fixing, however, is purely an eco-
nomic question and is completely independent of the will of the legislators.
If the imposition of a tax is not based on a thorough consideration of the
prices of goods and services, it may cause a partial or complete disruption
of economic activities. It therefore is often maintained that the power
to tax is also the power to destroy. There exist innumerable circumstances
that must be carefully analyzed in order to reach the conclusion that the
consumer will pay the tax wholly or in part.
(l)Lutz, H. L., op. cit., page 339.
Williemsen, A. C., discusses this subject at length in "Operating Aspects
of the Retail Sales Tax", in the Harvard Business Review, October 1932.
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The incidence of a tax affects taxpayers directly in the proportion
that its amount bears to the income available for the purchase of goods or
services used as the base of said tax. The decrease in purchasing power
which results from the transfer of the tax money to the government deprives
the group or groups affected of the right and privilege of using part of
that purchasing power to acquire goods and services produced by other groups.
"When carried to an unjustifiable extreme this removal of purchasing power
may disrupt the activities of the group engaged in the production of the
taxable commodities or services. This disruption, in turn, may force the
discontinuance of economic activities.
It may be alleged that the government redistributes among other members
of the community the purchasing power represented by the tax collections,
thus assuring a more balanced distribution of the social income. However,
the redistribution may not necessarily be effected in a form that such
condition be assured. The purchasing power put in the hands of the public
employees, for example, may be used to acquire goods and services that
differ completely from those acquired by the group that pays the tax. It
may be possible, therefore, specially in the beginnings of a new law, for
a change to take place in the normal course of commercial operations. This
change may cause the bankruptcy of businesses that did not expect the tax
or were not in condition to undergo its consequences. For these reasons,
all tax measures must be the subject of serious concern on the part of the
taxing authorities.
The storm of protest that arose in the Island against the Two-per-cent
Sales Tax was largely due to the fear entertained by business men either
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that its imposition would be the cause of serious economic consequences or
that its administration would subject them to countless inconveniences.
A similar situation arose in the city of New York when the sales tax
took effect. To allay the fears of the merchants the city’s Controller
issued the following regulations* (1) That the rate is "2 per cent of the
receipts of every sale and service'* to which the tax applies. (2) That the
tax or service "shall be charged separately from the sale or service price
and shown separately on any evidences of sale issued or employed by the
vendor." (3) that the tax "shall be paid by the purchaser to the vendor
for and on account of the city." (4) That the amount of the tax payable by
the purchaser to the vendor upon the receipts of every sale or service shall
be* No tax on amounts from 1 to 12 cents inclusive; 1 cent on amounts from
13 to 63 cents inclusive; 2 cents on amounts from 63 to 99 cents inclusive,
plus 2 cents on each even dollar of receipts. (5) That the amount of tax
actually collected according to the preceding schedule is payable to the
.. ( 1 )
city.
In the State of Ohio the merchants accepted the sales tax on condition
that a mandatory clause be incorporated in the law to assure the shifting
of the tax to the consumer. To do this, merchants were licensed and fur-
nished with stamps that were tom in two, saving half of each stamp for the
official report and handing the other half to the purchaser. A bracket
system was devised to provide for the collection of the amounts prescribed
by law.^
^^The New York Times, October 9, 1934.
^
2
^The New York Times, December 13, 1934.
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Section 41a of the Retail Sales Tax of Iowa, effective April 1, 1934
provided that "Retailers shall, as far as practicable, add the tax imposed
under this division, or the average equivalent thereof, to the sales price
or charge and when added such tax shall constitute a part of such price or
charge, shall be a debt from consumer or user to retailer until paid, and
shall be recoverable at law in the same manner as other debts
( 2 )
The Emergency Revenue Act of 1933 of North Carolina' 1 contained
specific detailed provisions stating that "It is the purpose and intent of
this Act that the tax levied hereunder shall be added to the sales price of
merchandise and thereby be passed on to the consumer instead of being ab-
sorbed by the merchant# Any retail merchant who shall by any character of
public advertisement offer to absorb the tax levied in this article upon
the retail sale of merchandise, or in any manner, directly or indirectly,
advertise that the tax herein imposed is not considered as an element in the
price to the consumer, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor." The aim of this
provision was to prevent fraud and unfair trade practices. It was further
stated that "It shall be the duty of all public officials of the State to
cooperate with the merchants in the formulation of rules and regulations to
facilitate the enforcement of the law."
The first of the rules and regulations governing the administration
and application of the act reads as follows: "Rule 1. Compulsory provision
for adding the tax. Every merchant shall add to the sales price of the
^MacMillan-Sinclaire Sales Tax Service, Chapter 3, page 4275.
( 2 )lbid, pages 4631-4632.
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merchandise approximately the average equivalent of the tax of Z% upon gross
sales of taxable merchandise according to the terms set out in Rule 13 of
these regulations."^ Rule 13 consists of 4 schedules for the computation
of the tax which begins as follows? ”The clear intent of the statute is
that merchants shall add the amount of the tax to the sales price, to be
( 2 )paid by the purchaser.”' '
Section 8 of the Oregon Sales Tax of December, 1933 provided that "The
tax hereby imposed shall be collected by the retailer from the purchaser so
(3)far as may reasonably be done."' 1
The intent of the West Virginia, law is set forth in Section 8 as
follows? "It is the intent of this title that the tax levied hereunder
shall be passed on to the consumer. The amount of the tax shall be added
to the sales price, and shall constitute a part of that price and be col-
(4)lectible as such.' ' In section 3 it is provided that "On each sale where
the monetary consideration is from six cents to fifty cents, both inclusive,
the tax payable by the purchaser shall be one cent; on eaoh sale where the
monetary consideration is from fifty one cents to one dollar, both inclusive,
the tax payable by the purchaser shall be two cents, and on each fifty cents
of such monetary consideration, or fractional part thereof, in excess of one
dollar, the tax payable by the purchaser shall be one cent."^^
The opposition raised by the merchants in Puerto Rico to the sales tax
^ VacMillan-Sinclaire Sales Tax Service, page 4647.
( 2 'Ibid, page 4650.
( 3
)
lbid, page 4716.
( 4
)
lbid, page 4955.
(5)
lbid, page 4954.
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would have been considerably minimized had a similar mandatory provision
been included in the law. Failure to do so threw the business interests
into a turmoil of unregulated competition# This led to the absorption of
the tax as a means of self-defense. The primary objective of the law was
to a great extent defeated because of the lack of judicious foresight of its
legislators as well as the inability of the business interests to act joint-
ly as was done in some of the States.
In the city of New York, for example, local officials and business men
made definite arrangements to meet the situation created by the adoption of
the sales tax. Signs sent out by the Retail Dry Goods Association read as
follows* MSales Tax for Unemployment Relief. To relieve the suffering
caused by unemployment, the City of New York has imposed a tax on sales,
payable by the purchaser.” The Controller of the city announced a series
of schedules that would be enforced by law and that included the imposition
of a penalty on purchasers who did not pay the tax.^^
Official action was also taken in the State of Missouri when the One-
per-cent Sales Tax became effective. The State Auditor was charged with the
responsibility of devising a method of payment. To facilitate the col-
lection of the tax on small payments, cardboard discs, duplicates of the
milk bottle cap, were adopted. The merchants devised a bracket system for
( 2 )general adoption throughout the State. In North Carolina the common
action of the merchants was responsible for a provision in the law prohibit-
( 3 )ing the inclusion of the tax in the price of the goods. ' The tax must be
(l/The New York Times, December 9, 1934. C, 11.
(2)
The New York Times, August 25, 1934.
(3)
The New York Times, Dec. 2, 1934, Sales Tax Survey shows public pays.
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added to the purchase*
In Puerto Rioo, on the oontrary, the total absence of common action or
organization has been responsible for the inconsistencies shown by the
merchants in the collection of the tax. These inconsistencies are in turn
largely responsible for the antagonism of the merchants to the measure and
for their insistence on its repeal. "Whether or not they are successful in
their plans to fight the law is a matter which depends to a great extent on
their united action and proper organization.
Shifting of the Tax
One of the most common arguments advanced by those who favor this form
of taxation is the belief that a sales tax can be easily passed on to the
consumer. The matter has, however, many complex aspects. It is possible
that the complexity of the process of shifting is overlooked even by the
proponents and friends of sales taxes. In the words of Professor Buehler:
"Those who advocate a general sales tax in the United States and other
countries frequently assert that this tax would be shifted easily by sellers,
passing readily from the producer to the consumer in the form of an added
charge. In the enthusiasm for this new and marvelous form of taxation,
many of its faults have been overlooked and theories have been formulated
which greatly exaggerate the simplicity of general sales tax shifting."^
^
Professor Buehler makes reference to a sales tax pamphlet of wide circula-
tion from which the following incidence theories are taken. "All taxes
^Buehler, Alfred C., op. cit., page 174.
( 2 )Buehler, Alfred C., op. cit., pages 174-175.
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are shifted by producers and dealers to consumers in higher prices, regard-
less of whether the taxes are imposed on sales, profits, or any other base.
All taxes are added business costs and are paid by the consumer just like
rent, salaries, and other operating expenses. A general sales tax is easily
shifted to consumers in higher prices. Where margins of profit are large,
a small tax of 1% of gross sales might be absorbed by business and not be
shifted at all. But where the profit margin is small, even this small sales
tax must always be shifted to consumers in higher prices.”
If the mechanism of shifting a tax were so simple, the process of its
imposition and collection would be an easy way of solving by legislative
fiat the problems of the public treasury. Under such conditions, the
economics of taxation would be a field of utopic possibilities. The will
of the legislators could smoothly operate the complex mechanism of the
market with all the innumerable factors that enter into the determination
of the prices of commodities and services. But as that mechanism does not
function so arbitrarily and as the buyer of commodities and services is at
liberty to inquire into the forces that condition the commercial transactions
into which he enters, the seller must consider the particular circumstances
as they favorably or adversely affect the shifting of the tax that the
government imposes.
Among these circumstances, he must consider such conditions as mono-
polies and free or regulated competitions; the ups and downs in the demand
for goods; fixed and variable cost factors; the possibility of the transfer
or curtailment of investments; the nature of the tax; and, finally, a host
of visible and invisible influences that affect the mechanism of the market.
.I
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and directly or indirectly influence the turnover of inventories. All these
forces enter into the determination of profit. They have an important
bearing upon the possibility of absorbing or shifting the tax imposed by
the government.
It is, therefore, highly desirable that the intricacies of the market
be given careful consideration in approaching the problem of shifting a
sales tax. As the price of a commodity or service determines in the long
run whether or not a tax can be shifted, oonunon sense indicates that price
movements must be given due consideration in taxation.
The price at which a commodity or service may be sold depends upon the
cost of production and the forces of supply and demand. If competition is
so strong that the seller is prevented from shifting the tax his only re-
course, in spite of the law and the needs of the public treasury, is to
charge the tax to his profit and loss statement.
Therefore, if all the conditions under which a given commodity is
produced are taken into consideration, interesting situations arise that
influence directly the possibility or impossibility of bearing the burden
( 2 )
of a tax.' ' This possibility or impossibility is not within the control
of the merchant when he offers his wares or services to a potential buyer
in the midst of innumerable potential competitors. If the article offered
is produced under conditions of monopoly or competition j or if the cost of
production is constant or variable the seller of goods and services produced
National Industrial Conference Board, Sales Taxes, General, Selective
and Retail, page 35.
' ^Bastable, c. F., op. cit., pages 372 to 377 inclusive.
Shirras G. Findlay, op. cit., pages 189-190.
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under either condition feels the pressure of many factors, each and all of
which modify or change his position in relation to the shifting of the
tax/ 1 )
The possibility exists, furthermore, that the seller may attempt to
recover the amount of the tax by resorting to the process of backward
shifting if he is unable to pass it on to the consumer. In this case, the
dealer of a commodity looks to the primary producer and exacts from him
terms and conditions that result in a reduction of price through the grant-
ing of discounts and other customary privileges. The seller may also resort
to the unethical and imperceptible method of substituting goods of inferior
quality or of smaller weight for the goods usually purchased by his custom-
ers. The tax, furthermore, may affect goods of general consumption to
which the public is accustomed as a matter of tradition. These goods are
generally sold at standardized prices. In this case, experience demonstrates
that attempts to alter said prices are usually impracticable. The consumers
insist on maintaining their purchasing habits, and the merchant generally
refrains from collecting the tax if the customer protests.
This situation developed in Puerto Rico after the so-called sales tax
became effective in 1925. Since the law did not provide for the shifting
of the tax and since the merchants did not devise a method by which they
might act jointly in the collection of the tax, in the presence of hesita-
tion and contradictory business practices, the buying public, as a matter
of self-defense, resorted to a policy of ludicrous and underhanded threats
that forced the merchants to adopt in return a policy of opportunism and
(^National Industrial Conference Board, op. cit., pages 36 and 37.
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double play. The fact that a firm did not choose to collect the tax was
used as an effective argument to induce other firms to conform to the same
practice. In doing this, the customer did not violate any legal provision.
In submitting to the customers wish, the merchant was simply following the
line of least resistance.
Of no small consequence in discussing the problems of incidence and
diffusion is the possibility of the transfer of investments in industries
affected by the tax. If the tax is not shifted, its effect causes an un-
favorable reaction on the margin of profit. The diminishing profits result-
ing from the absorption of the tax tends to force the withdrawal of funds
from the industries affected. This transfer is conditioned by the mobility
or immobility that may characterize the investments at a given time and
place, but if the conditions are such as to prevent the easy flow of funds
to industries not affected by the tax, the transfer of investments is slack-
ened or delayed and the process of shifting is consequently slow and in-
complete.
The period of time during which a sales tax is imposed is an additional
factor to consider. If the period is of short duration, it is problematical
to determine precisely whether or not the tax is shifted wholly or in part.
The effect of a tax cannot be, therefore, detected with any degree of accu-
racy or exactness unless a long enough period has elapsed to assure the
collection and interpretation of statistical information. Statistics must
be reasonably representative of diverse conditions and periods of time if
they are to serve any purpose in the formulation of valid conclusions as to
the final resting place of the tax.
f ' • •
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Bastable lays down three specific conditions as essential tc the shift-
ing of a tax to the consumer: ’’But before we assert,” he states, ”that a
tax on a particular commodity comes out of the pockets of the consumers of
that commodity, we must be satisfied of three things - viz. 1. That none
of the burden remains on the producer who pays the tax immediately, 2.
That none of it is thrown back on other producers or owners of land or
capital who contribute to the production, and 3. That the consumer has no
way of passing on the burden to another set of persons 1 Professor
Buehler remarks that ”It is agreed by economists that a general sales tax
tends to be shifted to ultimate consumers of goods and services in higher
prices, but experience with general sales taxes has been sufficient to
indioate that such taxes will not be shifted always to consumers and that
part of the burdens of this tax will remain inevitably with the business
world* This conclusion is strengthened by the operation of the general
sales tax in many nations during the past decade; and the agreement of
economists concerning the validity of the conclusions is indicated by a
sample of opinion taken from the writings of a number of the students of
( 2 )
the general sales tax." The authorities listed by Professor Buehler are:
T. S. Adams, Fairchild, ? Seligman, Hayes, Lutz, Hunter, Bastable, Marshall,
Allix et Lecercle, Germain Martin, RluI Leroy-Beaulieu, Jastrow, and Shoup*
In discussing the distribution of the tax burden Haig and Shoup, in
their study of the sales tax in the American States, make the following
(
3
\
very pertinent remark:' ' "Of more importance for the present inquiry, is
(^Bastable, C. F., op* cit., page 548.
'^'Buehler, Alfred C., op. cit., pages 177 and 178.
( 3 )Haig, Robert Murray and Shoup, Carl, op* cit., page 102.
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the indication that both proponents and opponents of the sales tax have
reasoned from premises which are in part false. The data gathered in the
present survey indicate that a large part of the burden rests directly upon
the business man himself, and, that in proportion to their number, more of
the retailers operating small stores shift none of the tax than is the case
among the large retail establishments. In other words, economic friction,
which prevents shifting, appears to be much greater than has usually been
noted by students of taxation, and the friction seems to be more widespread
among small establishments than among large ones, giving rise to a type of
regressive distribution of burden."
Our findings, reported in chapter VI Table No. 3, agree with this
remarks, particularly in the case of the distribution of the burden. Of the
339 merchants that answered our questionnaire, only 46 stated that they
shifted the tax always. One hundred and four stated that they shifted the
tax sometimes and 189 never shifted the tax. The last group was 55.77? of
the total number interviewed. It is interesting to note that 827? of the
merchants gave consumer resentment as the reason for refraining from col-
lecting the tax.^
In the State of Mississippi, of 740 retailers interviewed, only 407,
or 557? of the total reported that they shifted the tax, whereas 22.67?
absorbed it, and 22.47? sometimes absorbed the tax and sometimes passed it on
( 2 ')to the consumers.' * Among the seventy-five wholesalers interviewed, five
^See Table No. 5 on page 126.
( 2 ^Bell, James Warsaw and others. The Mississippi General Sales Tax, How
it works, page 14.
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shifted the tax, and sixty-seven absorbed it.^^ The reasons given for
absorbing the tax were practically the same as those given by the merchants
in our survey, namely, customers’ resentment, competition, end wide margin
of profits. The shift-and-absorb ratio among 75 manufacturers was as
follows: 86 ,6% absorbed the tax, 8% shifted it, and 4% did both.^
2
'
Unequal Effect on Busines s
"When a sales tax is not shifted to the consumer, the merchant must
bear the burden thereby reducing his profits in proportion to the amount
of the tax paid. An interesting question arises here as to the effect of
this reduction on each merchant affected, if proper consideration is given
to ability to pay. Since gross sales do not bear a constant relation to
profits made, it is very evident that the burden on different merchants is
necessarily unequal. Volume of sale^is not an indication of profits. "They
may be great in volume, but profits may be small, there may be no profits,
or there may even be a substantial loss. Some types of business activity,
such as wholesaling, may run on the basis of a fast turnover and small
profits as related to sales. Other types, such as certain manufacturing
enterprises, may have small sales but profits bulking large in relation to
sales."*'
3
^
Great differences exist among business firms from the standpoint of
resources and administrative capacity. Firms having ample working capital
(1)
Bell, James Warsaw and others, op. cit., page 19.
(2)
lbid, page 19.
(S)Buehler, Alfred C., Recent Developments of the General Sales Tax, in
The Journal of Political Economy, February 1928, page 94.
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enjoy certain advantages over the smaller and weaker competitors in obtain-
ing cash discounts; in better facilities for rapid turnover of inventories,
and in installing and operating better methods of control* The large firm,
as a rule, enjoys better credit opportunities, and can secure the services
of better personnel* All these advantages generally contribute directly or
indirectly to larger net profits. If the tax is absorbed it may represent
a small proportion of the profits* If the firm is small and of limited
resources; if it does not enjoy the advantages of the larger competitors;
if its inventories are slowly turned over and credit facilities are lacking;
if the possibilities of hiring competent personnel are negligible, common
sense indicates that the conditions under which it operates are not so
conducive to a margin of profit comparable with that of the larger firm*
The tax rate is nevertheless the same in both cases and must be paid out
of a quantity of money which is indeterminate in nature and variable in its
composition*
The incidence of the tax is the same on the firm that can hardly meet
its most urgent obligations as on the firm that is able to meet amply its
financial responsibilities* The disadvantages of the weaker or inefficient
firms would be largely minimized if the tax were shifted to the consumer in
every sale, but experience indicates that in many cases the tax rests
finally on the merchant regardless of his means to meet such inescapable
obligations. As long as this condition persists, the burden of the tax
falls with a greater impact on the small or inefficient merchant whose
capacity to pay is reduced in proportion to the size of his business or to
his inability to compete. The tax then becomes a burden that increases in
..
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proportion to the inability of the taxpayer to pay, and, thus violates the
fundamental principles of justioe in taxation so consistently maintained
by students of the soience of public finance*
Although no studies have been made in Puerto Rico of the unequal effect
of a sales tax on business, there is, however, material for orientation in
this particular matter in the investigations that have been made elsewhere
in connection -with wholesale and retail establishments* The Harvard Bureau
of Business Research has published interesting studies which reveal great
differences among different stores frcm the standpoint of costs and profits.
One of these studies consists in an investigation carried out among 501
wholesale grocery distributors. The average net profit reported was less
than 1$ of net sales. The number of firms that reported losses was 148.
Nine firms had a net profit of 4$ of sales. Five had a net loss of 4% or
more of sales. The group reported an average net profit of 0.7$ of net
sales. In a group of firms doing the same business, these differences are
quite significant from the standpoint of ability to bear the burden of a
tax based on a gross income of unknown factors. The same condition was
( 2 )found to exist among retail grocery stores.' ' In a group of 471 retail
grocery establishments reporting, the net gain on net sales was 1.8$. How-
ever, 20 stores reported a net profit of 7$ of net sales, and many of the
firms lost more than 5$ of net sales. In a group of 499 retail shoe stores
investigated, the per cent of profit reported was 1.7$ of net sales. The
loss reported by 153 firns was 3.3$ of net sales. Only 26 firms reported
^Operating Expenses in the Wholesale Grocery Business in 1923. Bulletin 40
^'Operating expenses in Retail Grocery Stores in 1923, Bulletin 41.
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a net profit of more than 10% of net sales*
The figures given in the following table were computed by the National
Industrial Conference Board from the Harvard University Bulletins of
Business Research*^ ^ They are highly significant and bring out the ine-
quality of the tax burden on different business enterprises if the tax is
not shifted to the consumer*
It will be observed that great inequalities exist among the firms
included in the above table if the amount of the tax is compared to the
profit reported by each firm* In case No. 1, the 2% tax is more than six
times greater than the profit* In case No* 5 the tax at 2% is equal to the
total amount of the profit. "While the two firms pay the same rate, the
inoidenoe of the tax in case No. 1 is more than six times greater than that
in case No* 6. The glaring injustice of the tax is brought out in its full
significance when the financial situation of both firms is considered once
the tax has been paid* Firm No. 1 turns over to the government the total
amount of the profit ($900) plus $5,100 from its working capital to meet
the obligation imposed by the tax at 2%, Firm No* 5, on the other hand,
is able to pay the tax without any deductions from the investment* It is
evident that a tax of this nature tends to eliminate marginal firms that
would in the ordinary run of business continue to operate even under the
pressure of their more gifted competitors. The tax, consequently, becomes
an instrument of economic oppression that punishes severely those who are
precisely unable to bear the burden. At all intents, then, the tax is a
paradox in that it completely reverses the principle that all citizens must
^
^National Industrial Conference Board, op. cit., page 40.
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contribute to the support of the government in proportion to their means*
This situation was clearly visualized by a practical business man in
the following timely remark to prove that the Two-per-cent Sales Tax was
equivalent to a direct tax of from 10 to 15$ of gross profits:^ ^ "A sells
$100 worth of dry goods with a gross profit of $20; on that $100 he pays a
tax of $2, which is equivalent to 10$ of the gross profit made. Considering
that 15$ is a fair gross profit on $100, the gross profit would be $15, and
the payment of a two-dollar tax represents more or less 14$ of said gross
profit* Taking total sales as the basis for computation, the following
figures are given for a typical retailer of dry goods: 15$ gross profit
of $12,000 total sales amounts to $1800. A 2$ tax of sales amounts to $240,
which is equivalent to 12 l/2$ of gross profit.” If the computations were
made on the basis of net profit the situation would be considerably aggra-
vated. Marginal merchants under these conditions have no possible alter-
native except to discontinue operations or to charge their running expenses
to their income from other sources or to their original investment in the
establishments* Sound business sense indicates that the alternative is by
all means unjustifiable. Furthermore, ”It would be small comfort to the
marginal or near-marginal producers to learn that in the long run their
elimination would bring about a price readjustment that would enable those
( 2 )
remaining in business to recoup the tax from sales at higher prices.” The
tax would have produced its onerous effect precisely by eliminating those
^Vicens Rios, Antonio, in Campana Pro-Derogaoion Ley de Ventas, El Dia,
Ponce, Puerto Rico, 1931, pages 6 and 7.
( 2 ^National Industrial Conference Board, op. cit., page 39.
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business firms because of their inability to pay.
The arguments advanced by the practical business man against a tax on
gross sales or gross profits are summed up authoritatively in the following
terms "The wide variation in the rate of turnover of different mer-
chants 7rould make an equal tax burden next to impossible. In some types
of business the turnover of stock is necessarily rapid and the margin of
profit correspondingly small* This would be true of groceries, meats,
vegetables, and fruits* A retail jewelry establishment would represent a
business of the opposite type-slow turnover of stock with a larger margin
of profit* At the end of a month or year, the gross sales of each esta-
blishment might be exactly the same and subject to the same tax. The net
returns, however, might be widely different. It would be impossible, more-
over, to make modifications in the rate properly to take care of these
i
differences in turnover."
In discussing the candidness with which many accept the theory that a
sales tax is shifted along to the consumer, a well-known student of taxation
states that "The fact is there is only a half truth in this naive but
popular theory. It is true that many a tax levied on a producer or dealer
raises prices, rarely by the whole tax, usually by a large part, occasion-
ally by a small part only. But the great fallacy in the popular theory lies
in the assumption that the whole matter lies within the power of the sellers
alone to determine* There are always two parties to a sale, a buyer as well
as a seller. If the buyer is unwilling or unable to pay a price high enough
to cover the tax as well as the costs, or can get the commodity somewhere
^Hunter, Merrill Harold, op. cit., pages 372, 373.
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else for loss, the seller cannot raise the price. He has, then, the option
of paying the tax himself or quitting production and seeking to make a
living somehow else.”
In closing this section it is proper to quote here the objections
raised to a sales tax, summed up by a writer in the following terms;
”1. The general sales tax is essentially unjust in that it is a tax levied
according to needs rather than according to ability to pay. 2. The general
sales tax is grossly discriminatory. In so far as the tax cannot be shift-
ed, it is distributed according to gross income, which furnishes no measure
of tax-paying ability. The tax treats as being alike transactions which
are fundamentally unlike; it subjects to very unequal risks taxpayers in
substantially similar positions; it affords an indefinable bounty to the
large integrated industry, as compared with smaller industrial units.
3. The tax rests upon an aritificial basis in that it turns upon the mere
form of business transaction, and would lead to undesirable changes in
( 2 )
business practice.”
*
Unequal Effects on the Consumer
When the Two-per-cent Tax was suggested as an emergency measure, the
opinion prevailed among legislators and government officials that the tax
would be passed on to the consumers. This opinion was expressed by the
(3)Treasurer of Rierto Rico v ' and confirmed by the Finance Committee of the
^^Plehn, Carl C., Introduction to Publio Finance, pages 321,322.
(2)Ballantine, Arthur A., The Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science, Vol. XCV, page 214.
v 3 )e1 Mundo, June 18, 1925#
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Senate^^ when the bill was reported favorably in the Upper House. Further-
more, bitter attacks were made against the bill in the Lower House because
many representatives thought that the poorer classes would suffer the
( 2 )
consequences.
On the assumption that the tax is paid by the consumers wholly or in
part, it is pertinent to inquire into the circumstances of the incidence.
Reference must be made, therefore, to the question of justice in taxation,
since the principle of justice has been accepted for a long time as the
basis for orientation in matters of public finanoe. In primitive systems
the idea of justice found expression in the practice of requiring from the
individuals a tax which, according to the government, was relative to the
benefit received by the individual under the protection of the government.
The citizens were taxed according to the amount of their possessions. The
idea prevailed that the larger the amount possessed, the larger the benefit
received. However, this benefit theory has been the source of innumerable
difficulties. All the factors contributing to determine the amount of
benefit received cannot be properly ascertained at a given time and placed
Many of the services (benefits) rendered by the government to its citizens
cannot be measured accurately because of their intangible or abstract nature.
In spite of its defects, the theory, however, has not been totally discard-
ed, although there is always an element of doubt in the imposition of the
tax.
For this reason, economists have given careful attention to the need
(1)
e1 Mundo, July 8, 1925.
( 2
)
e1 Mundo, June 19, 1925.
(S)Hunter, Merril Harold, op. cit., page 141.
,(3)
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for establishing a more tangible or concrete basis to guide the taxing
authority in this matter. The theory which has been generally accepted as
the embodiment of the modern ideal of justice was ably expounded by Adam
Smith in the following dear terms: "The subjects of every state ought to
contribute to the support of the government, as nearly as possible in pro-
portion to their respective abilities: that is, in proportion to the
revenue which they respectively enjoy under the protection of the state.....
In the observation or neglect of this maxim consists what is called equality
of taxation."
^
This principle of equality was later stressed by Mill, giving special
emphasis to the idea of equality of sacrifice. Mill asks: "For what
reason ought equality to be the rule in matters of taxation?" His answer
is clear and specific: "For the reason, that it ought to be so in all
affairs of government. As a government ought to make no distinction of
persons or classes in the strength of their claims on it, whatever sacri-
fices it requires from them should be made to bear as nearly as possible
with the same pressure upon all, which it must be observed, is the mode by
which least sacrifice is occasioned on the whole. If any one bears less
than his fair share of the burden, some other person must suffer more than
his share, and the alleviation to the one is not, caeteris paribus, so
great a good to him, as the increased pressure upon the others is an evil.
Equality of taxation, therefore, as a maximum of politics, means equality
,,( 2 )
of sacrifice." According to Mill’s theory, consequently, the citizens
(^Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, Book V, Chapter ii. Section 1.
(2)m111, John Stuart, Principles of Political Economy, Book V. Chapter 11,
Section 2.
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of a state should cooperate to the support of the public burden in accord-
ance with their means, regardless, therefore, of the quantity or quality of
the benefit received in the form of protection. In keeping with this
principle, the means of the individual become the source of his contribution
to the government The principle has not only acquired a decisive
importance in modern theory; it has also had a powerful influence in shaping
( 2 )the course of the most recent reforms in the field of taxation.
Equality of sacrifice has became at last the basis for modem practices
in the science of public finance. In order to maintain the principle, the
tax must, then, increase progressively with the income of the individual.
In other words, the greater the source, (the amount of possessions or fund)
the greater the tax, if the idea of equality is to be maintained.
This ideal is based on the fact that the utility derived from a given
possession decreases as the number of units or the quantity of the goods
(the fund) possessed increases. The sacrifice occasioned by the loss or
transfer of a given possession diminishes as the number of units possessed
increases. And, on the contrary, the sacrifice increases as the number
of units diminishes.
The imposition of a tax, therefore, must be conditioned by this ideal
of equality of sacrifice if we expect to set up a just system of taxation.
In approaching the Two-per-cent Sales Tax we cannot, therefore, slight the
effect which its imposition has caused or may cause on the consumers subject
(1)
Eheberg, Karl Theodor von, Finanzwissenschaf^
,
page 186.
(2)
lbid, page 192.
(3)
lbid, pages 192-193.
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to its payment. No attention should he given to the circumstance that the
tax is not being actually shifted wholly. The injustice of a tax is not
minimized because its incidence is temporarily or casually altered. If the
tax is unjust per se
,
there is no reason in accepting or defending it on
the basis that its shifting has been altered or interrupted by special
circumstances beyond the control of the taxpayers.
The injustice of the sales tax arises from the fact that the rate is
unlfom and that it does not take into consideration differences in tax-
paying ability. The amount exacted from the taxpayers represents a sacri-
fice that does not increase or decrease in relation to the fund (tax-paying
ability) out of which the tax is paid. In other words, the tax is regres-
sive since its incidence is greater among those who are precisely least
able to bear its burden.
The following figures bring out in a concrete form this inequality of
sacrifice.^
(1) (2)
Taxpayers Income
A $ 1,000
B 2,000
C 3,000
D 5,000
E 10,000
F 25,000
(3) (4)
Taxable Amount of
Amount Tax At 2%
| 108 $ 2.16
202 4.04
249 4.98
320 6.40
350 7.00
450 9.00
(5)
Percent of
Total Income Paid
.002
.002
.0016
.0012
.0007
.00031
Five income levels are represented (column 2). Column three gives the
part of each income spent for clothing (taxed at 2%), The fourth column
gives the amount whioh each individual pays to the government. It is of
( 1 )From the Business Week, September 7, 1932, page 16.
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interest to compare the individual incomes in column 2 (tax paying ability)
with one another and then to notice what per cent of each income goes to the
government (column 5) • It will be observed that A has an income of $1,000.
His tax is $2.16, or a little over $2.00 per each one-thousand dollars of
income. F has an income of $25,000, and pays to the government $9.00. While
the tax-paying ability of F is twenty-five times that of A, his tax is only
four times as great. From the standpoint of sacrifice, that of A is 6 times
greater than F’s.
There are no figures to make a detailed comparison of taxpayers' abili-
ty and tax payments in the case of Puerto Rico. The only study available,
showing income levels and expenditures, was made and published by the
Department of Education*^) One hundred families were studied. The dollar
spent was divided into several items, such as food, recreation and clothing.
The amount spent for clothing varies little in comparison with the figures
published by the Business Week in its study of the American consumer. The
amount spent in the United States in the case of an income of $1,000 is
$108. The nearest income group in Puerto Rico is that of $866.48. Of this
income $102.00 is spent for clothing.
Following the same method of tabulation used in the previous table,
and taking the figures from the Puerto Rican study, we get the following:
( 1 )Bourne, Dorothy M. and Ramos, Luz Maria, Rural Life in Rierto Rico.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Taxpayers Income Taxable
Amount
Tax Paid Per Cent of
Income Paid
A $ 89.28 $ 11.53 $ 0 .23 .0021
B 354.56 41.00 0.82 .0023
C 866.48 102 .00 2.04 .0023 /
income of C in this table is 9.7 times that of A. If we compare
the figures in column (5), it will be observed that they hardly vary. The
percents which these figures represent of the incomes in column (2) are
practically identical, although the income figures vary appreciably. In
other words, the sacrifice of C with an income of $866.48 does not differ
from that of A, although the income is nearly ten times as great. The tax,
then, is necessarily regressive. The rate is the same for all and by
maintaining the percents in column 6 practically constant, it actually
becomes an inverted income tax.
This process of regressiveness is the main argument used by economists
and government officials to reject the sales tax. The governor of South
Carolina, for example, in his message to the Legislature of that State, in
March 25, 1931, expressed his opposition to a sales tax as follows: "As to
the principle involved in state taxation: No matter how often it has been
said, it should never be discarded from our thinking on this subject,
because it is fundamentally and everlastingly true, that sales taxes take
no measure of ability to pay taxes. They are based on human needs, and not
on ability to pay. It is my profound conviction that we would do a serious
injustice to the great body of citizenship in our state, immediately and
for the future, if we should establish this basis of taxation, fundamentally
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unsound in principle, and should incorporate it into the revenue system of
the state. It is contrary to my conception of a fair tax in that it is a
perversion of the doctrine of ability to pay. In the last analysis, it is
not paid by the producer of the article taxed but is passed on to the
consumer and is in fact a tax on property. It is the very opposite of the
income tax, the fairest and most just tax any government can impose."^^
Doctor F. W. Morriscn, Executive Secretary of the Tax Commission of
that State, refers to the sales tax as follows: "The general sales tax is,
of course, regressive in its effects. It strikes much harder taxpayers
who have the weakest economic status than it does the well-to-do and
rich." (2)
Doctor Ernest Minor Patterson, a well-known student of economic
problems, advances the following sharp criticism against the adoption of a
general Federal sales tax: "The first is that it is a regressive tax
We shall do well not to abandon unnecessarily the principle that taxes
should be levied as nearly as possible in accordance with ability to pay,
and this principle can be applied most definitely and equitably through
income and inheritance taxes with highly progressive rates. If the sales
tax is to yield any important amount of revenue it must be applied to arti-
cles of general consumption, that is to necessities. The more exceptions
made, the less general is the tax and the lower the yield. The poor man,
of course, pays a higher percentage of his income for such articles than
(^University of North Carolina Extension Bulletin, Vol. XII, No. 5,
pages 59-60. January 1933.
(2)lbid, page 65.
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does the rich. This is serious enough, but becomes worse when the second
objection is presented. The sales tax tends to restrict rather than to
enoourage business. No one can predict in advance its real incidence, but
we may at least say this. If it is for the most part shifted to the
consumer, it adds to the woes of the common man, who is threatened with
many other new burdens, including an estimated $750,000,000 for the aid of
agriculture under the proposed domestic allotment plan. In so far as the
sales tax is not shifted to the consumer but is finally paid by the manu-
facturer, his costs are increased and business is further restricted.
A very strong objection to a sales tax is raised by Prof. Lutz, on
account of the principle of regressiveness 5 ’’The principal objection to
the sales tax, in any of its forms, is its regressiveness, but many other
taxes have this characteristic, and under existing conditions it is diff-
cult to see how all regression can be avoided.... After all is done that
can be done in the direction of ability taxation, other methods are re-
quired.” ^ 2 ^
Prof. Seligman, the foremost authority in this country in matters of
public finance, adds the following remarks: ’’Finally, if the general sales
tax is defective from the point of view of adequacy, of consequences on
business prosperity and of good administration, it is above all to be criti-
cized from the point of view of fiscal justice. This brings us to the chief
criticism to be urged against a general sales tax: it is a tax on con-
sumption, on expenditure...... But when we come to a general sales tax, we
(^The Nation, January 18, 1933, page 62.
(^Lutz, Earley L., op. cit., pages 318-319.
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are dealing primarily with a tax on necessaries, inasmuch as the great mass
of commodities consists of articles used by the people in modest circum-
stances. Therefore, as the French writers in the Middle Ages pointed out.
Above all aa general sales tax is a sort of inverted income tax
general sales tax would make impossible the progressive scale of taxation.
It would in fact amount to an upside down system of progressive taxation.”
Shoup, in his exhaustice study of the sales tax in France, condemns
the tax in no unequivocal terms. "Judged by the standards of taxation set
up by modem authorities, the turnover tax is certainly to be condemned*
The chances are strong that it is more unfavorable to the poorer classes
than is an income tax, and in addition it partakes of the latter’s vices
of difficulty of collection and forecast, and interferes more with estabLish-
„( 2 )
ed methods of business • ' 1
This section may be properly closed with the opportune statement from
a resolution protesting general sales taxation, signed by 101 economists
representing 17 Universities of the United States, and sent to President
Hoover, on January 21, 1923: "A general sales tax reduces real wages,
diminishes purchasing power, and puts a brake upon industrial activity
( 3 )
and business revival."' '
(1'Seligman, Edwin R. A., op. cit., pages 136-137.
'
''Shoup, Carl, The Sales Tax in France, page 253.
(3)The General Welfare Tax League, The General Sales Tax, Unwise,
Unscientific, Unjust, page 13.
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CHAPTER V
ADMINISTRATION OP THE TAX
The Bureau of Internal Revenue of the Treasury Department is directly
responsible for the Administration of the Two-per-cent Sales Tax, This
bureau is the largest administrative unit of the Department and the most
important from the standpoint of revenue income* Total excise tax col-
lections during the fiscal year 1937-38 amounted to over ten million dol-
lars, This represents 62,6% of all revenue collections for the year.
There is no special division in the bureau for the specific purpose
of enforcing the Two-per-cent sales tax. The bureau is made up of three
divisions j the General Office staff, the Liquidation and Claims Division,
and the Division of Internal Revenue Agents for General Excise Taxes, The
. ( 1 )budgetary appropriation for salaries amounts to $128,361,25, The chief
of the bureau and all the employees under him are appointed by the Treasur-
er and are responsible for the proper observance of the rules and regula-
tions which are from time to time formulated by him. These rules and
regulations have the force of law after they are approved by the governor.
The main administrative rules are issued in connection with the
interpretation of the law on such matters as definitions of terms, obli-
gations of the employees of the bureau, the taxpayers and the special
( 2 )inspectors appointed. Under the provisions of the law, the main
^Appendix No. 15
^
^Appendix No. 12
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duties of the taxpayers are as follows
i
(a) to file an affidavit with the local In-
ternal Revenue Agent or with the Treasur-
er showing the gross amount of the daily
sales. This affidavit must be filed at
the end of the month or within the days
following;
(b) these affidavits must agree with the
books of account kept for the purpose;
(c) to keep books of account under the rules
and regulations prescribed by the Treasur-
er of Puerto Rico. These books must be
bound and their pages properly numbered,
and must be countersigned on the first
page by the Treasurer or by one of his
representatives
;
(d) to subscribe and swear to before a duly
authorized person the affidavit filed;
(e) to notify the Treasurer after the first
five days subsequent to commencing busi-
ness that the taxpayer so reporting has
opened a place of business;
(f) to report to the Treasurer the date when
a business is discontinued, indicating
*r
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the total amount of the sales made during
the month#
(g) to affix to the documents reporting the
sales internal revenue stamps prepared for
the purpose by the Treasurer;
(h) to allow the government officials specially
appointed by the Treasurer to examine their
books of accounts*
The activities of the bureau in connection with the two-per-cent sales
tax center around the enforcement of these rules. All the administrative
technique developed to enforce the tax results from their interpretation
and application. The technique consists primarily in the formulation of
the proper forms for the submission of the reports required by the law.
These forms are available in a publication called Official Book for the
Two-per-cent Sales Tax, where the tax payer is provided with the necessary
blank forms to submit all required information. This book costs 25 cents
and contains sufficient forms for a year* It must be applied and paid for
by the taxpayer. Each book is numbered so as to assure a better control
of the reports submitted.
On the first page are given the provisions of the law for the purpose
of acquainting the taxpayer with their content, thus avoiding, as far as
possible, the inconveniences which usually arise from ignorance or from
misunderstandings in interpretation. These provisions cover such matters
as duties, the fom of payment, powers of the treasurer, and exemptions
from the tax. The second page contains the official rules and regulations
«'
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formulated by the Treasurer for the specific purpose of enforcing the tax.
This is followed on the third page by sections of the law dealing with
penalties for violation.
The rest of the book consists of two forms: (1) statement of pur-
chases and (2) statement of sales.^ Both forms have columns with
sufficient space to make entries of purchases and sales for each day of the
month and for the monthly totals.
Control of the operations of each individual firm is largely facili-
tated through the use of this book. Since the law makes the keeping of
acceptable books of account mandatory and subject to inspection at the will
of the treasurer, these forms are a practical method of information which
makes inspection easy and comparatively inexpensive.
The taxpayer, according to the law, must make daily entries in a book
approved by the treasurer. The pages of this book must be numbered, and
the signature of the Treasurer or of his duly authorized representative
must appear on the first page as an indication that said book of account
has been officially authorized for use. The total for the daily sales
must appear on the proper page of the book of account. These daily amounts
sales
are entered in the/book on the page corresponding to the month reported.
( 2 )
This page is on the left hand side of the book. A space is provided for
remarks
•
On the right side appears the form to enter the daily totals for
(3)
sales. This page is given in duplicate. The first is detached and is
(1)
Appendixes Nos. 13 and 14.
(2)
Appendix No. 13.
( 3
)
Appendix No. 14.
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sent to the local office* The duplicate remains in the possession of the
taxpayer. Space is provided on the page fori
(1) The name and location of the firm
(2) A detailed liquidation consisting of
(a) Gross amount of the monthly sales
(b) Allowances or deductions permitted by law
(c) Net income from sales
(d) Amount of the tax at 2% of the net income
(e) Amount of penalties, if any, computed at
10% of the tax
(f) Interest charges, if any
(g) Oath Number 1, whereby the taxpayer certi-
fies that the information entered on this
form is correct from the standpoint of
prices and of the amounts reported
(h) Oath No. 2, whereby the taxpayer certi-
fies that no articles have been sold by
him during the month which are subject to
the tax. This oath is required only where
there have been no operations during the
month
(i) Space for affixing the cancelled internal
revenue stamps equal in amount to the tax
due
.
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The statement of sales must be filed with the local internal revenue
the
agent on the last day of each month and not later than within / ten-day
period following* The statement must agree absolutely with the entries
made in the books of account of the person or firm swearing to the affidavit,
and must be subscribed and sworn to before a duly authorized person, namely,
a notary public, a collector, an internal revenue agent, or any other
officer of the Treasury Department duly authorized to administer oaths.
All merchants selling dutiable commodities must issue a triplicate
bill whenever a sale is made to another merchant or to a manufacturer* On
this bill must appear the date of the sale, the full name of the buyer, his
address, the name of the seller, a complete list of all the dutiable goods
sold, the price of the goods, and the total amount of the bill* The amount
of the tax should be billed separately, and not as a part of the selling
price of each individual item* All bills must be numbered, and copies must
be kept on file at the seller’s office for inspection by the representatives
of the Treasury Department*
All dealers or merchants buying from other dealers or merchants in
Bjerto Rico, in the United States, or in a foreign country must require
from the seller a duplicate bill containing all the information referred to
in the previous paragraph. If the goods purchased are received by steam-
ship line or other common carrier, the bill must contain besides the name
of the steamer or other means of transportation, the gross weight of the
shipment, and the number of the bill of ]ading. This bill must be also
filed away for reference and examination. A copy must be submitted to the
treasurer of Puerto Rico or his agents whenever the merchant is required to
'•
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do so.
All purchases made from merchants or dealers who have already paid
the tax must be entered in a special book. The entry must contain the
following information:
1. the date of the purchase
2. the number of the bill
3. the name of the seller
4. the amount of the bill
5. the amount of the tax paid
Dealers and manufacturers buying from other dealers or manufacturers
must submit, in addition to the information required above, a list of all
the bills for goods purchased, on which the tax has not been paid. The
dealer or manufacturer must certify that said list contains each and every
bill received for purchases made during the month.
Manufacturers are not exempt from the payment of the tax on the sale
of goods that they manufacture, totally or in part, from materials on which
the tax has already been paid. However, said manufacturers are allowed to
deduct from the monthly tax payment whatever amount was paid by them or by
the person supplying the material or materials used in the manufacture of
the taxable commodity.
In order to protect the interests of the government, the treasurer
has ruled that the change or amendment of a regulation in force does not
relieve the taxpayer from compliance with the requirements of the regula-
tion that has been changed or amended. This is a precautionary measure
which does away with the embarrassing situations which usually arise when
.'
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a rule or its interpretation undergoes some change.
The tax is paid by affixing internal revenue stamps to the documents
prepared by the treasurer of Puerto Rico. Said stamps are purchased at
the local offices of the treasury department. These offices are in charge
of a Collector or of an Internal Revenue agent. The stamps are cancelled
at the office, onoe they are affixed on the proper form or documents. Their
cancellation is required by law.
The purchase of the stamps and their cancellation does not complete
the prooess of the tax payment. The law specifically provides that payment
of the tax shall not be considered as finally and definitely made until
approved by the Treasurer of Puerto Rico or by his duly authorized internal
revenue agents. This is rather peculiar, and is the cause of interesting
and frequent controversies but the law authorizes the Treasurer to prepare
such regulations as may be necessary for the payment of the tax in the most
convenient form and according to the nature of the business. Merchants,
however, claim that the position in which they are placed after the tax is
paid is very equivocal and in many instances undesirable and unjust.^ ^
When a taxpayer fails to submit his monthly report at the time speci-
fied he is compelled to pay a penalty of ten per cent of the amount of the
tax due at the rate of one per cent per month. This penalty is computed
from the date of expiration of the ten-day period allowed for the payment
of the tax. If the taxpayer should make a false or fraudulent affidavit,
or should refuse to file the monthly report required or to pay the tax he
is guilty of misdemeanor and is subject to a fine of not less than one
-.
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hundred dollars nor more than one thousand dollars, or to imprisonment for
a term of not less than thirty days nor more than one year, or to both
penalties, according to the discretion of the court. If the taxpayer
should refuse to deliver the books of account or the reports required to
the properly authorized officers he is also guilty of misdemeanor. The
same violation occurs if the merchant or manufacturer should make a decla-
ration under oath without keeping books or without making the required
entries or should fail to include in the monthly total the amount of any
sale made. If a sale is not declared, and the taxpayer is found guilty,
he must pay into the treasury of Puerto Rico a fine equal to the amount of
the sale or sales which he may have failed to declare. This is an admi-
nistrative fine, imposed and collected by the treasurer irrespective of the
fine imposed by the court.
When a mistake or omission occurs in making an entry in the book of
accounts, corrections cannot be made by the taxpayer himself except in
the presence of the local agent of internal revenue. All corrections should
be certified by said officer and are not accepted as valid without this
certification. This ruling avoids considerable friction between taxpayers
and the local agents, since the making of a claim involving omissions or
corrections cannot, as a rule, be justified except after the submission of
sufficiently acceptable proof. What is or should be "sufficiently accepta-
ble proof" is generally a matter of debate and gives rise to frequent
discrepancies. The ruling does away with the latter.
Casual or itinerant merchants or dealers who have no regular business-
es established are accorded special treatment in the matter of reports on
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purchases and sales. Since they are not expected to carry the regular books
of account countersigned by the treasurer, the monthly report of purchases
and sales is limited to submitting a list of the bills of lading received.
The taxable amount of these bills is computed on the basis of the estimated
selling price of the goods purchased. If the purchase is made from some
local manufacturer or dealer, the report is based on the bill or bills
received. When the number of bills is so large as to make their submission
cumbersome, the taxpayer is pemitted to submit only a list of said bills,
giving their number, date, source and individual amounts. This list must
be sworn to and subscribed before an officer duly authorized to a dminister
oaths
•
For purposes of tax collections the island is divided into eighty
local agencies. In each of these municipalities or incorporated cities
there is a local collector of internal revenue. Five are served by stamp
agents only. The collector is the representative of the insular treasury
in all matters pertaining to the sale of stamps, to the administering of
oaths, and to the sale of the official tax book. The collectors are also
authorized by law to certify declarations, to inspect stocks of merchandise
of manufacturers or dealers, and to arrest offenders if caught in the act
of violating the law or the rules and regulations of the treasury depart-
ment. Such arrests follow the normal course of the legal procedure of all law
violations.
For the proper protection of the interests of the Treasury, the
collector is required to furnish a bond to the Treasurer of Puerto Rico in
such amount and under such conditions as this officer may deem necessary.
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The bonds furnished must be approved as to form an execution by the Attorney
General of Puerto Rico. Besides furnishing this bond, the collector must
render a monthly report to the Auditor of Puerto Rico on all stamps received
from the main office, sold and on hand. Whatever cash is on hand at the
Collector’s office must be reported to the Treasurer.
In the performance of his duties, a Collector is authorized to demand,
to retain, or keep in his possession any document of purchase or of sale
for use as documentary evidence in investigations or for filing with the
Treasurer. The taxpayer may keep a certified copy of all documents sub-
mitted by him, and said documents, when in the office of the Collector or
of the Treasurer, cannot be used for any purpose except those permitted by
law.
When the Collector or any other agent or representative of the Treasur-
er has fixed the amount of the sales tax on any official declaration, said
declaration must be filed in the Bureau of Internal Revenue. After the
declaration is filed, it becomes a public document. Copies of these decla-
rations cannot be issued and their use cannot be permitted unle ss on petition
of the interested party, by order of a competent court, or of the insular
legislature. The law specifically declares the people of Puerto Rico as
one of the interested parties. For the protection of the taxpayer, the law
provides that no collector, internal revenue agent, officer or employee of
the people of Puerto Rico is authorized to divulge or to make known in any
form whatever, not provided by law, the information contained in the decla-
ration of the taxpayer. Furthermore, the Collector who divulges or makes
known, in any manner whatsoever not authorized by law, the information
-.
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acquired in the process of any visit of inspection or in any other manner
is liable to dismissal from office and is guilty of felony. If convicted
by any court having jurisdiction of the offense committed, he can be fined
not less than two hundred and fifty dollars nor more than two thousand
dollars, or imprisonment for not less than six months nor for more than
five years, or both.
For purposes of control, the eighty local agencies are grouped into
ten internal revenue districts. Each of these districts is in charge of a
district revenue agent who is responsible to the central office for the
revision of reports, for the investigation and liquidation of claims and
for such general duties as are from time to time assigned to them by the
Treasurer. The main function of these agents is to maintain the morale of
the local offices through more frequent inspection than is possible if the
work were entirely in the hands of the central bureau. The nearness of
the district office to the local agents is of considerable assistance in
facilitating the work of inspection and control.
To assure the proper performance of the duties that fall upon the
local and district agents, the Treasurer is empowered by law to carry out
personally or through his agents the investigations that he deems necessary
and convenient. These investigations are made primarily to ascertain the
veracity of the information contained in the reports submitted. The
Treasurer or his agent is given the authority to examine the books of
account of any merchant, whether or not subject to the payment of the tax,
if there is any doubt as to the accuracy of the information contained in
the official forms required, or as to the sufficiency of said information.
.'
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It is not uncommon for merchants or dealers to withhold information that
would easily disclose the true size of a given business or the number of
operations carried out by the same person*
There is no practical method of ascertaining with any degree of accuracy
the cost of administering the tax. The reason for this lies in the fact
that there is no separate administrative unit or division of the bureau in
charge of the tax as such* The work of the bureau of excise taxes is
performed by three divisions, but their personnel is organized so as to give
their whole time to all the taxes as they are reported, and no specific time
is devoted to and no particular employee or employees are in charge of li-
quidating any specific tax or taxes. For these reasons, it is neither
possible nor fair to try to estimate the amount of time that the personnel
devotes to the two-per-cent tax alone* Furthermore, the nature of the reports
submitted is such that their separation or classification for the purpose
of allocating the time spent in inspection, revision and liquidation of the
reports on tax is very difficult if not impossible*
The opinion prevails among members of the office force that the cost
of the tax should be estimated on the same basis used to estimate the cost
of the general excise taxes. The work required by the tax is practically
of the same nature as that required by all other taxes administered by the
bureau* On this basis, the cost may then be estimated at a little over two-
per-cent of collections. The estimate was miade by the chief of the bureau
in an unpublished report submitted to the Treasurer.
The bureau has no definite program of investigations. The work is
done without any plan as to frequency of visits, technique for record check-
..
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ing or auditing. The bureau has no office manual* Most of the work done
follows a routine which has been established in the course of time from
experience in handling the problems of the bureau. There is little indica-
tion of change.
The only deductions allowed from the tax are: (l) sales under contract
to the insular and municipal governments* These sales are subject to a tax
of one per cent of the amount of the contract. (2) Purchases made locally
from dealers or manufacturers who have already paid the tax. (3) Purchases
of imported goods, provided the tax is paid at the time of importation.
(4) Sales to the Federal government. The exemption must be justified by
submitting with the tax return at the end of the month tax exemption certi-
ficates provided for the purpose. The goods sold to the Federal government
must be billed without the tax;. If the tax is included in the price of the
goods sold, no deduction can be claimed.
The revenue from the tax is used for general purposes. It is covered
in the general fund of the government to meet budgetary appropriations for
such services as schools, public sanitation, the police force, the Courts,
and the administrative offices of the government. The income from the tax
has never been used for any special purpose, although attempts have been
made to convert it into a trust fund. The suggestion has been made that
this fund, if created, be devoted entirely to the promotion of local
industries for which there are raw materials and plenty of hand labor in
the island. The suggestion has been consistently rejected by the adminis-
tration on the grounds that the general funds need constant replenishing
due to the ever-expanding needs of the government departments. The idea
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of devoting the tax income to a special purpose seems to have little en-
couragement at present because the income derived from the sales tax on
gasoline has been lately set aside as a trust fund to be used in cooperation
with the Federal Government exclusively for the construction and maintenance
of highways.
The tax as such has not caused complex problems of administration* At
the time of its adoption, the bureau of excise taxes was well organized*
Its personnel had had ample experience in dealing with similar taxes. Since
there was no apparent need for a new division to take charge of the new tax
the bureau took on the additional duties with no additional personnel
specially appointed for the purpose.
In the administration of the tax, however, the Treasurer and his
associates have met with rather interesting situations. These may be
approached from two angles, namely, from the standpoint of the Administra-
tion and from the standpoint of the taxpayers. In point of time, of course,
the first was that of devising special methods of control and enforcement,
in the face of an attitude of antagonism on the part of a considerable
number of merchants and politicians. The situation was not so embarrassing
to the administration because the a doption of the tax was accompanied, to
a considerable extent, by an intense period of political agitation. The
acceptance of the tax and of all the administrative procedure put in
practice by the administration was considered by the party in power as a
matter of party loyalty. The rules and regulations formulated by the
Treasurer were accepted as a matter of party discipline rather
..
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than as a question of oivic responsibility. Those who had opposed the tax
during the period of legislative discussions had no other recourse than to
hope for a possible repeal in the near future. The tax was introduced as
( 1 )
an emergency measure.'
Enforcement of the tax was largely facilitated because the treasury,
through the Bureau of Internal Revenue, had already had considerable
experience in the administration of sales taxes, although said taxes were
generally known as internal revenues. With this rich background, it was/a
difficult task to devise a practical machinery for the enforcement of the
tax. The bureau simply adopted, with little modification, the system which
had been tested for years and had been found to be practical in its appli-
cation. It consisted mainly in applying to a larger number of commodities
the rules and regulations already in use to enforce the excise taxes then
in force.
Mainly for these reasons and because no special budgetary appropria-
tion was made to enforce the new tax, no special administrative unit was
organized to take charge of its enforcement. The lav/ made specific pro-
visions dealing in detail with the manner in which the law was to be enforced.
The main task of the Bureau in this respect was to instruct the taxpayers
to act accordingly. For this reason, the manual prepared for said purpose
consisted principally of definitions of the terms used in the law that
( 2 )
might be confusing in their interpretation. 1 The duties of the taxpayers
in regard to the keeping of records, the manner of making reports and of
(l)See Appendix No. 6, paragraphs 34 and 35.
(^Appendix No. 12.
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( 1 )
making payments were given in detail in the law as approved. Provision
( 2 )
was also made in detail for exemptions. v ‘ All these provisions made the
application of the tax easier for the Bureau.
the
The detailed manner in whicfy^law provides for its enforcement resulted
from the circumstances that gave rise to the law and from the doubts exist-
ing in the mind of the administration as to its success. The opposition
raised to the tax as a novel form of taxation was directly responsible for
the apparent uncertainties with which the government faced the opposition.
To avoid evasion and the possible failure of the law as an administrative
venture, the Treasurer and the Legislature saw it advisable to phrase the
lav/ in such fom as to make it unmistakable in its intent and detailed in
its administrative provisions. Many of said provisions were, to all practi-
cal purposes, a manual of instructions for the Treasurer and his associates.
The main problem confronting the Administration when the law was
approved was the inadequacy of the office and field forces to take care of
the innumerable details of enforcement. This problem is still in the
opinion of the chief of the Bureau their main concern. In support of their
contention, the argument is raised that the cost of the administration of
the tax is so low that additional funds for supervisors and clerks are
justified. This is, of course, a debatable question that cannot be settled
in the affirmative or in the negative until a detailed study is made to
find, as far as possible, whether or not the Bureau is at present rendering
^^Laws of Puerto Rico, 1925, Law 85, Sections 63 to 73 inclusive.
(2)Laws of Puerto Rico, 1925, Law 85, Section 83.
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the most efficient service that could be rendered under the circumstances.
This would lead into such matters as job analysis, training of employees,
standards of practice and of performance, if any, and office routine now-
in use. A study of this nature is highly desirable, but highly improbable,
under present conditions.
The insufficiency of inspection is in part a result of the inadequacy
of the personnel. Insufficient inspection results in delays and in friction
between merchants and the agents of the Bureau, and lends itself to the
unnecessary accumulation of monthly reports and statements which should be
examined frequently t<? relieve the merchants and the Bureau of the un-
certainties resulting from unfinished fiscal obligations. The monthly
returns of sales are not approved finally by the Treasurer until said
returns are audited as to form, amount of sales and of the tax. It is not
infrequent for the Bureau to have on file hundreds of monthly returns whose
examination for final approval remains pending for months, and even for
years.
The inadequacy of the personnel is, to a large extent, related to the
problem of the evasion of the tax. Although evasion does not seem to be a
problem of serious concern to the Bureau yet it is possible when frequent
and detailed investigations are not made to ascertain as far as possible
that the rules and regulations in force are duly observed by the taxpayers.
The rules are strict and cover all phases of the neoessary accounting
operations of a business in order to avoid concealment of the taxable amount
due
'.
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The first rule that appears in the official form book used to make
reports deals with the obligation of any person who sells to a dealer or
manufacturer to send to said dealer or manufacturer a triplicate bill for
all the taxable goods sold*^^ The bill must contain the date of the sale,
the name and address of the buyer, a complete list of all the goods sold
and their prices, and the amount of the bill* All bills must be numbered
in chronological order and must be kept on file, subject to inspection at
the will of the Treasurer or of his duly authorized agents* This ruling
makes evasion of the tax difficult if not impossible by persons who sell
to a dealer or a manufacturer. Besides controlling rather effectively at
the source the sales of goods made to dealers or to manufacturers, the
ruling works indirectly through the buyer, because the agents of the Bureau
frequently trace goods displayed to their origin. The original seller of
the goods so traced must produce documentary evidence to prove that the
sale was made in accordance with the law. If the seller is not able to
produce such evidence, he may be prosecuted*
The second ruling provides that the manufacturer or dealer who buys
goods locally or from any foreign concern must require from the supplier
of said goods a duplicate bill containing all the information required
under the previous ruling, and in addition the name of the steamer, the
weight of the goods bought and their number. This information must be kept
on file for inspection by the Treasurer or his agents, and a copy of the
bill must be furnished upon request by the Treasurer if necessary.
If the dealer or manufacturer should make frequent purchases of goods
(^See Appendix No. 12.
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from dealers or manufacturers who have already paid the tax, he must enter
said purchases on a special book giving the date, the number of the bill,
the name of the seller, the amount of the purchase excluding the tax, and
the amount of the tax paid already by the seller*
Since all the information referred to above must be at the disposition
of the Treasurer and must appear in the form books provided for the purpose,
it is very doubtful if purchases and sales can be concealed. The agents
of the Treasurer make detailed examinations of the books of account, of
inventories, of bills for goods bought and sold, and of daily cash entries*
It is not strange that the agent examine the bank account of a taxpayer,
when and if necessary to satisfy the Treasurer that the tax is not evaded*
It is, therefore, not infrequent that a taxpayer is found who tries to
conceal either bank deposits or money that has not been accounted for in
the books of the film.
It is generally admitted that evasion is possible only through the
fraudulent handling of cash receipts. However, the possibility exists for
detecting such concealment of cash. The inspectors majr trace the fraud
through the bills received and issued during a given period of time, since
all purchases must be accounted for. The total amount of the purchases
made during the month may give a fairly acceptable estimate of the sales
made, once an inventory of the merchandise on hand is taken at the time of
the investigation. Evasion is possible also in the case of stores selling
both taxable and exsnpfc articles, but here again careful audits may in the
long run detect the fraud. It is also seriously doubted if evasion is
*.
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possible to a large extent or serious enough to affect competition.^
Although in the long run the matter of evasion may be reduced to a
negligible amount, through frequent and detailed audits of the books of
the taxpayers,^ it is advisable to consult such indices of business actmty
as other excise taxes collected, imports of taxable commodities, payrolls,
and benk debits. These indices are valuable guides in following the trend
of business in general, and their monthly variations may offer valuable
information bearing on the matter. But no index is a good substitute for
a consistent policy of investigation carried out by competent accountants,
together with a heavy penalty that would make evasion unprofitable.
That evasion is not a general practice may be seen from the collections
made, and from the figures on taxable commodities imported. Said imports
are estimated at from thirty five million dollars annually. Making a
liberal allowance for local manufactures of four to five millions, the
total taxable amount would not exceed forty million dollars in any normal
year. This liberal estimate would place the total for tax collections at
the sum of $800,000. Actual collections during the fiscal year 1937-38
amounted to $790,937.49 which is a reasonable income from this source
under present business conditions.
From the standpoint of the taxpayer there exist four main problems
which the merchants generally summarize in the Spanish word "fiscal izacion",
meaning official red-tape. Merchants do object emphatically to this red-
TF
tape as too much interference into their private affairs. The keeping of
^Clark, Victor S., and others, Puerto Rico and Its Problems, page 227.
( 2 )lbid, page 227.
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books of account devised and authorized by the Treasurer} the recording of
all bills received in said books; the entry of daily sales; and the oaths
given with each and every report submitted are considered as a burdensome
obligation which practically subject the merchant to a dictatorial routine*
This presents the problem in general. There are, besides, special
problems which arise from the nature of this routine, and from the need of
avoiding fraudulent reports. Among these special problems none seems so
embarrassing as that which arises from the enforcement of section 72 of the
law, which reads as follows: "Payment of the taxes specified in the
preceeding section shall not be considered as finally and definitely made
until approved by the Treasurer of Puerto Rico or by his duly authorized
internal revenue agents.”^"* In other words, the affixing and cancelling
of the stamps on the declaration or statement of sales equal in amount to
the estimated tax does not complete the payment of said tax. The state-
ment is sworn to and subscribed before the duly authorized agent, as to
correctness of form and information, on the day specified by the law, but
this aot relieves the merchant only of his obligation to file the informa-
tion on the date prescribed. Once this statement is received at the main
office, it must be examined and accepted, but there is no prescribed period
for said examination and acceptance. It may take days, weeks and even
years. There are instances of merchants whose cases have been revived
after years of patient waiting, to begin the investigation of a business
that has either disappeared or changed totally. The merchant is practically
subjected to an indefinite period of uncertainty which may end at the will
Appendix No. 2, Section 72.
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of the Treasurer without any consideration for the will of the taxpayer.
This condition is most undesirable*
Then, there is the lack of a systematic plan of investigation* The
merchant is again completely dependent upon the will of the agent or agents
of the Treasury who may or may not in a given period of time choose to call
at the place of business for an examination of the books. This generally
leads to the accumulation of work and consequently to the diversion of the
merchant’s time in a long investigation which could be more effective and
less troublesome if made at shorter intervals. For purposes of control
frequent and short audits are far more desirable. The same may be properly
said for the purpose of maintaining the morale of the service and the good
a
will of the taxpayers who have the legitimate right to/square deal.
Of equal concern to the taxpayers is the power granted by law to
internal revenue agents to enter any establishment, factory, office or
place of business to examine books and documents connected with the sale,
use or manufacture of articles of commerce. The Treasurer, furthermore,
has the power to fix the size and the character of the receptacles and
packages used to store or transport the goods subject to the tax and to
prescribe the manner of marking and numbering said receptacles and packages
and of removing said marks and numbers from the receptacles and packages
This, again, the merchants claim is going too far in exercising adminis-
trative control. And finally, there is the question of penalties for
evasion, for omissions or for mistakes in making reports. The law provides
that when a taxpayer fails to pay the tax on the date and in the fonn re-
(^Appendix No. 2, Sections 43 to 45 inclusive.
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quired, he shall pay, in addition to said tax a penalty of ten per cent of
the amount due, plus interest at the rate of one per cent per month, comput-
ed from the date of expiration of the ten days allowed for payment. It is
generally believed by merchants that the interest rate charged for deficien-
cies is
the tax
exoessive in view of the fact that the penalty of ten per cent of
is by itself heavy and onerous.
«,
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CHAPTER VI
ANA L YSIS 0 F THE SURVEY
The Territory Covered
To secure pertinent and specific information bearing on the economic
and administrative phases of the Sales Tax, a questionnaire was submitted
to a representative group of business men through a group of students of
the junior and senior classes of the College of Business Administration*
This was done in consideration of our past experience in similar studies.
Since the consent of the business men interviewed was previously secured
the questionnaires were, with few exceptions, answered as submitted.
Three hundred and thirty nine merchants were visited in the cities of
San Juan, Rio Piedras, Caguas, Humacao, Fajardo, Guayama, Ponce, Mayaguez,
Yauco, Aguadilla and Arecibo. In the territory covered, all types of
business are included. They are, therefore, representative of the retail
and wholesale interests of the island.
Attitude of the Interviewed
One of the questions was intended primarily to inquire into the
viewpoints and attitudes of the business men with regard to the passage
and enforcement of the law. The following table is a complete summary of
the answers submitted. In order to avoid possible misunderstandings on
their part, the interviewed were given a clear explanation of the imparti-
^
^Appendix No. 16.
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ality of the investigation. Special stress was laid upon the need of
expressing a frank and unbiased opinion on the matter. It was, furthermore,
specifically made clear that the real value of the investigation would
depend on the honesty with which the answers were given, since the economic
effects of the tax would in no way be affected by the nature of the answers.
To dispel any doubts as to the meaning of this statement, the attention of
the interviewed was called to the possibility of securing ample statistical
data from governmental sources on many of the questions submitted. In this
way we succeeded in demonstrating our earnest desire to be absolutely
impartial in carrying out the investigation.
Attitude Towards the Law
Number
Per Cent
of Total
Favorable 10 2.73
Unfavorable 318 97.27
Accepted as temporary 324 98.47
Accepted as permanent 4 1.53
Will continue unfavorable 291 88.72
In order to explore further the cause of their attitude, whether
favorable or unfavorable, the interviewed were requested to state the
specific reasons in support of their stand. The answers given are tabula-
ted in the following tablet
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Cause of the Attitude
Table No. 2
Number
Per Cent
of Total
Uneconomic 167 47.8
A partial burden 7 2
Discloses private affairs 30 9
No answer 124 36.6
TOTAL - 328
It will be observed that the opinions given above are not of a very
specific nature. In our interviews, we stressed the need of furnishing
concrete data. The answers may be accepted, however, in this particular
phase of the investigation as an indication of a state of mind rather than
as a factual condition. However, more specific information may be obtained
from table No. 3 in the following page.
Shifting and Absorbing the Tax
Due to the importance of this phase of the investigation, the answers
were tabulated in two tables. The first table (No. 3) is a summary of the
opinions of the business men interviewed in regard to the possibility of
shifting the tax. The second table (No. 4) sums up the information furnish-
ed in regard to what did actually happen, according to their opinions,
after the law went into effect.

123
Expected to Shift the Tax
Table No. 3
Per Cent
Number of Total
Yes 226 66.6
No 113 33.3
TOTAL 339
Was the Tax Shifted?
Table No. 4
Per Cent
Number of Total
Always 46 13.5
Sometimes 104 30.6
Never 189 55.7
TOTAL 339
The number of merchants that expected to pass the tax on to the consu-
mers is fairly large if that number is compared to the number that are
actually fulfilling that expectation, as is shown in table No. 4. These
tables show that the intent of the merchants was not unanimous either
before or after the law was in force.
This condition should not in any way be accepted as valid evidence to
condemn the tax. The legislature did expect that the tax would be passed
on to the consumers. The condition which arises if the merchant absorbs
the tax wholly or in part is a new problem which could have been jointly
discussed by the parties interested. The official viewpoint on this matter
was clearly expressed by the Treasurer of Puerto Rico in the following
.’
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statement i "If the merchant upon fixing the sale price of the goods in-
cludes the tax in it, why do these gentlemen oppose the tax?"^
^
The figures given in tables No. 3 and 4 show beyond all shadow of
doubt that there were marked differences of opinion among the merchants
themselves on the shifting of the tax. This difference of opinion is not
of itself a sound basis to condemn the tax as unjust or abusive. It is
generally admitted that in matters of taxation, the merchant is responsible
to the government for the tax whether or not he chooses to collect it from
the consumer.
Except in the specific case where the tax is impracticable because of
purely economic reasons, the situation which comes about at the time of
putting the law into operation is immaterial. As a matter of administrative
policy, evidence shows that a tax on sales can be passed on to the consumer,
at least temporarily, if proper steps are taken by the individuals or groups
responsible for its payment. In the state of Mississippi, for example,
the investigators who made a study of the sales tax reported that the
business men of the State did act together and agreed among themselves to
enforce a series of schedules that would assure them of the collection of
the tax.^^
Another similar system was adopted in New York City. The system
tended to facilitate the administration of the law, since the tax could be
collected from the consumer either in the form of a higher price or as a
(1) "La Democracia", June 18, 1925. (La Democracia was the official daily
newspaper of the party in power.)
(2)
Bell, James Warsaw and others, op. cit., page 15.
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separate item on the bill of sale.
The situation, however, is more complex in Puerto Rico, because in a
sale, taxed and untaxed goods are usually included. The work of passing
on the tax under such a condition is cumbersome. In order to avoid un-
necessary delays, the merchant, as a rule, refrains from collecting the tax.
This particular inconvenience may be the reason why in a great many cases
the tax is absorbed. This evil could have been averted, however, at least
partially, if through common action the business men had devised some scheme
to pass the tax on to the consumer. The practical method of a two-column
bill for taxed and untaxed goods would have been comparatively easy to use.
In this way, the work of figuring the tax would have been a simple arith-
metic operation which is always done, whether or not the tax is paid. It
would have been a wise measure to exempt from the tax small transactions.
This has been done in Mississippi and in New York City. Besides serving
the purpose of the government, the systematic collection of the tax would
have at the same time contributed to educate the public in this form of
taxation.
Why the Tax is not Shifted
To inquire further into the causes of the absorption of the tax, the
merchants interviewed were requested to give information on the possibili-
ty of an unfavorable reaction on the part of the consumer. The reasons
advanced were as follows
i
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Why Don 1 t You Collect the Tax
Table No . 6
Per Cent
Number of Total
The consumer objects 278 82
Indifferent 34 10
Others do not collect 27 8
TOTAL 339
Some of the merchants volunteered additional information on what they
considered a valid justification for the collection of the tax. The reasons
volunteered by sixty merchants were classified as follows;
Why Do You Collect the Tax
Table No* 6
Obliged by small profit 5
Because of agreement among wholesalers 12
Because it is the law 29
Because it helps meet expenses 14
TOTAL 60
How Objections Were Met
An inquiry was made into the nature of the objections raised by the
consumers, with the specific purpose of determining, as far as possible,
just what measures were adopted, if any, to meet said objections. The
answers given show clearly that the merchants were not properly organized
to face the situation. 7/hen the consumer refused to pay the tax, the
easiest way out of the situation was to refrain from collecting it* This
is shown in the summary of the answers given to the following question;
.-
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How Do You Meet the Objection to the Tax
Table No. 7
Per Cent
Number of Total
No collection made 238 70.2
No sale made 20 5.9
By raising the price 15 4.4
No answer 66 19.5
TOTAL - 339
The answers given to the above question show clearly that the practice
of absorbing the tax in order to avoid discussion with the buyer was the
general rule. Two reasons were given for this practice! First, the law
did not make the collection of the tax mandatory; and, secondly, the
merchants were not properly organized to force the collection. Although
the question cannot be specifically affirmed or denied, experience indi-
cates, however, that a sales tax can be passed on more effectively by the
merchants, as was the case in Mississippi and New York City, if by mutual
agreement, they devise a plan whereby the tax is collected wholly or in
part at the time of making the sale. A plan similar to those adopted in
other states would have been largely an administrative matter which the
merchants themselves could have solved with untold possibilities of success.
The absence of such plan was undoubtedly responsible in a great measure for
the misinterpretation of the spirit of the law. The Legislature expected
the tax to be passed on to the consumer.
By passing it on, the merchants would have exercised a legitimate
right. The exercise of this right, however, would not in any way have
minimized the evil effect of the tax from an economic standpoint, since
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its collection from the consumer would have meant only a transfer of the
incidence. The fact that the incidence of the tax falls on a different
group does not in any way justify its adoption.
Cash and Installment Sales
An interesting situation arose immediately after the sales tax went
into effect. The rumor was constantly aired among merchants and consumers
that considerable discrepancies had arisen in connection with the practice
of collecting the tax invariably from people who bought goods on the
installment plan. It was argued that this practice was not resorted to
consistently in the case of cash sales. The information furnished on this
particular matter was as follows:
Do You Collect the Tax on all Sales ?
Table No. 8
Frequency
Collected on installment sales 139
Collected on cash sales (at times) 65
""
TOTAL 204
These answers indicate that the frequency with which collections on
installment sales were reported in considerably greater than in the case of
cash sales. It must be kept in mind that in the case of cash sales, those
who answered invariably used the modifying phrase "at times”. No such
remark was made in the case of installment sales. It may be safely stated
that the rumor was well founded, since the collection of the tax on cash
,'
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sales is uncertain. No such uncertainty was found to exist when the sale
was either on credit or on the installment plan*
Agreements Among Merchants
The lack of organization among business men, referred to above, became
evident when specific information was requested on the existence of agree-
ments, combinations or understandings that would facilitate the collection
and administration of the tax*
The answers to the question on the existence of agreements, combina-
tions or understandings were as follows:
Is there Any Agreement to Collect the Tax?
Table No* 9
Per Cent
Number of Total
No
Yes
No Answer
284 83.4
7 2.06
48 14.15
TOTAL 339
The following question is of further interest in the matter of business
ethics in connection with the collection or absorption of the tax* The
answers given by two hundred and forty one merchants were as follows
j
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It is Argued that Merchants not Collecting
the T&x use that as an Incentive to take
away customers from their competitors.
Is it true ?
Table No* 10
Per Cent
Number of Total
Yes 109 32.1
No 85 25.07
Do not know 47 13
No answer 98 28.9
TOTAL 339
These answers may or may not reflect the reality of the situation*
They at least indicate a state of mind which is of interest to the investi-
gator. In this particular case, the state of mind was undoubtedly responsi-
ble to a large extent for the rise of a spirit of antagonism which exists
among many merchants towards the tax when they have an opportunity to air
their grievances. This was confirmed by seventy one of the merchants inter-
viewed. These stated frankly that they had to resort to this unethical
reprisal in order to meet the unethical competition of those using the
absorption of the tax as an incentive to invite the patronage of their
competitor's customers*
How the Tax is Shifted
Serious discrepancies also arose among merchants as to the easiest
manner of shifting the tax* Since many of them would have welcomed a uni-
form method of procedure, consideration was given during the process of the
investigation to securing information on this particular phase of the matter.
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A question to this effect was made with the purpose of finding out just
what method, if any, had been devised to effect the collection of the tax,
if and when collected. No specific method had been devised# Most merchants
interviewed had no specific answers to offer. Those who answered the
question made it clear that the collection of the tax was circumstantial or
opportunistic. The answers given, however, could be easily tabulated and
they prove, at least, that no concerted action had been taken. This is
shown in the following table:
How is the Tax Collected?
Table No. 11
Per Cent
Number of Total
By increasing the price 51
By billing separately 93
No answer 195
TOTAL 339
15
27.43
57.52
This lack of method is shown further in the inconsistencies detected
when the merchants were asked as to whether or not they collected the tax
on all taxable goods. The answers in this case differed considerably.
Among those reporting price increase or separate billing there was no
uniformity of procedure. In both groups there existed marked differences
of opinion. Among the one-hundred and forty-four who answered this question
sixty-eight reported "on all goods" and forty-six "on some goods". It will
be observed that the majority did not even have any answer to give. Pre-
sumably, these were so indefinite on the matter that they could not make
any commitments. It may be safely assumed that they, too, had depended on
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the circumstances of the sale for the collection of the tax, or did not
collect the tax at all*
Do you Collect the Tax on all Sales?
Table No. 12
Per Cent
Number of ^otal
On all goods 68 20*5
On some goods 49 14.4
No answer 222 65.8
TOTAL, 339
Discontinuance of "Lines"
.
It will be noted in Chapter 3 of this study that the business interests
of the island were decidedly antagonistic to the passage of the sales tax.
The arguments adduced in the press and in the meetings of protest held in
the island when the bill was under consideration in the Legislature centered
primarily around the injustice of the tax and on the serious economic
consequences that its enforcement would entail. Serious protests were aired
by business men and by prominent legislators while the bill was being dis-
cussed. It was emphatically maintained that the collection of the tax
would be responsible for grave and profound economic consequences. Not a
few merchants saw in the tax the complete ruin or collapse of their whole
business.
On the hypothesis that such serious consequences would come about,
specific information was requested leading to the factual verification of
the prevailing opinion on the disastrous effects of the tax forseen by the
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merchants and their friends in the Legislature, The following table summa-
rizes the answers given*
What Specific Products Were Discontinued
Because of the Tax?
Table No. 13
Per Cent
Number of Total
No lines discontinued
Some lines discontinued
Luxury goods 23
Goods of small margin 17
245 72.3
Unspecific 6 46 13.5
No answer 48 14.1
TOTAL 339
The above answers do not seem to show, in the opinion of the merchants
interviewed, that the fear in regard to the foreseen drastic effect of the
law did materialize in the proportion expected. It must be remembered in
this connection that both in the press and in their meetings the attitude
of the business men was very antagonistic to the measure. To many of them
the law was a menace to their interests, and many had anticipated their
complete collapse. Under such circumstances, it was natural to expect the
total or partial ruin of many concerns that had weathered the common hazards
of the market up to the time when the law became effective. It would have
been highly desirable to ascertain the specific nature of the causes which
forced some merchants to discontinue some lines. But when the nature of
these lines is taken into account and when due consideration is given to
the possible mortality of retail establishments under normal conditions.
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the tax does not seem to be at all ruinous if only 15.5^ of the business
men report the discontinuance of some lines
,
and those lines are classified
as luxury goods*
It must be observed, furthemore, that the mere discontinuance of a
line may involve a combination of factors that eludes proper statistical
analysis* The mere antagonistic attitude of a merchant may induce him to
discontinue a line without a sound economic basis for doing so* Competitive
factors having little or no connection with the payment of the tax or with
its shifting may intervene. The general state of conditions, involving
such factors as a slump, a period of uncertainties, a change of fashion,
and even the introduction of substitutes for the lines discontinued are
factors which must be taken into consideration before a valid conclusion
is reached on the real causes of the discontinuance of a line of goods.
There are many intangible or imperceptible forces at work which are beyond
the power of any student to discover and tabulate. Ignorance of the
technique of buying and selling effectively, poor methods of advertising,
and lack of tact in handling customers are always a possible cause of the
discontinuance of lines of goods. For this reason, it is impossible, under
prevailing conditions, to hold the tax directly responsible for the change
or discontinuance of luxury lines. Our only aim was to trace the connection,
if any, between the tax and the alleged discontinuance of the lines.
.
In
this particular matter no valid conclusion may be drawn from the information
available.
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Additional Expenses
Judging from the information collected, the tax affected different
merchants in different ways. It has been generally claimed that the
enforcement of the tax has caused serious additional expenses generally
considered as onerous. According to the information furnished, the addition-
al expenses imposed on the merchants as a result of the tax were of a
varied nature} additional personnel, auditing of books, loss of time, in-
conveniences, fines and lower income. These may be grouped under two
categories} economic and moral. Some, suoh as fines and inconveniences.
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partake of the nature of both categories. Our question on this particular
aspect was so worded as to enable us to classify the answers under both
categories. The additional expenses (economic burden) reported were as
follows*
Additional Expenses Caused by the Tax
Table No. 14
Number
Per Cent
of Total
Additional books and stationery 97 28.6
Fines 5 1.5
The tax itself 16 4.7
No additional expense 156 46
No answer 65 19.2
TOTAL Interviewed - - - 339
The sixteen merchants who reported the tax itself as an additional
burden should not be properly included in this table. They were included
simply because they so answered and their inclusion did not invalidate the
worth of the tabulation. The fact that they did not answer the question
correctly actually places them in the "no answer" group.
With relation to the inconveniences suffered by the merchants, the
following answers were given:
Inconveniences Caused by the Tax
Table No. 15
Per Cent
Number of Total
Loss of time 80 23.6
Investigations (audits) 63 18.6
More office details 58 17.1
No answers 138 40.7
TOTAL - 339
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It is significant for our purpose that such a large proportion of the
merchants informed that the enforcement of the law had not caused them any
additional expenses. This belief may be either a superficial appreciation
of the facts or simply an opinion. It must be kept in mind, however, that
the merchants are not generally in sympathy with the tax and, under such
circumstances, if the tax is critically approached, these answers are
highly significant as well as very valuable.
In considering the factor of inconveniences, it is worthwhile to note
the attitude of the merchants towards some of those phases of the tax
which fall as a rule under the term administration. Upon tabulating the
inconveniences mentioned, we noted that one hundred and twenty-eight mer-
chants refrained from expressing any opinion on this important matter. We
assumed that they were fully at liberty to express their viewpoints. If
they chose not to do so, it may be safely inferred either that they were
not concerned with this particular result of the law or that they had no
specific information to offer. The investigator, therefore, is led to
believe that they evidently had no specific charges to make since the
merchants interviewed were voluntarily cooperating in the survey. If the
administration of the tax was an additional, onerous burden, as is generally
maintained, there is no reason to believe that the gentlemen interviewed
had any valid reason to refrain from using this splendid opportunity to
air their grievances.
Administrative Experiences
For our purpose in this study, the term "Administrative Experiences"
means any misinterpretation of a disagreeable nature which may have arisen
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"between the taxpayers and the government officials in the application of the
law. After studying the various experiences undergone by the merchants,
we divided them into three categories, the classification suggesting itself
quite naturally from the nature of the answers. They were misinterpreta-
tion of rules, omissions, and fines. It must be noted, however, that a
misinterpretation of rules did not lead necessarily to a disagreeable
administrative experience, and that an omission of a specific requirement
was not sufficient basis for administrative action. Both misinterpretations
and omissions were in many cases the result of an involuntary oversight of
a section of a general rule. In many instances, these oversights were
dealt with summarily by the official directly responsible for the applica-
tion of the law, whereas in others they were referred to the central office
for final solution.
Fines have resulted from both misinterpretations and omissions, but
as a general rule they were reported simply as fines without any specific
description of the nature of the cause. Many of the merchants interviewed
accepted them as a matter of course and did not consider them as dis-
agreeable experiences. For many merchants fines proved to be the easiest
way out of the experience. The following is a summary of the answers
Table No. 16
Experience Number Frequency
Yes % No %
Misinterpretations of rules 291 71 24.4 220 75.6
Omissions 181 64 35.4 117 64.6
Fines 271 76 28 195 72
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These figures show the frequency with which the merchants interviewed
underwent each experience. Those not reporting any experience presumably
had nothing to report. It is very doubtful if persons having some grievance
to report should not have felt free to do so. It is of interest to note
that the most common cause of these administrative experiences was the
delay with which merchants complied with the rules and regulations drawn
up by the Treasurer of Puerto Rico in order to enforce the law. Delays
gave rise to innumerable misunderstandings and fines. Another cause
mentioned was the failure of many merchants to make exact payments. In
many instances, the tax was not paid on all taxable goods, thus giving rise
to an omission.
If we take into consideration the antagonism shown by merchants to
the enforcement of this tax, the preponderance of "No’s” reported in this
table is very significant.
Judging the Effects
The merchants interviewed were requested to express their frank and
honest opinion about the manner in which their business had been affected
by the law. Their answers giving that opinion without any further expla-
nation must necessarily reflect viewpoints and attitudes. The true worth
of their opinions must be evaluated only after eliminating the influence
of many factors which generally affect the nature of a business transaction
one way or another, directly or indirectly, at a given time and place. It
is a well known fact that even business organizations of a similar nature
are subject to different internal and external influences that are difficult
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of exact and precise measurement. To be able to establish a direct relation
of cause and effect between such a complex matter as a statement of profit
and loss and the effects of a given tax on that statement, is far beyond
the scope of a study of this nature. It would have been necessary to go
into all the conditions and circumstances that surround the activities of
a business in its innumerable interrelationships. With this in mind, the
answers tabulated in this table must be accepted at their face value, show-
ing only an opinion, which may or may not be based on factual evidence. As
opinions, they are of valvie in approaching the matter under consideration
from all its angles, since the investigator does well to accept the con-
dition as he finds it to exist among the individuals interviewed.
The following opinions were given in answer to the specific question:
Has Your Business Suffered Any Loss?
Table No. 17
Number
Per Cent
of Total
Yes
No
243
96
71.7
28.3
TOTAL 339
How Has It Suffered?
Table No. 18
Per Cent
Number of Total
By losing customers
By decrease of profit
No answer
39
171
129
11.5
50.4
38.1
TOTAL 339
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The answers given to this question are quite interesting* While two
hundred and forty-three gave as their opinion that their business had suffer'
ed, only two hundred and ten stated the specific manner in which the loss
had been undergone. Those reporting ”By decrease of profit” probably had
in mind the decrease in income resulting from the absorption of the tax*
It is also of interest to note that some (129) did not make any commitment.
In order to verify to some extent the nature of the conditions prevail-
ing under the tax from the standpoint of sales before and after the passage
and enforcement of the tax specific information was requested on the amount
of gross sales for both periods. The attempt was a complete failure,
however, because of the unwillingness of the merchants to disclose what
they called ”the secrets of the business”* Under these circumstances our
efforts were limited to obtaining the information given in this part of
the survey, and to making remarks pertinent thereto in order that the
reader may be able to judge for himself the material here presented.
In connection with the time and manner in which the tax must be paid
to the government, serious objections were raised by individual merchants.
With this in mind we requested them to answer two questions:
Is the Time Allowed Sufficient?
Table No. 19
Per Cent
Number of Total
Sufficient
Insufficient
No answer
195
96
48
57.5
28.3
14.2
TOTAL - 339
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Those who did not answer made it emphatically clear that they had no
interest in the matter. To them the time allowed was immaterial.
Upon our requesting more concrete suggestions to improve the conditions
of the form of payment, only eighty volunteered their opinions. The sug-
gestions offered were as follows;
What Do You Suggest ?
Table No. 20
Payment after collection of tax 15
Payment at time of importation 3
Time extended to fifteen days 62
In judging the contents of each of these tables, it will be observed
that the great majority of the merchants were in agreement as to the
acceptability of the conditions of the tax with regard to both the time
and the form of payment.
Nature of the Reports Submitted
In the administration of the tax, the government requires that when
the merchant renders his report of those sales on which the tax must be
paid at the end of the period allowed, he must use the official form or
statement provided for that purpose. The question asked on this respect
tended to inquire whether the rule drawn up by the Treasurer was acceptable.
The answers given were as follows:
..
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Are the Reports Required Acceptable ?
Table No. 21
Per Cent
Number of Total
Acceptable 203 59.9
Not acceptable 88 25.9
Immaterial 48 14.2
TOTAL - - - - - 339
Of those who objected to the report required, only twelve volunteered
suggestions. These suggestions were as follows:
Suggestions Offered
Table No. 22
Payment without accompanying report 8
Elimination of the oath 4
Finally, and as a means of orientation for possible future studies on
this interesting matter, it was asked of the interviewed to offer suggestions
of possible changes in our tax laws that would improve the conditions then
existing, if said conditions were susceptible of improvement. Only two
hundred and five of a total of three hundred and thirty-nine offered sug-
gestions as to possible substitutes for the sales tax. Their tabulation
follows:
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Suggested Substitutes for the Sales Tax
Table No* 23
Number
Per Cent
of Total
A tax on alcohol io drinks 146 43.1
A tax on luxuries 20 5.9
An insular lottery 9 2.7
Increase of the income tax 8 2.4
A tax on all imports 22 6.4
No answer 134 39.5
TOTAL - - - - 339
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
When technical terms are used in a study that is intended primarily
for the general reader, -these terms must be explained in such a way that
their reading may not offer opportunity for confusion. For this reason,
definitions are given in a short, but clear language.
The two-per-cent sales tax made the subject of this study received so
much publicity and cv/arriy because of the special circumstances voider
which it was proposed. The tax was simply an addition or supplement to
the excise tax then in force. Because the amendment to the excise tax was
called a sales tax, it cdOS&jso much apprehension that its mere proposal
was received with great misgivings and was condemned in strong terms.
From any angle that both the excise and the sales tax are examined,
their identity is evident.
(a) the tax in both cases is paid for the sale, or transfer
or use of the articles taxed.
(b) the tax in both cases is paid by the affixture and can-
cellation of internal revenue stamps on the documents
prepared by the Treasurer.
Puerto Rico had had considerable experience with the sales tax long
before this two-per-cent tax was adopted. The "alcavala" was extended to
the Spanish colonies in 1571. In 1815 the tax was abolished for a period
v
of 15 years. It was, however, in force at the time of Puerto Rico’s
occupation by the American forces in 1898. The military governor abolished
the tax soon after the occupation, and substituted in its place a system
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of business licenses for the sale of liquors and tobacco products.
By the end of 1899, the military governor imposed the first insular
excise taxes in Puerto Rico’s history. These consisted of:
(a) a tax of three cents per liter on alcohol
(b) a tax of l/lO of 1% on each box of matches
(c) a tax of ten cents per pound on imported
oleomargarine.
The proceeds from these taxes were used to assist municipal governments.
The sources of revenues of the insular government under the Spanish
regime were as follows:
(a) taxes and impost? of various kinds
(b) monopoly revenues
(c) custom houses
(d) state property
(e) incidentals
The total income from these sources was estimated at $5,107,093 in 1898-99.
There was an additional revenue from the government lottery, estimated at
$100,000. Following the recommendations of a federal commission, the
Spanish revenue system was abolished in 1901 by the adoption of the present
insular revenue system. This consists of:
(a) a general property tax
(b) insular excise taxes
(c) municipal licenses and fees.
With the addition of the income tax this is the revenue system now in force
in Puerto Rico.
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Collections under this system were made without any obstacles until
the fiscal year 1919-20. Objections were then raised to the high rates
of the income tax. The validity of the excise and property taxes was
questioned. By the year 1922-23, the government’s financial situation was
rather serious. Opposition to tax collections continued. The government’s
situation became serious. The excise and the income taxes were amended.
But opposition continued, and revenues in consequence continued to dwindle.
The decision of the Federal Court on the unconstitutionality of the excise
tax aggravated considerably the situation.
The Treasurer hurriedly drafted a plan of fiscal reform to meet the
emergency. The plan consisted in the addition of a title to the excise
tax in force imposing a tax of 2% on the sale of all commodities not already
subject to a tax or expressly exempted. Foodstuffs were not included.
The plan of the Treasurer was vigorously attacked and defended.
Primarily because of political considerations, merchants took sides in the
matter. This weakened their position. Grocery dealers centered their
attack on the proposed plan because of the possibility of taxing foods.
This distracted the attention of the opposition. Again, the government’s
position became stronger.
In spite of the opponents’ pleas, the governor signed the bill. It
was hoped that the additional revenues from the sales tax would be sufficient
to meet the growing needs of the Treasury and also to pay off the debt.
There was no basis for such an optimistic expectation. The Treasurer
exaggerated the possibilities of the additional tax, or overestimated the
total volume of retail trade of the island. The yield of the tax has been
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considerably less than the estimated income by more than a million dollars.
Everything indicates that the total of the income will not change apprecia-
bly. However, its relative importance may decrease primarily because of
the growth of the liquor industry.
Opposition to the sales tax began to take form immediately after it
was proposed. The contention was made, since the movement of opposition
started, that the tax would be a detriment to the retail business and an
injustice to the consuming masses. The plan of the Treasurer was bitterly
attacked and ridiculed.
The opposition gradually increased and mass meetings were held to voice
the opposition of business. Pressure was exerted on the Legislators. The
leaders of the movement counted with the cooperation of all the retailers
of the island and also with floor leaders in the Legislature. Compromise
measures were discussed. Delegations of merchants made proper representa-
tions
The movement, however, gradually lost strength as friends of the
Administration and loyal party followers from the ranks of business began
to express their belief that the only solution to the financial crisis of
the Administration was the provision of additional sources of revenue of a
permanent nature. For this reason, the Administration could adopt a policy
of watchful waiting. The Treasurer’s plan was made a matter of party
discipline, and all possible substitutes were discarded.
The House adopted the Treasurer’s plan. The Senate’s Committee on
Finance made the recommendation that the consumer be made responsible for
the payment of the tax. The Senate, however, passed a substitute bill
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providing for a general sales tax of 1%, including foodstuffs* This was
promptly rejected by the House. The great importance given by the grocery
retailers to the possibility of taxing foods weakened the position of the
enemies of the tax, and strengthened that of the Administration. When the
Legislature at last passed the bill the announcement was promptly made that
foodstuffs were exempted from all taxes*
The division among the business ranks was caused primarily by political
reasons* The tax was attacked by independent merchants, by disgruntled party
members, and by the minority parties. Most business men belonging to the
party in power remained loyal to the Administration, and, consequently, to
the tax. The most vigorous and dramatic attack against the tax was made
by the minority floor leaders in both Houses*
After the bill was passed, the efforts of its enemies were directed
towards the office of the governor. The governor, however, rejected in
plain and convincing terms the appeals made for his veto. The political
storm continued for some time until the governor signed the bill. Messages
of approbation and of reproach came from the ranks of business, proving,
even to the very end of the controversy, that the political factor was
strong in the opposition against the tax.
The incidence, or final resting place of the sales tax, must be the
subject of careful study because:
(a) the outcome may be prejudicial
(b) its shifting is a complex matter
(c) a tax is a question of price determination
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Since the tax tends to reduce purchasing power, if carried to extremes,
it may disrupt or even discontinue economic activities. This was not foreseen
in Puerto Rico. The fear that the tax might not be passed on to the
consumers gave rise to considerable debate. This debate and the movement
of opposition which the proposal of the tax brought about could have been
greatly reduced if the government and the merchants had worked out an
acceptable plan for the collection and administration of the tax. This
has been done successfully in other states.
Besides the lack of official action on the part of the Legislature in
Puerto Rico, there was also lack of cooperation among the merchants them-
selves. This lack of cooperation in turn was the cause of inconsistencies
in the enforcement of the law, and was to some extent responsible for an
attitude of disgust and open antagonism on the part of the merchants.
Shifting is the transfer of the tax from the original taxpayer to
some other person. It is commonly believed that this act is very simple.
Without due consideration of the complex problems involved, the Legislature
of Puerto Rico decided the question of shifting by merely expressing their
intention that the tax should be paid by the consumers. This assumed
simplicity was a serious error.
Shifting, of course, is not so simple. The mechanism of the market
does not function easily and arbitrarily as it is believed. The following
factors must be considered in the matter of shifting*
(a; monopoly conditions
(b) competitive conditions
(c) nature of demand
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(d) cost factors
1 • fixed
2. varied
(e) transfer of investments
(f) nature of the tax
(g) time or opportunity of the tax
Prices are the final determinant of shifting, but all the other
factors mentioned enter directly or indirectly into price determination.
Price depends upon cost and upon supply and demand forces*
These circumstances are beyond the control of the merchant at the time
of making a sale in a competitive market. Changing conditions affect
therefore, the position of the merchant in relation to the tax and the
possibility or impossibility of its shifting. For this reason, the merchant
may even resort to the process of backward shifting j to the substitution
of goods; to the alteration of prices, or to absorbing the tax.
These complexities of shifting are evident in Puerto Rico in the case
of the sales tax. In the presence of conditions beyond the control of
the merchant, his only practical recourse was to absorb the tax as a matter
of self defense.
The matter of investments and their transfer is of such importance
that the timely or untimely imposition of a tax may force funds out or into
a given industry, regardless of other considerations. This, in turn, affects
shifting.
The data presented in this survey offer convincing proof that a very
large part of the two-per-cent sales tax rests with the merchant. Of 339
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merchants interviewed, only 46 reported the shifting of the tax under all
conditions; 55*7% never shift the tax. Consumer resentment is given by
82% of the merchants as the cause why they refrain from collecting the tax.
The same condition was found to exist in the State of Mississippi, where
only 55% of the total merchants interviewed reported that they shifted the
tax always. Consumer’s resentment, too, is the most common cause of tax
absorption among the Mississippi merchants.
The Sales tax is imposed at a uniform rate on gross sales. Volume of
sales does not constitute an indicator of profits. Gross sales may be
large and profits very small. There may not even by any profits.
The sales tax does not take into consideration differences of t
(a) fixed capital investments
(b) administrative ability
(c) working capital
(d) market conditions
Since these four factors exert a decisive influence on the nature and
amount of profit, it is by all means unjust to expect firms working under
different conditions and with different means to pay a tax out of a fund
(Gross Sales) that is so indeterminate and meaningless.
The sales tax, obviously, does not take into consideration ability to
pay. Gross sales, from the stand point of profits, may be and frequently
is, a negative sum. This has been definitively proved by the Harvard
Bureau of Business Research through their studies of 501 wholesale grocery
distributors and 471 retail grocery establishments.
The general sales tax is a tax levied according to needs rather than
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to ability to pay. It is levied at a uniform rate for all taxpayers and
for all incomes, and so does not provide for a progressive scale of taxa-
tion.
The sales tax was passed in Puerto Rico under the assumption that it
would be readily passed on to the consumers. The assumption was too candid
and unfounded. No regard was given to the innumerable difficulties involv-
ed in the process of shifting nor to the basic principle of equality in
taxation, which must be the basis of modern public finance. The idea of
equality is based on the simple fact that the utility derived from a given
possession decreases as the number of units or the quantity of goods
possessed increases.
The glaring injustice of the sales tax arises from the circumstances
that the rate is uniform for all taxpayers and income levels, disregarding
absolutely actual and potential differences of income. In other words,
the amount exacted from the individual subject to the tax does not increase
or decrease in relation to the tax-paying ability of the individual. For
these reasons, the tax is regressive. Its incidence increases in indirect
proportion to capacity.
The tax, however, is more lenient in Puerto Rico upon the poor people
because of the exemption of food. This, of course, benefits the poor up
to the point where they begin to buy other things besides food. The poor
people spend very little for taxable commodities. This is estimated at
l/lO of individual incomes. But it must be borne in mind, however, that
even this small amount represents a considerable sacrifice for a people
who live at the margin of subsistence, and who should not, in consequence.
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be subject to any reduction of income under any circumstances, even in spite
of the claim made that a tax serves an educational purpose.
The Bureau of Internal Revenue of the Treasury Department administers
the Two-per-cent sales tax. The administrative technique consists largely
in the preparation and submission of monthly reports on purchases and sales.
These reports are submitted on special forms provided for the purpose
according to strict rules published by the Treasurer.
The tax is paid through the purchase and cancellation of internal
revenue stamps. Administrative and court fines are prescribed for viola-
tions of the rules or of the law. The tax is collected by local agents.
The reports filed through these local agents are considered as public
documents. The cost of the administration of the tax is estimated at a
little over two per cent of collections. Deductions are allowed in four
instances. The income from the tax is used for general purposes.
Devising methods of control and inadequate personnel were problems
that the Administration faced when the government began to enforce the tax.
Rules on the obligations of taxpayers are found in the official form
of
book used for reporting purchases and sales. Because/the nature of said
rules it is admitted that evasion is difficult if not impossible. Whatever
evasion may exist can be detected through proper inspection.
Official red-tape is the main cause of complaint on the part of the
taxpayers •
Three hundred and twenty-nine merchants were interviewed for the
purpose of this study. When the sales tax was approved, it was received
with displeasure and misgivings by 89.5/& of the 339 merchants, whose opinions
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were requested. It was accepted as a temporary measure by 987°. Furthermore,
86% reported that their attitude would continue to be unfavorable.
Of the number whose attitude was unfavorable (328 of the 339 inter-
viewed) 47.8% stated that the tax was uneconomic. This represents 49.2%
of the total. No specific information was furnished to substantiate the
opinion.
A majority (66 2/3%) expected to shift the tax when it was approved.
However, actual shifting differed considerably from that expected. Only
13.5% informed that they passed on the tax always. The number reporting
"never” was 55.7% of the total. An additional 30.6% shifted the tax some-
times.
Differences of opinion in regard to shifting are not of themselves a
sound basis to condemn the tax. Experience demonstrates that a sales tax
can be collected from the consumers if the collection is properly organized.
But the merchants of Puerto Rico did not take any steps to organize a method
of collection. The result of such laxness is evident in the large percent-
age who do not collect the tax.
The main reason for failing to collect the tax is consumer's resent-
ment. The merchants did not collect because the collection was not com-
pulsory or because the merchants were not properly organized. However, the
tax is collected on installment sales with great frequency. Just 41% report-
ed collections on installment or credit sales as the established practice.
Lack of organization is clearly evident among business men. The
number reporting the total absence of agreements or understandings of any
kind, or for any purpose, was 83.4% of the total interviewed. As a result
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of this, the agreement of non-collection as an incentive to take away
customers from competitors is very common. The number reporting such
practice is 109, or 32.1$ of the total. Further evidence of disorganiza-
tion is the lack of method in collecting the tax, if and when collected.
On the basis of the information gathered, it is very doubtful if the
tax was at all responsible for the discontinuance of any line or lines of
goods sold. A considerable majority (72.3$) reported no interruptions or
discontinuance of lines. Those reporting "some lines” as discontinued.
classified said lines as luxuries. However, many, if not most, of the
goods classified here as luxuries come under the provisions of the excise
tax, which was in vigor long before the adoption of the sales tax. It is
evident, therefore, that other factors must have been responsible for
whatever discontinuances did actually take place.
From the standpoint of administration, the economic burden on the
average business man seems to be slight. The number reporting no additional
expense is greater than those reporting any expenses at all. Additional
expense of an indefinite amount occasioned by books and stationery was
reported by 28.6$, while no expense was reported by 46$. If the number
not reporting were included in the ”no expense" group, as it could be
properly included, then the per cent would increase from 46$ to 65.2$.
It is significant that, in spite of the open antagonism of business
against the tax, 40.7$ of the interviewed did not even care to answer the
question dealing with other inconveniences caused by the tax, besides the
economic burden. It is also highly significant, from an administrative
standpoint, that a large percentage reported no disagreeable experiences.
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such as misinterpretations of rules, omissions, or fines.
In judging the effects of the tax, those interviewed were, as a general
rule, positive that their businesses had suffered on account of the tax*
This was estimated to be due to loss of customers and to loxver profits.
Lower profits were supposed to be due to the absorption of the tax.
The time allowed by the Administration is accepted by a majority as
sufficient for the purpose. Some would have it extended to 15 days instead
of ten. The reports submitted were acceptable as to form by a majority,
and opposed by 25.9$.
A majority recommended other sources of revenue as substitutes for
the tax. The largest group, representing 43.1$ of the total, recommended
a tax on alcoholic drinks. The survey was made prior to the repeal of
prohibition.
In view of these considerations, the following conclusions are
pertinent:
The tax was adopted to meet an emergency. That
emergency had disappeared.
The tax is regressive. Since the rate is uniform
for all taxpayers, it does not take into consideration
differences in paying ability.
The tax is based on expenditure rather than on
income.
The intent of the Legislature and of the Adminis-
tration in regard to the incidence of the tax has been
defeated, since the great majority of the merchants do
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not pass it on to the consumers*
Since its adoption in 1925, the tax has re-
presented only a yearly average of 4.99^ of the tax
revenue of the government of Puerto Rico*
New substitute sources of income, specially the
liquor industry, provide new and increasing revenue
for the government.
Other excise taxes, which in practice are sales
taxes, provide more than one third of the tax revenue
of the government, without the open antagonism of the
merchants.
Whatever differences of opinion may exist among
the merchants themselves, either for political or for
personal reasons, the tax is repulsive to business.
The tax should, therefore, be abolished as a
matter of democratic and social policy, rather than
as an opportunistic measure.
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COMPREHENSIVE DIGEST OF THE DISSERTATION
Chapter I_
Because Public Finance has not been widely studied in Puerto Rico,
it is advisable to introduce at the beginning of this dissertation def-
initions of the technical terms used that may be confusing to the gen-
eral reader. For this reason, the following terms are briefly defined*
A tax
Internal Revenue
Excise
Sales Tax
The Two-per-oent Sales Tax
Shifting
Absorption
Incidence
The Base
A Progressive Tax
A Regressive Tax
Levy
Taxable
A Direct Tax
An Indirect Tax
General Sales Tax
Selective Sales Tax
Classified Sales Tax
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The spectacular character given to the so-called Two-per-cent Sales
Tax in Puerto Rico was due primarily to the fact that the tax was called
a sales tax and not an amendment to the excise tax in force. The latter
was from all standpoints a sales tax without the name.
Chapter II
The Two-per-cent Sales Tax now in force in Puerto Rico is the re-
sult of the abnormal economic conditions which prevailed throughout
the world during the war as well as during the period of readjustment.
These abnormal conditions were responsible in a large measure for the
embarrassing situation in which the insular treasury found itself during
the years of the period of readjustment.
Although Puerto Rico had had sales taxes before the war and even
during the Spanish regime, no opposition had been raised against them
due primarily to the fact that the taxes were imposed and collected
under the name of excise duties.
The Treasurer of Puerto Rico, however, in his search for new
sources of income to remedy the conditions prevailing during the years
1923 and 1924, resorted to the excise duties as the possible source of
additional revenues, and suggested a change in the wording of the tax
then in force and the inclusion of a larger number of articles. The
excise tax was finally amended in August 1925, to provide that "There
shall be levied end collected on the sale of any articles the object
of commerce, not specified in section 16 of thi6 Act or exempted from
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taxation as provided in said section a tax of two per cent on the price
or value of the daily sales of such articles, whether such sales are
for cash or on credit, vfoich tax shall be paid at the end of each
month by the person making such sales.” This new section was amended
on June, 1927, to read as follows* "There shall be levied and collected,
only once
,
on the sale of any articles the object of commerce, not
specified in section 16 of this Act or exempted from taxation as pro-
vided in section 85 of said Act, at the time of effecting the sale in
Puerto Rico, a tax of two per cent (Z% ) on the price or value of the
daily sales of such articles, whether such sales are for cash or on
credit, which tax shall be paid at the end of each month by the person
making such sales ."
The law was amended again in 1951 to exempt sales not exceeding
twelve hundred dollars and to exclude certain articles generally clas-
sified as necessaries.
Chapter III
Difficulties arose since the beginning of the year 1919-20 in the
collection of taxes because of the alleged unconstitutional ity of both
the excise and the income taxes* The property tax was also attacked
on account of illegal methods of appraisal. This opposition obstructed
their collection, and revenues on that account began to dwindle. By
the year 1924-25 the situation had become so serious that the Adminis-
tration had to take prompt action*
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The sales tax proposed to remedy the situation was vigorously
attacked on the alleged grounds that it was unjust and arbitrary*
The opponents of the tax held meetings and protested energetically.
At times there were faint hopes that the tax would not be passed. A
compromise measure was suggested* This weakened the position of busi-
ness* Delegations of merchants presented their case before the Legis-
lature. Conservative merchants and friends of the Administration were
of the opinion that the only way out of the difficulties of the Treas-
ury was to provide new sources of revenue*
This difference of opinion weakened again the movement of opposi-
tion. The Administration was able to postpone action until the division
was sharper* The stress given by the grocery dealers to the exemption
of foodstuffs from all taxes widened the gap between the opponents
and friends of the tax* This made the situation easier for the govern-
ment*
Tflhen the law was finally passed, the announcement was promptly
made that foodstuffs had been exempted* The announcement was received
with sympathetic approval by many and with deep disgust by others* The
enemies of the tax took immediate action to induce the governor to
veto the bill. The political storm, however, was still strong, al-
though political alignments were different. The bill was signed*
Organized protest was largely discontinued, but still the disgust with
the tax persists.
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Tho arguments raised to-day by its opponents are the same as
those raised when the tax was proposed. The claims made by the Ad-
ministration for the continuance of the tax are also identical to
those made in 1925.
Chapter IV
The incidence of a sales tax must be anticipated in a sound sys-
tem of taxation. All the faotors involved in the matter of incidence
must be carefully scrutinized, since a sales tax in the long run re-
duces itself to a matter of price determination. The mechanism of the
market must be thoroughly analyzed. The protest that arose in Puerto
Rioo against the sales tax was due largely to the fact that its in-
cidence was the subject of concern on the part of the business in-
terests. Similar situations arose in other states, but in many in-
stances steps were taken by the Legislators and by the business men
themselves to draft the laws in such manner that the duty could be
passed on to the consumers.
The shifting of the tax is also a matter of considerable im-
portance, although the belief is common that a sales tax can be easily
passed on to the consumer. Since the mechanism of shifting is so com-
plex, price movements must also be given close attention, because the
prioe of a commodity or service determines whether or not a tax can
be shifted
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If the sales tax is not shifted, the merchant must bear its burden*
The tax is usually collected on the basis of gross sales* Volume of
sales, however, is not an indicator of profits* Great differences exist
among business firms. But the rate of the tax is uniform for all, and,
therefore, does not take into consideration those differences. The
tax, therefore, is unjust from the standpoint of differences in paying
ability, and, on this aocount, violates the principle of justice in
taxation*
If the consumer must bear the burden, the same situation arises*
A sales tax is a tax on consumption, and consumption is not in any way
a measure of ability to pay. Since the principle of equality of sacri-
fice should be the basis of all taxes, the tax must increase progres-
sively with the income of the individual. Income is the only measure
of tax-paying ability. The Sales tax makes impossible a progressive
scale of taxation.
Chapter V
The administration of the Two-per-cent; Sales Tax is in charge of
the Bureau of Internal Revenue of the Insular Treasury. There is no
special division for the enforcement of the tax. This bureau collects
62.6$ of all revenue income of the government. The employees are ap-
pointed by the Treasurer, to -whom all are directly responsible. Ad-
ministrative rules are issued from time to time in connection with the
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interpretation of the law. The most important have to do with the
duties of the taxpayers. Most of the administrative technique in
force consists largely in the preparation and submission of forms con-
taining the required information on daily purchases and sales. These
forms are purchased by the taxpayer in a publication that contains suf-
ficient pages for a year. The use of this book facilitates considerably
the work of enforcing the law.
The taxpayers must keep a daily record of sales and purchases in
a special book of account authorized by the Treasurer, Detailed in-
formation must be submitted on all sales for which no tax payments have
already been made. This information is filed with the local internal
revenue agents the last day of each month and not later than the ten-
day-period following. All reports must be sworn to and subscribed be-
fore a duly authorized person, When a merchant sells goods to another
merchant or to a manufacturer, he must issue a triplicate bill giving
full particulars on the sale. The bills must be numbered. If the mer-
chant should buy from other merohant or dealer, he must require a du-
plicate bill and, besides, a copy of the bill of lading if the goods
are imported. Purchases made from merchants who have paid the tax must
be entered in a separate book, giving full particulars as in the case of
other purchases. Manufacturers using materials on which the tax has
already been paid are allowed to deduct the amount paid from the monthly
total of taxes due, A change in the interpretation cf a rule or in the
rule itself does not relieve a taxpayer from the obligations contracted
under the rule before the change is made.
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The tax is paid through the purchase and the cancellation of inter-
nal revenue stamps on the monthly reports submitted* The cancellation
of the stamps, however, does not complete the payment of the tax* The
law provides that the payment is not definitely approved until the
report is audited at the central office* This causes considerable
friction between taxpayers and the Administration*
The penalty for a violation of the law or of the rules in force
varies from an administrative fine of not less than ten per cent of the
tax due to a court fine of not less than thirty days or one hundred dol-
lars, nor more than a year in prison or one thousand dollars, or to both
penalties according to the discretion of the Court* When the violation
consists simply in failing to declare a sale, the taxpayer is forced to
pay into the treasury, irrespective of the fine imposed by the Court, a
fine equal to the amount of the sale or sales that were nob reported.
If a mistake or omission occurs in making an entry, the correction
must be made in the presence of the local agenb of internal revenue.
This does away with discrepancies between the merchants and the agents.
Casual or itinerant merchants are accorded special treatment in the mat-
ter of monthly reports. They are allowed to submit a lis^6f the bills
received. The tax is based on the estimated selling price of idle goods
purchased.
The tax is collected by eighty local agents. The local agent re-
presents the insular Treasurer in all matters pertaining to the admin-
istration of the tax. They are required to furnish a bond for the pro-
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teotion of the interests of the Treasury# The local agent is authorized
to perform certain duties which protect him from possible loss of
public documents. To facilitate control, these eighty local agencies
are divided into ten internal revenue districts. The Treasurer is
empowered to examine the books of account of the merchants, and to car-
ry out whatever investigations that he may deem necessary.
Reports filed with the Treasurer are considered as public documents,
but the employee who daould divulge or make known the information that
he acquires in the course of an investigation is liable to a severe
penalty.
The cost of administering the tax is estimated at a little over
two per oent of collections made. This estimate was arrived at by the
chief of the Bureau in an unpublished report submitted to the Treasurer.
In said report a computation is made of the time devoted by the office
staff and by the local agents to the routine of collections and inves-
tigations. For this work there is no special program to follow.
Deductions allowed from the tax are of four kinds.
The revenue collected is used for general purposes.
In the administration of the tax, the first problem that arose
was that of devising methods of control. Enforcement was facilitated,
however, because the Treasury had considerable experience in excise tax
collections. For this reason, no special administrative unit was or-
ganized in the bureau, since the law contained specific provisions deal-
ing with its enforcement. This made the work of the Treasury easier#
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Another problem confronting the Administration when the law was ap-
proved was the inadequacy of the personnel of the Bureau. This seems
to be the main concern of the Administration at present. The insuf-
ficiency of the work of inspection is attributed to this lack of person-
nel.
Rules covering the obligations of the taxpayers appear in the form
book provided by the Treasurer. These rules make concealment of pur-
chases and sales very difficult if not impossible. It is generally ad-
mitted that evasion is possible only through the fraudulent handling
of oash receipts and through the joint sale of goods subject to and
exempt from the tax. In both oases, however, the fraud may be deteoted
through careful audits, and with the assistance of business indices.
That evasion does not seem to be a general practice is indicated by
figures on imports of taxable commodities and on general business con-
ditions.
The main problem which exists for the merchant is the so called
official red-tape. This red-tape is ob jeotedfo orjthe grounds that it
submits the merchants to a dictatorial routine which in turn is re-
sponsible for innumerable details and obligations on the part of the
taxpayer*
Chapter VI
A study made of 359 representative merchants in Puerto Rioo re-
vealed the interesting fact that a considerable majority are against
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the tax, primarily because
(1) it was passed as an emergency measure and the emergency
has disappeared;
(2) of the complex problems involved in shifting the tax;
(3) the tax represents an unjust burden on business;
(4) new sources of revenue have been provided.
Chapter VII
In view of the considerations discussed in previous chapters, iiie
following conclusion is reached}
The tax should be abolished as a matter of democratic and social
policy because;
(a) it was passed as an emergency measure and the emergency
has passed;
(b) the tax is economically and socially unjust;
(c) its yield is comparatively small, and other sources of
new revenue have been provided; and
(d) the other sources are not opposed by business.
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Introduction: The two-per-cent Sales Tax now in force in Puerto Rico has
been the subject of considerable discussion since its adoption in 1925#
The spectacular character of the tax at the time of its proposal was due
primarily to the fact that it was called a sales tax instead of an amend-
ment to the excise tax then in force.
Brief history of the tax: The abnormal conditions caused by the world war
were to some extent responsible for the embarrassingAaf ~the insular
treasury during the post-war period of readjustment. The situation was
seriously aggravated after the fiscal year 1919-1920 on account of the
opposition raised to the payment of certain taxes because of their alleged
unconstitutionality. No formal opposition had been raised prior to the
year 1919, although Puerto Rico had had considerable experience in the
Imposition and collection of excise duties, most of which were sales taxes
imposed and collected under the general name of internal revenue. Because
of the alleged unconstitutionality of the income and excise taxes, collec-
tions decreased appreciably after the fiscal year 1919-20. The insular
Treasurer suggested changes in the wording of the internal revenue law
and recommended the taxing of a larger number of commodities as a possible
source of necessary additional income. After considerable discussion on
the advantages and disadvantages of amending the law, the Treasury finally
recommended an amendment providing for a tax of two per cent on the sale
of any article of commerce not already specified in the internal revenue
law or exempted from taxation, whether the sales were for cash or on
credit. The proposed tax would be paid at the end of each month by the
person making the sale of the commoditi es subject to the tax. The amend-
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ment was approved on August 20, 1925 and then, in order to prevent
multiple taxation, reworded in June, 1927j to provide that the collection
should be made only once. Foodstuffs and total annual sales & not ex-
ceeding twelve hundred dollars were excluded.
Public opinion and the tax: Immediately after its proposal the sales tax
was vigorously opposed as being unjust and arbitrary. The opposition was,
however, met by friends of the Administration on the grounds that the only
solution to the problem of dwindling revenue was the provision of new
sources of income^ regardless cf the conditions under which it might be
obtained. The opponents of the tax were considered by the friends of the
Administration as disgruntled party members or as enemies of the party in
power. For this reason the campaign of opposition lost some of its
original aggressiveness. Furthermore, the proposed exemption of food-
stuffs minimized the antagonism of grocery dealers and strengthened the
position of the Administration. The division grew sharper gradually due
to some extent to political reasons and to group interests. The govern-
ment for this reason was able to secure sufficient support to justify the
adoption of the Treasurer’s plan. The exemption of foodstuffs was given
considerable emphasis by the party in power. The tax was received with
sympathetic approval by many and with deep disgust by others. The antago-
nism to the tax still persists. The arguments for and against it are
the same as those raised in 1925, although political alignments are
entirely different. The Administration raises the question of increasing
public services. The opponents of the tax raise the arguments of injus-
tice, inability to pay, excessive official ’red tape* and the impending
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collapse of the retail trade
Economic consequences of the tax: The economic effects of the sales tax
were not foreseen by the Administration* No attention was given to the
complex problems of incidence* The Treasurer expected that the tax would
be readily passed on to the consumers# The fact that a sales tax reduces
itself to a matter of price determination was totally disregarded. Little
or no significance was attributed to the accepted economic reality that
price fixing is independent of the will of the legislators. It is not,
strange, therefore, to note that the expectations of the Administration*
have not been fulfilled as is corroborated by the conditions that prevail
throughout the island in regard to the payment of the tax by the merchants
and the collection of the tax from the consumers* While the merchants are
responsible for the payment of the tax, there is positive evidence to
demonstrate that its collection from the buyers is very difficult if not
impossible. The incidence of the tax is being transferred from the buyers
to the sellers by the special circumstances of the market not foreseen by
the taxing authority. Among these circumstances may be mentioned intense
competition, cost factors, the matter of investments and the nature of the
tax itself. Of no small significance in the question of shifting is the
lack of proper organization of the merchants themselves. If the tax is
not shifted, the seller bears its burden, and profits are reduced. The
tax is paid out of gross sales, and it is evident that gross sales do not
bear a constant relation to profits. Since the tax may represent a small
or a large proportion of net profits made, it is again evident that the
tax does not take into consideration ability to pay. If the tax is
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passed on to the consumer, its incidence affects the taxpayer in proportion
to the amount spent for the commodities that are purchased. What a person
spends is no positive indication of tax-paying ability. Furthermore,
the tax is imposed at a uniform rate regardless of differences of income
received. The amount paid for a given commodity by the recipient of a
large income is the same as that paid by a buyer with smaller means. This
is from all standpoints a violation of the principle of equality of
sacrifice.
.Administration of the tax: The Bureau of Internal Revenue of the Treasury
Department is in charge of the administration of the sales tax. The main
function of the Bureau consists in the interpretation and enforcement of
the rules formulated by the Treasurer with the force of law. Most of the
office routine centers around the inspection of the monthly reports sub-
mitted by the merchants. The work of the Bureau is considerably simplified
through an official book that contains the forms where daily
purchases and sales are recorded. These forms are filed monthly with the
local internal revenue agents, and the amount of the tax must be paid by
affixing and cancelling on said forms internal revenue stamps. Failure to
comply with this or with other obligations is punished through the im-
position of administrative or court penalties. To facilitate tax payments,
the island is divided into eighty local agencies. These agencies are
grouped into ten districts for purposes of control. In carrying out in-
vestigations the Treasurer is empowered to examine the books of account
of any merchant, whether or not subject to the payment of the tax. The
expense of administration is conservatively estimated at two per cent of
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5collections made. The yield of the tax is covered into the general fund
of the insular treasury. Evasion is not a serious problem. This is
shown by the annual yield of the tax which is a fairly accurate index
of the total volume of retail sales.
Analysis of the survey: A study of 359 representative merchants revealed
the following facts: (1) 97.27% were against the tax; (2) 98.47% accepted
it as an emergency measure; (3) 88.72^insis ted on their opposition nine
years after the tax was passed; (4) 47.8% considered the tax uneconomic;
(5) 66.6% expected to shift it; (6) 13.5% collected the tax always, 30.6%
sometimes, and 55.7% never; (7) 82% did not collect because of resentment
on the part of the consumers; (8) 70.2% did not collect upon the first
objection of the buyer; (9) 38.7% collected always on installment sales;
and 18.1% collected at times on cash sales; (10) 83.4% reported no
agreements among merchants to collect the tax; (11) 32.1% reported "no
collection" as an incentive to take away customers from competitors;
(12) 15% increased the price by the amount of the tax, while 27.4% billed
it separately; (13) 72.3% did not discontinue any line of goods because of
the tax; (14) 46% reported no additional expense occasioned by the tax;
(15) 59.3% reported some kind of inconvenience resulting from the tax;
(16) 71,7% reported some loss and 28.3% reported no loss resulting from
it; (17) 57.5% believed that the time allowed for making reports was
sufficient and 28.7% reported otherwise; (18) 59.9% considered the reports
required as acceptable and 25.9% as unacceptable^ (19) 43.1% suggested a
tax on alcoholic drinks as a substitute and 39,5% did not care to answer.
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Conclusions: In view of the previous discussion and the facts revealed
through the survey, the tax should be repealed as a matter of democratic
and socio-economic policy because (1) the tax was passed as an emergency 7rjtaso
and that emergency has passed; (2) because the tax is regressive; (3)
because the tax falls largely on the merchants and not on the consumers as
expected by the legislature; (4) because the yield of the tax does not
represent a large part of the average annual income from revenue sources,
/ 'fire*
and (5) because other sales taxes provide more than 1/3 of anrigj revenue
without the marked opposition of business.
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APPENDIX I
PRESS REPORTS DEALING WITH THE TAX
The aim of the author in presenting this material is to reproduce
faithfully the period of discussions and debate which ensued sinoe
need for additional revenue was felt until the sales tax was proposed,
passed by the Legislature, and signed by the Governor*
This material is of interest from a historical standpoint* The
newspaper from which it was taken are "El Mundo", an independent and
widely-read daily, supposed to be the most popular non-political news-
paper; "La Demooracia", a partisan daily, the official organ of the
party in power, and as such, voicing the viewpoints of the Administra-
tion, "El Tiempo" was at the time the offioial organ of the minority
party; "La Correspondencia" is non-partisan; "El Imparcial" wa6 also
non-partisan and limited itself to the publication of general informa-
tion.
From mEL MUNDO"
^
1
^
February 7, 1923 - (Headlines) THE FINANCE COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE
MEETS. THE AUDITOR OF P. R. AND THE INSULAR TREASURER WERE PRESENT,
The President, Mr, Antonio R. Barcelo, makes reference to the defioit
(l) The author has made a faithful translation of this material*
The style is often clumsy, indistinct and confusing. As such
it appears in the original Spanish text.
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resulting from the decrease of the income from the exoise tax or Internal
Revenue which has been attacked constantly on account of its unoonsti-
tutionality.
February 12, 1923 - The spectre of a great many lawsuits in mat-
ters of taxation is hanging now over the Treasury Department. An inter-
view between Mr* Augusto Pietri, reporter for ”E1 Mundo", and Mr. J. J#
Ortiz Alibran, Attorney-at-law. Mr. Pietrii "I understand that you are
bringing a great many lawsuits against the Treasurer of Puerto Rico on
matters of taxation, and I would like to infoxm the people of the causes
of these lawsuits." Mr. Ortiz Alibrani But Mr. Pietri, the informa-
tion would be too long; anyway, I see no objection to my giving you
some of the details that may be of interest to the country, as you have
pointed out. It is true that I have filed a great number of lawsuits
against the Treasury Department of Puerto Rico. Most of these have to
do with the Inoome Tax and some have to do with a fundamental question
in connection with the appraisal of property and with the imposition
of property taxes* I have also filed some in connection with the excise
tax,"
February 20, 1923 - The Treasurer of Puerto Rico has written a
letter to the Attorney General, Mr. Mestre, requesting from him detailed
information on the cases of injunction that corporations and business
firms of the island have filed with the Federal Court with the object
of evading the effectiveness of the excise tax so as not to pay the taxes
levied on certain imports.
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June 23, 1923 - The Legislature has increased the list of tax-
able commodities instead of increasing the duty on the commodities that
were being taxed, - The new excise tax bill will not be opposed by
the lawyers as in the past, - The Excise Tax in force has been op-
posed an innumerable number of times by the importers, who have main-
tained that the law is unconstitutional because it taxes commodities
imported from the United States; and they have maintained besides that
the law in force is nothing more than a customs duty, - In the new
excise law, Mr, Gallardo (the Insular Treasurer) informs, a tax will
be imposed on goods manufactured, produced, sold, or used in Puerto Rico,
The tax will be imposed, collected and paid on all good3 approved and
included in the new excise law only once, - It is a matter of great
importance, added the Assistant Treasurer, that the word "acquire" is
substituted for "import" or "introduce," Those words have been dis-
placed by "acquire" without making reference to the source of the goods.
So that any person (and for the purpose of the law person means firm,
association, civil institution, company or corporation) as well as any
natural person that may acquire taxable goods under the law will pay
the duty upon using said goods,
June 11, 1925, - In order to remedy the evil effect of the
decision handed down by the Federal Court on the excise taxes and
imports, the Treasurer of Puerto Rico has submitted to the Finance
(1) See Appendix 5
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Committee of the House and Senate the following important plant A
combination of the excise tax now in force with a law imposing a tax
on sales.^ If it were possible, both laws could work independently
of each other. At any rate, I am working from two angles. The first,
to combine both laws; the second, to separate them, I am eliminating
from the excise law now in force all reference to a supposed import
duty and I have in the same, in a general way, some excise taxes, among
/
them that on sugar, cigars and cigarettes, licenses and horse raoes,
salt, etc... Up to now, nobody has filed any injunction on account of
the imposition of these taxes, since the tax collected on them has no
connection with the import duty. - To remedy the effects, in con-
nection with the exoise taxes of a possible decision against the Insular
Treasurer, and the resulting decrease in the import duties, a special
tax on sales is provided for as follows; After the date of the passage
of this law the sales tax levied in the present law will be estimated
and collected by the Treasurer of Puerto Rico or his representatives
duly authorized and the tax amount will be paid as follows; v ' (a) All
retailers, whatever the nature of their businesses, will be obliged to
render a sworn statement giving the total amount of their monthly credit
or cash sales, on the last day of each month or within the ten days
following, at the latest, (b) In this statement will be reported the
(1) This is the first public reference made by the Administration
to the sales tax that is the subject of this study,
(2) This is the skeleton of the sales tax proposed by the
Treasurer,
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cash value representing the total amount of said sales aocording to
his books of account. (c) The retailer will be obliged to submit this
monthly statement at the date mentioned to the Interm 1 Revenue Agent
who will affix thereto and cancel internal revenue stamps equal in
amount to 2$ of the total sales made and will then forward this to the
Treasurer of Puerto Rico, (d) For the purpose of the content of
paragraphs (a) and (b) and (c) of this section, each retailer merchant
will be obliged to keep books or note-books where he will enter the
amount of the daily sales made, both on cash and on credit; being it
understood that the Internal Revenue Agents or any other officials or
employees of the Treasury Department will be authorized to carry on
periodically or at any time that it may be so directed those investiga-
tions that may be necessary with the purpose of checking the truth of
the statements submitted, (e) The statements must be sworn to and
subscribed before a person lawfully authorized, after an internal revenue
stamp for 25^ is cancelled. Exemptions - Retailers whose monthly sales
do not exceed $1,000 will be exempt from the payment of the tax in ac-
cordance with the provisions of this law. - Penalties - Any re-
tailer who refuses to submit the monthly statement of sales, or who
may submit a false or fraudulent report or who may violate any of the
provisions of the law will be guilty of misdemeanor and will be fined
in amount not greater than $1,000 or imprisoned for a period not longer
than a year, or of both penalties*
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When in the judgment of the Treasurer of Puerto Rico there is
sufficient oause, he is hereby authorized to suspend the effect of the
penalties set forth in Part IV and in their plaoe he is authorized to
impose administrative fines of not less than #10 nor greater than #100#
This provision will not be applicable to those cases where the state-
ments will be considered as public documents. - The statements used
by the Treasurer of Puerto Rico as the basis for the imposition of the
tax will be filed away in the Bureau of Internal Revenue of the Treasury
Department and will be considered as public documaitsj but they will not
be open to inspection nor copies will be furnished to anybody except on
petition of the taxpayer himself or at the discretion of a competent
Court of Justice. For the purpose of this section, the People of Puerto
Rico will be considered as an interested party. No Internal Revenue
Agent, Tax Collector or employee of the people of Puerto Rico is
authorized to disclose or to cause to disclose in any form whatever
not provided in the law the information contained in the statements
nor will he permit the examination or inspection cf any statement ex-
cept in the form prescribed. Any violation of the provisions of this
section will constitute a misdemeanor and will be subject to a fine
not to exceed #1,000 or imprisonment not to exceed one year or both
penalties, and if the violator is an official or employee of the
People of Puerto Rico he will be removed from office* General Pro-
visions - Rules and Regulations - The Treasurer of Puerto Rico will
prescribe the necessary rules, not in oonflicttherewith, to enforoe the
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provisions of this law. - The method of collecting the tax and the
inspection -thereof are very simple. I must say, before going into its
details, that I have been for some time contemplating this measure after
a careful study of the tax laws of all the nations of the world, hav-
ing chosen the most important sections of those of Costa Rica and Canada.
- Let us turn onoe more to the method of payment* each merchant, at
least of some importance, keeps books, and supposing he does not, he
will be required to keep notebooks or dates that verify the sales# That
would be our basis for inspection# The taxpayer would submit a state-
ment under oath with the obligation to affix thereon an internal revenue
stamp of 25fi , and will take it to the office of the tax Collector, who
will cancel internal revenue stamps equal in amount to 2/o of the total
sales made during the month that the law prescribes# The amount of the
sales that appear in the statement will be taken from the merchandise
accounts where the cash and credit sales are oredited# • I feel that
in this way, we may collect the tax on sales, without any difficulty,
thus assuring an efficient collection and a considerable source of
income#
( 2 )
June 12, 1925 - An Editorial With the well-known decision
( 3 )
of Judge Odlin v ' on the constitutionality of our Excise Law, a decision
(1) The plan proposed by the Treasurer was the plan of the
Administration.
(2) This editorial of "El Mundo" is the first formal opposition to
the tax and summarizes the opposition of the business interests.
(3) Judge Odlin, presiding the U. S. District Court for Puerto
Rico at the time#
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which probably Mr, Wells will revoke thus permitting the government to
carry on until the Circuit Court hands down the final decision, we
are very disappointed and our budget completely shot to pieces and use-
less, The blow has awakened us from our drowsiness, the most gifted
minds have jumped into the fray, and plans have begun to spring up.
After all, the danger may not be so serious, but until such time as we
are able to realize it, many have already let loose the reins of their
meditations. We have lost sight of the fact that Mr, Wells will be
soon amongst us and that he will temporarily fix up everything, end we
have devoted ourselves to the great task of saving the country in a
hurry. After all, we cannot but congratulate ourselves to note this
impetuous and patriotic fervor, - Among those ideas that have been
advanced to raise funds and to pump gold into our lean Treasury we
find the very authoritative idea of Mr, Gallardo, Preface, subject,
explanation, summary, everything included. Impossible to imagine
a more perfeot pieoe. Its only defect, in our opinion, not so author-
itative, of oourse, as that of the author, is that the law will neces-
sarily fail, - The plan of the Treasurer is very clumsy, embarrass-
( 2 )ing, cumbersome' ' as Americans put it. In order to carry it out an
army of employees would be necessary, and the result would be less
favorable to the public purse than to the pookets of the people, - Ac-
(1) Mr, Wells was the successor to Judge Odlin, The Circuit Court
for Puerto Rico is the Circuit Court of Boston, where appeals
from decisions of the local federal District Court of Puerto
Rico are taken,
(2) The writer uses here the English word "cumbersome ,"
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cording to the plan of Mr, Gallardo, each merchant from now on must keep
books of account where he will enter his daily sales, both on cash and
on credit, and an inspector will collect from him every month a certain
per cent of the total. That is to say, stores and taverns will have to
make a daily estimate of conditions and to keep a detailed account of
their income. The first obstacle to the plan is the ease with which
figures are wrongfully entered in the books and the difficulty of dis-
covering fraudulent entries. No matter how many inspectors are put to
work (the more the worse) fraud will be difficult to check, - The
Seoond weak point of the lew would be the collection of a tax on amounts
of whose collection one is never sure. It would be n&gjity interesting
to listen to a merchant on a spree of oratory about the public treasury
when he has paid a tax on a debt that he will never collect, - The
Third Injustice of this plan is the imposition of a sirgle tax rate. On
the supposition that all stores that sell less than $100 axe exempt
from the tax, we would then have to deal with one selling $101, just $1
over the prescribed amount, paying the same percent as that selling
$10,000, And in case the amount within which the right to the exception
is alleged is sufficiently large, the big stores would have no other
recourse but to divide and spread out, or to resort to a system similar
to that of the Atlantic and Pacifio or Daniel Reeves in the United
States, millionaire corporations that set up on every corner a few
shelves with just a few cans and a few bottles, - The Fourth evil con-
sequence to be derived from such a law would be that which, in spite
of all precautions, obtains now in the United States in the case of the
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income tax* It is impossible to keep absolutely secret the volume of
the business in a plan like this. There are too many inspectors with
the right to examine the books of account to keep one firm from knowing
how the other rival firms are faring. The result cannot be more hope-
less since unfair competition would in the case of many an honest mer-
chant lead to failure. The Fifth funny phase of this bill is that which
provides that the Treasurer has the right to pardon offenders. So
that the author of the bill admits that there will arise cases when the
law is unjust and in order to remedy the evil they resort to the right
of mercy. Of course, this needs no comments. This will be a very
amusing law, specially when the moment arrives for the displacement of
Mr, Gallardo by a new treasurer, for example, a circumstance that is
very possible although unlikely to happen. We do not desire to go into
more details. Those mentioned will be taken note of. We do not wish
to make any reference to the expense that this law costs to the Treasury,
or to how embarrasing it will be to all the scarcity of goods, sinoe
the merchant will charge to the public double the per cent that the
government imposes, to compensate for worries, drudgery and possible
losses. Nor do we wish to discuss the unfairness of expecting the same
results from all since some produce more than others. The sworn, month-
ly statement of each merchant is not by any means a model of efficiency
and convenience, Mr, Gallardo, undoubtedly, deserves congratulations
from all on account of the interest that he has taken in lending himself
to solve the problem brought about by the decision of Judge Odlin, It
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is a great pity that he has not succeeded, at any rate, something good
will come out of his suggestions. He will, at least, encourage other
people to argue and to offer possible solutions that are perhaps more
fortunate,
June 16, 1925, - The House passed yesterday a new Excise Law,
A tax on retail sales is imposed. Foodstuffs and provisions are
exempted. The discussions began during Sunday afternoon and dragged
on until the evening; until three o’clock in the morning, and final-
ly the bill was passed yesterday afternoon after numerous amendments
were offered, - A tax on Sales - The new excise law passed by the
House differs totally from that now in force. It provides for a tax
on retail sales, nhich will compel the merchants to keep books of ac-
count plainly and in detail subjeot to monthly investigations by the
agents of the government in order to collect the tax that is imposed.
Because of this, jewelry, perfumes, cloth, dresses, etc,, etc., will
go up in price. Exemptions* Groceries and food products will be
exempt from this tax. Besides, an exemption of one thousand dollars is
allowed on monthly sales in the case of all the merchants affected by
the new Excise Law, The Legislature expects to receive a large income
from the new Excise Law, - The Pretest* But the truth is that the
protest has come forth, noisy and vigorous, on the part of the retailers,
who consider that an injustice is being committed thru the imposition
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of a tax of this nature in view of the pligit of their businesses* To
this end, the retailers will hold a meeting tomorrow evening to adopt
proper measures end to decide what aotion to take* We are under the
impression that extraneous efforts will be made to prevent the approval
of the law*
June 18, 1925, - (Headlines) ALL THE MERCHANTS OF THE ISLAND
LAUNCH A VIGOROUS PROTEST AGAINST THE NEW EXCISE LAW. - Many merchants
consider it ruinous, arbitrary, oppressive and unjust. Legislators
receive telegrams from the island protesting against the Tax on Sales*
Retailers were to meet last nigjit in San Juan. - The passage of the
new Excise Law by the House has fallen on the island just like a thunder
bolt out of a clear sky and has given rise to the most spectacular and
vigorous protest on the part of the business interests. In this news-
paper report we plan to make room for this protest so that our readers
may be well posted. - The General Protest ! The protest against the
new law is not limited to San Juan only. This is the protest of all the
business men of all the island. We are receiving telegrams from all
places in which they protest formally and an appeal is made to the
patriotism of our legislators to ward off the complete collapse of the
retail business. Below we publish the telegrams sent to the President
and to the Vice-President of the Senate and to the President of the
Retailers’ Association of Puerto Rioo.^
(1) The telegrams are omitted.
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The Retailers’ Association was to meet last night, - Retailers
from all the island were to meet last night in this capital city with
the purpose of adopting a plan of action and to attack the new law that
is being considered for adoption, - Many merchsnts have informed us that
the new law is not only severe but also unjust, oppressive and arbitrary,
- The Retailers’ Association of P, R, are receiving telegrams right
along from all the island voicing their formal protest against the new
Excise Law, - We shall keep on giving out information on this impor-
tant question,
June 20, 1925, - The Finance Committee of the Senate has set
next Sunday as the day in which they will meet with the merchants protest-
ing against the new Excise Law, - A merchants’ delegation called on
the Finance Committee last night and explained in a general way the
seriousness of the situation. At four o'clock yesterday afternoon, all
the automobile dealers met in Mr. Pietrantoni ’ s office. Everything seems
to indicate that the merchants would accept a tax of 1% and no more, -
It is maintained that should the Legislature insist on passing the bill,
the Treasury will face an injunction for each and every merchant af-
fected. The business men of Aguadilla are ready to close out if the law,
that they regard as ruinous, is approved,
June 19, 1925. - The Representative at large, Mr, Alonso^) comes
out openly against the new Excise Law, since he understands that the
(1) Mr. Alonso is a socialist. He closed a written statement released in
"El Mundo" as follows* "For these reasons, we are against this bill.
All of us, rich and poor, on the bases of equality should contribute
to the publio burden.
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condition of the people will be more appalling*
June 22, 1925. • It is possible that the Senate may voluntarily
defeat the Law on the Tax on Sales. - The idea is under the consider-
ation by the leaders on the Finance Committee of the Senate. Those who
are in sympathy with such action base their belief on the recent decision
of the Circuit Court of Boston which, they estimate nullifies the last
decision of Judge Odlin.
The merchants hold a mass meeting in the Carnegie Library : The
merchants in general, and not the retailers alone as has been informed
publicly, are protesting against the new excise law that imposes a tax
on sales and that has been already approved by the House and is await-
ing the report from the Finance Committee of the Senate. A good indica-
tion of that protest is the telegrams that we have been receiving right
along for some days. Today a delegation of well-known merchants will
appear before the Finance Committee of the Senate to attack the new
law and are bringing with them a great many arguments to justify the
general opposition of the merchants. This delegation is headed by Mr.
R. M. Pietrantoni, a well-known business man. Besides, the automobile
dealers are sending a special delegation that will confinn the argument
of the former delegation.
It is possible that the Bill may be discarded ! Notwithstanding,
at the last minute we have been informed that the Senate may voluntarily
defeat the new excise lew passed by the House and now pending being re-
ported in the Upper House. This idea is now seriously considered by the
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leading group in the Finance Committee of the Senate and it is likely
that it will be finally accepted to judge from the interviews that we
have held with them. But the reader will ask, what is the basis to justify
this new attitude after the House passed the new Excise Law?
June 24, 1925, - Opinion of the Speaker on the Excise Tax and
on the recent decision of the Boston Circuit Court . - "I feel that they
are exercising a legitimate right. That is a right we all have. I am
sure they are in principle willing to cooperate with us and that they
are aware of the great responsibility that falls upon our shoulders at
this moment. 1/yhat I don't really understand is what is being said in
certain newspapers to the fact that the retail dealers in groceries
will be affected and consequently the public as well. The law exempts
precisely from the tax food products and farm implements. I do not be-
lieve that it will be very possible to impose said tax on the retailers
of foodstuffs. - Besides, there is another side to this question.
You know that the Boston Circuit Court has just confirmed a decision of
Judge Odlin which strengthens the excise tax in force. It is very like-
ly that we will take the case through a certiorari to the Supreme Court
of the U. S. and if the decision of the Circuit Court of Boston is con-
firmed there, we can leave things as they are now without any risk and
continue with the excise tax now in force. The Boston Court has con-
firmed a sentence of Judge Odlin which is precisely contradictory to the
last decision of said official, aiming to void the excise law now in
force." - "We are on the eve of a satisfactory solution of the economic
problem, since all the injunctions which are pending consideration on
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aocount of tax payments, would be decided in our favor. The situation
is getting normal rapidly and the people may have full confidence that
everything will be favorably settled,"
June 29, 1925, - Mr, Iglesias^ states that the law about to be
approved is unjust, cruel, arbitrary and damnable. He states that said
law is a conspiracy against the people and that laws of that nature
have caused the most bloody revolutions in the world. He asserts that
the people will pay directly two thirds of the budget if this law is
approved. If the people do not wake up they will see how terrible the
outcome will be. The principle of the salbs tax has been opposed with-
out quarter by the people and by public opinion in the United States,
That law was conceived in the United States in the offices of the at-
torneys at the service of corporate businesses in order to throw on
ninety per cent of the oppressed people the payment of the taxes that
support the governmental machinery. The American people have rejected
all the sales taxes because they are oruel, unjust, arbitrary and dam-
nable in their effects, - The principle of the sales tax is abominable,
hateful, it is nothing but a consumption duty that imposes a treble
tax on the goods that ninety per oent of the poor people of Puerto Rico
have to use. The income that will come from the new excise law in
Puerto Rico may possitly pay two thirds of the insular budget, relieving
the wealthy people and the corporations from the patriotic and humane
(1) Mr, Santiago Igles'ias is the founder and the most outstanding
leader of the Socialist Party, At the time of this writing he is
Resident Commissioner for Puerto Rico in Washington, D, C,
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obligation of giving a share of the returns from their profit* In
spirit, the sales tax is similar to that invented by the courtaers of
Louis XVI to save the decaying monarchy, but whose laws caused later
the most tragic and bloody revolutions of history* I am not agreeable
to the principle of the sales law applied to all the commodities that
the poor laborers, the country people and the middle class are obliged
to consume, crushed by the exploiters* If the people do not awake from
this drowsiness, if they have no notion of what is coming to them they
will eventually realize how dreadful the outcome will be. In my judg-
ment it is a wicked thing that the $4,500,000 deficit be paid by the
hungry and miserable people, that those who are deprived of all means
be obliged to bear the burdens of the State, that they be made the vic-
tims of another conspiracy that will increase their frightful misery*
I protest with all my might against an oppressive, cruel and harmful
law*
July 8, 1925. - (Headlines) THE FINANCE COMMITTEE OF THE SENATE
REPORTS FAVORABLY THE EXCISE BILL, ADDING THAT THE CONSUMER LUST BE
MADE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE TAXES.
July 9, 1925. - (Headlines) THE SENATE PASSED A SUBSTITUTE BILL
IN PLACE OF THE SALES TAX SENT FROM THE HOUSE. THE BILL UNDER CONSIDER-
ATION IMPOSES A UNIFORM TAX OF ONE PER CENT (
1
%) ON ALL SALES.
July 10, 1925. - (Headlines) THE HOUSE REJECTS THE AMENDMENTS OF
THE SENATE TO THE SALES TAX. THE HOUSE REJECTS THE SUBSTITUTE BILL.
July 14, 1925. - Grocery retailers have petitioned the Legislature
through the Honorable Jos5 Tous Soto not to approve the tax affecting
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food products. In the petition it is maintained that the retailers
will not evade the payment of the tax, but they argue that the tax
would be ruinous.
July 29, 1925. - (Headlines) THE SPEAKER HAS A PLAN TO SOLVE
THE ECONOMIC CRISIS. IT IS PLANNED TO INCORPORATE INTO THE EXCISE LAW
A PROVISION THAT WILL TAX IMPORTS AND NOT THE USE AND SALE OP COMMODI-
TIES.
August 6, 1925. - (Headlines) THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SPENT ALL NIGHT TUESDAY DISCUSSING THE EXCISE LAY. POOD PRODUCTS ARE
EXEMPT FROM ALL TAX BURDEN. TWO PER CENT ON SALES WILL BE IMPOSED.
August 8, 1925. - (Headlines) THE BUSINESS INTERESTS OF THE
ISLAND PROTEST AGAIN AGAINST THE EXCISE LAW.
August 17, 1925. - (Headlines) THE EXCISE BILL BECOMES A LAW.
August 20, 1925. - (Headlines) THE STORES WILL BE CLOSED ALL
DAY TO-DAY. THE GOVERNOR WILL NOT ACCEDE.
August 22, 1925. - (Headlines) THE PRICE OF CIGARETTES GOES
UP. All San Juan (the capital city) is full of hand-bills protesting.
The city is dead.
August 23, 1925. - A fight is on for a special Session of the
Legislature. A merchants’ mass meeting will demand it. A plea to the
governor in the presence of the seriousness of the crisis. If there are
no concessions, the merchants will resort to the Courts of Justice to
fight the Sales Tax.
August 24, 1925. - "We are ready for the fight. The misery of
the people demands the repeal of the Sales Tax". These are the words
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of Mr. Alonso, Representative-at-large.
August 21, 1925. - Mr. Martinez Nadal, then minority floor leader;
now president of the Senate, and the most outstanding leader of the party
in power: “The Excise tax is absurd".
PROM “LA DEMOCRACIA" (1)
June 4, 1925. - Senator Garcia ^ucos brings to the attention of
the Senate the position which the Legislature must take on the last
decision of Judge A. Odlin. If that attitude of Judge Odlin persists,
we have to make it known that in Puerto Rico we have now an unstable
government subject to the whims of its enemies, that are pledged to
bring about its collapse.
Editorial Comments - Both in the House and in the Senate bitter
criticisms have been made against the last decision of Judge Odlin,
qualifying it as passionate and as tending to create obstacles for our
Legislature in the serious and difficult task it carries out at present,
trying to ward off the crisis in our Treasury, caused precisely as a
result of other decisions handed down by the same Judge. Unquestionably,
if that decision stands, which, as stated by the Speaker, Mr. Tous Soto,
is contrary to the opinion of the judge found in this and in other
similar decisions, our Legislature, as expressed very ably yesterday in
the Senate by Mr. Garcia Ducos, is now confronted by a very serious
(1) "La Democracia" was then the official organ of the party in power
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problem, since the law that said judge has found to be unconstitutional
represents an income of more than three millions of dollars, it will not
be possible to prepare a budget for the coming year that will take care
of the thousand and one needs of a public nature that demand our atten-
tion, and it will be necessary to lower to less than one half the budget
for education, to leave out of consideration most of our roads, to reduce
the police force and to declare, in a word, that we are unable to take
care of our most pressing needs; it would be better, added the Senator,
for our Legislature to stop its work and to take a recess until such
time as the government in Washington establishes in Puerto Rico a stable
and conscious government that may command the confidence and the respect
of the people. We do not wish to enter into a discussion of the decision
of Judge Odlin, which in its fundamental character has the approval of
some continental and insular lawyers, who find it wrong only from the
standpoint that, being things as they are in Puerto Rico for some time.
Judge Odlin should not have forced the issue until the Congress is
given the opportunity of taking such action as would remedy the difficul-
ties that they consider to exist in conflict with the Constitution. Our
opinion expressed before above all the books and of all jurisprudence
resorted to, in our estimation as a matter of analogy, as in this case,
is that Puerto Rico has been granted by Congress the right to legislate
in matters of Internal Revenue, and consequently the implicit right to
regulate it, just as Congress does in the case of the Internal Revenues
imposed on the States, inasmuch as no constitutional question is involved
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in this, but that the question is subject ot the rules drawn up by Con-
gress. The confusion of our jurists, both Continental and Puerto Rican,
is due to the fact that they mixed up pitifully in their minds the tax
called "Internal Revenue 11 or "Excise" that is imposed equally on commod-
ities that are imported from the United States or from foreign countries
with those produced in Puerto Rico, so that it leaves in force always to
the benefit of the continental industries the differential in the customs
duty, imposed for the protection of the latter on the foreign commodities
just as is done by the same Federal Law that imposes it equally on what
is imported, on what is produced for the purpose of the internal revenue
in Puerto Rico. And the result of all this, that is to say, from what
is charged on account of internal revenue on the products of our country,
is that the Congress, in enacting the Jones Act, did not rule that said
duties be not collected, and as they were being collected, ar; act of
unselfishness, for which we must be highly grateful to Congress.
June 13, 1927. - (Headlines) IN ORDER TO AVOID AN UNJUST AND
UNEQUAL TAX, THE LEGISLATURE AND THE TREASURER PLAN TO IMPOSE TAX ON SALES
WITH AN EXCEPTION OF ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS. The financial strength of the
Administration cannot be expected to depend on the date of the arrival
in the country of Judge Odlin nor on the decision of the last court that
must intervene in the decision handed down in connection with the Excise
Law. (It looks as if the merchants are scared only of the monthly report
on sales)..... The new aspect of the law is as follows:
perfumes, narcotic drugs, toilet powder and other similar goods are
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either smuggled in or are bought through the post-office. Parcel-posts
cannot be examined by the employees of the Treasury, and in the matter
of smuggled goods, it is difficult to prevent that. It is evident that
those who smuggle in these goods or bring them in by mail and do not pay
the tax, can undoubtedly sell them cheaper than the honest merchant that
honestly pays his taxes. Since the Administration lacks effective means
to protect properly the law-abiding citizen and is unable to prevent the
disruption of the normal market prices of said goods on account of the
illegal sales made by smugglers and by those who evade the tax by im-
porting goods by mail, it is preferable to put a stop to this state of
affairs by all means unjust, by adopting a tax on sales on equal terms
for all. This law is in force in many countries of Europe and of South
America, even though this may not be grasped by the mind of the writer
in the newspaper referred to. It is very convenienb to know that the
bill provides for an exemption of sales up to one thousand dollars a
month, or what is the same, the fears of the writer that taverns must pay
a tax are dispelled and in this way he will be able to enjoy a guana-
bana^ cold drink free of duty. The writer should not bother with
credit sales. Credit sales are common and the method to be used is
well-known by those who are well posted on these matters. The frauds
that bother the writer referred to so much, will be averted, because it
(l ) Guanabana is a typical native fruit similar to the heart
fruit of the Anona family. In a hot day a guanabana drink
with ice is a delicacy.
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is provided in the bill that the critic ignores and is now in the House
that books of account must be sealed by the Internal Revenue Agents,
^
June 18, 1925. - (Headlines) THE MERCHANTS OF SAN JUAN AND FROM
THE ISLAND MET LAST NIGHT TO TAKE ACTION IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW
EXCISE LAW. They agreed to request a public hearing in the Committees
of the Legislature. Statement of Mr. Gallardo* "I understand that the
Retailers’ Club will hold a meeting to-night with the purpose of dis-
cussing the Excise Law. I am also told, although I do not believe it,
that plans are under way to oppose the same. If such is the case, the
attitude of the merchants is very regrettable. The taxpayers and con-
sumers know that the Excise Law is good, just and wise. It will yield
a considerable income for the Public Treasury and it would be reproachable
to oppose systematically such an important and advantageous law. Food
products and necessities will not be taxed, the per cent on the total
sales will be moderate. If the merchant upon fixing the sale price of the
good includes the tax in it, why do these gentlemen oppose the tax? The
duty imposed in section 23 of this law will not tax the sale of provi-
sions and foodstuffs, nor the sale of farm implements, and those used
in offices and in manual arts, such as ploughs, cane-knives, saws, ham-
mers, and other similar goods. “Fundamentally, “ continued the Treasurer,
"there is no difference at all between the excise law in force end that
on sales and licenses that is pending approval."
(1 ) This" editorial voices the viewpoints of the Administration.
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June 19, 1925. - (Headlines) THERE IS NO BASIS TO JUSTIFY ANY
FEAR OF THE EXCISE LAW BY THE MERCHANTS. - The law does not impose
any new duty and is a substitute, a modification and rearrangement of
tax terms.^ We must keep in mind two significant circumstances: The
first is that neither provisions nor foodstuffs will be taxed. And the
other is that the per cent that will be imposed on sales will be very
small. Neither the merchants nor the public will be affected as main-
tained in an unjust and inconsiderate manner. The tax on sales is of a
broad nature. This very broadness is what makes it attractive; and what
eliminates bias and privileges.
June 24, 1925. - (Headlines) THE OPINION OF THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF BOSTON. - The Court maintains the jurisdiction of the Court but
over-rules the appeal on its merits and upholds the soundness of the
tax.
June 30, 1925. - There is no bill now before the Legislature
known as “The Sales Tax", on which a false idea of the truth is being
conveyed to the people. The law pending approval connects sales with
the excise duties and licenses and does not give any preference to any
of the three terms with the purpose of affecting a specific social group
to the benefit of others. If the merchants resort to an unreasonable
rise in prices, they alone will be responsible for it.
(l) This statement agrees with the author's viewpoint that the
so-called Sales Tax is simply a modification of the Excise
Tax in force.
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July 8, 1925. - (Headlines) INCOME EXPECTED FROM THE SALES TAX.
STATEMENT MADE BY THE TREASURER. - Early this morning when one of our
reporters asked Mr. Gallardo about the expected income from the Sales Tax
approved last night by the Senate, he answered with the statement that
in his estimation the Excise Law will yield six million dollars. "The
law in force", he added, "must have yielded four million dollars, but
only three and one half were collected due to the obstacles rais ed by the
taxpayers in the Courts. At present, things have cleared up somewhat,
the officials of the Department have more power to enforce the law, and I
expect to have six millions of income and that the collections from all
sources will make it possible for us to carry on uninterruptedly during
the coming fiscal year".
August 13, 1925. - From an "Editorial Comment"
UNJUST PROTEST
In all the countries of the world it is customary for merchants to
oppose all increases in the taxes, but they are the first to protest if
the public services are deficient. And this constant nagging comes forth
now because of the Income and the Sales Taxes
August 14, 1925. - (Headlines) AN IMPORTANT MEETING WAS HELD LAST
NIGHT IN THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. THE EXCISE LAW WAS DISCUSSED EXTENSIVE-
LY. - A meeting of merchants was held last night in the assembly room
of the Chamber of Commerce, which turned out to be well attended and
lively It was agreed to submit a statement of facts to the legis-
lative and executive powers showing, as they state, the inconvenience of an
additional burden on business in the form of a sales tax. The statement
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will bo taken this very day to the Legislature by a delegation of pro-
minent members of the Chamber of Commerce*
August 21, 1925. - Public Statements made by prominent business-
men. - Mr. Ramon Gandiai "Our common interest is that the Governor
will not sign it (The Excise Law), but above all that he veto it." - Mr.
Domeneoh; “If we are going to cause a oommotion, let us cause it now, if
not let us act through legal means, which means to use the services of a
lawyer to oppose the law in the Courts.' 1 - Mr. Gomez, representing a
manufacturer of beds, states that his firm has opened here a branch, and
would have to close it down if a tax is to be paid for manufacturing a
bed. - Mr. Bouretj "If the law stands as approved we shall have to
discontinue business and move to some other place." Mr. Soto explains all
the tricks the merchants have to resort to in San Juan, that is the place
most directly affected by the 2$ tax. The purchasing power of the coun-
try has to decrease at least 10$. - Mr. Cadier.no states that the coun-
try will suffer if the law is approved. "This is all unjust," he added,
"and for this reason I insist on acting without loss of time." - Mr.
Blanco stated that the commonwealth has become the exterminator of its
people. - Mr. Rullan, representing the tanning firm said that hides
would be imported from Santo Domingo free of duty if they had to pay the
2$ tax. - All these statements and many novel ones were made at the
meeting of the Chamber of Commerce.
August 21, 1925. - (Headlines) PROMINENT MERCHANTS FAVOR THE
EXCISE LAW.
(Telegram to Governor)
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To the Hon. Governor of Puerto Pico, San Juan
We cannot oppose the Excise Law just approved by our High
Legislative Bodies as we deem it just and fair and because it
is a necessary measure during the present economic condition
of our Treasury. (Signed by some 30 merchants).
(Telegram to “La Democraeia”
)
Merchants of this city have not closed their doors to
voice their opposition to the Excise Law following request
Chamber of Commerce. It is held that they will continue to
be the victims of wholesalers with or without it. (Signed
Reporter).
Telegrams are still being received at La Fortaleza^ ^ signed by mer-
chants and business men in which the Governor is asked to sign the excise
bill as it is deemed to be just at this moment.
From an Editorial
Some dry-goods stores did not open for business yesterday morning
and according to some telegrams received it looks as if the same action
has been taken by other merchants in the island to air their protest
against the Excise Law just passed by the Legislature We take the
liberty of suggesting patience and careful meditation on the true extent
of the lav/. The two per cent tax imposed on the gross sale of all goods,
with the exception of foodstuffs, is perfectly reasonable. The merchant
(l) La Fortaleza is the Governor's official residence.
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can obtain and in fact obtains in the sale prices of luxury goods, in
which competition is not so keen as in the case of necessities, a com-
pensation that permits him to recover the small duty imposed*
August 21, 1925. - (Headlines) THE SOCIALISTS AND THE EXCISE LAW.
As announced, last night a public demonstration of socialists, pure
republicans, numbering two or three hundred, with some merchants, brass
band and black flags paraded through the streets to MuHoz Rivera park,
where they had platform with black veil and socialist emblem, before
gathering of four hundred people mostly non-merchants, speeohes made by
Gabriel Torres, Jose Benitez, last two merchants, Jose Norat Rodriguez,
Pedro Albizu, separatist instigators and Jose Valle; these speakers dis-
cussed everything except fundamental idea, since they attacked strongly
Bareelo and the Alliance, becoming worthy of public reproaoh. Stores
still doors closed.
From Caguas - Under shield of protest Excise Law socialism cam-
paign began in this city.
August 24, 1925. - Industrial Workers of Puerto Rico and the Pro-
test of Commerce. Protest is whimsical and seeks personal gain only, it
is maintained in a letter addressed to this daily.
October 1, 1925. - (Headlines) IN ANSWER TO THE MEMORANDUM OF
THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, GOVERNOR TOWNER MAKES A BROAD EXPLANATION OF THE
ECONOMIC CONDITION OF THE COUNTRY. THE REASONS ADVANCED FOR NOT VETOING
(2 )
THE LAW RELATIVE TO THE SALES TAX.
(1) The political party in power.
(2) Appendix No. 6. The letter from the Governor sums up the points of
view of the Administration on the debated bill* A copy was furnished to
the writer by the Executive Secretary of P.R. from the files in the
Governor's offices.
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FROM "EL TTEMPO 1 1
June 5, 1915. - (Headlines) THE DECISION OF JUDGE ODLIN. No
other subject is being discussed in the city. It is held that on
account of the decision of Judge Odlin declaring the excise law of our
Legislature unconstitutional, the situation of our insular treasury will
grow worse since it will affect the public revenue in the amount of more
than three million dollars. This means that the coming insular budget
will have to be reduced considerably, if we expect to avert the enormous
deficit that will necessarily result in consequence of the revenue that
will fail to flow into the Treasury on account of this decision. The
reasons advanced by the Judge in reaching the conclusion that the law is
unconstitutional seem to be entirely logical. Our legislators, inter-
preting wrongfully the extent of the powers conferred on them by the
Organic Act, believed in good faith that Puerto Rico could legislate on
internal affairs, both in matters of excise taxes and in other questions,
as if we were a foreign country. Once this premise is taken for granted,
it is easy to understand how upon inflating the budget and approving laws
which tend to disinflate the balloon, we have committed the serious error
of overlooking the constitutional provisions which, it is advisable to
state, sometimes do and sometimes do not cover us with the result that
they (the laws) are declared void by the Courts. And we should not blame
anybody for it. Neither should we consider Judge Odlin* s decision as pas
sionate or as tending to hurt the feelings of our Insular Legislature.
It is the fault of our legislators who did not have at the time of the
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passage of those laws men well informed on constitutional provisions, and
who, through ignorance rather than through wickedness, went beyond the
limitations of their rights as legislators, reaching the height of folly
when they even tax the goods "imported” from the United States into Puer-
to Rico. When the Federal Court considered on another occasion exactly
the same law as unconstitutional because it was contrary to certain pro-
visions dealing with the interstate commerce, the officials of the De-
partment of Justice of Puerto Rico dismissed the appeals before the
higher Courts, advising oar legislators to amend the law so that it should
comply with the constitutional provisions. That sensible stand of our
Department of Justice prevented the people of Puerto Rico from incurring
greater expenses and loss of time, since the Federal Court was right
in the matter in the form in which it acted. The law was amended. The
provision imposing the tax on certain imported goods because they were
produced in the United States was eliminated; but notwithstanding, the
law remained without any essential change, since many of those goods con-
tinued to be taxed. The word "imported" was eliminated from the law, but
such was not the case with the tax which was consistently collected on
false motives in the case of goods manufactured in, and imported from,
the United States, although they were used in Puerto Rico. Perhaps Judge
Odlin is not friendly to many of the gentlemen who are at the head of the
majority party in Puerto Rico, but on account of that Judge Odlin can
neither be called an enemy of this country nor should he be blamed by
our legislators when they pass income taxes contrary to the Constitution.
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July 14, 1925. - (Headlines) UNREST STILL PREVAILS AMONG THE MER-
CHANTS. THEY INSIST ON THEIR STAND OF REJECTING THE INCOME TAX RATE OF
12 1/2% AND DEMAND THAT FOODSTUFFS BE EXEMPTED FROM THE EXCISE TAX.
Reasons advanced:
1. The sales tax causes multiple taxation by virtue of the multi-
plicity of sales, as defined in law 474, to which foodstuffs will be
subject
.
2. Because the net profits derived from foodstuffs never exceed four
or six per cent; that is, if weather changes do not affect them before
they deteriorate, since in such case the commodity is subject to be sold
at a loss.
3. Because a tax on this merchandise that is the only sustenance of
the life and health of the people of Puerto Rico would be responsible for
an increase in costs that would mean the encouraging of hunger among the
productive class of Puerto Rico.
Therefore: We deem it proper for the Legislature of Puerto Rico the
direct embodiment of the people, to uphold with all their might and with
the backing of that very people the humanitarian spirit that in the begin-
ning was the moving force of Law 474 which exempted foodstuffs from the
tax, since these are the sustenance of the health and life of the people.
Respectfully,
Sec. Jose M. Mendez
Pres. Salvador Font
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June 26, 1925. - (Headlines) IMPORTERS HELD A MASS METING YESTER-
DAY. Merchants engaged in the importing business of ‘'La Playa"^) and
after an exchange of viewpoints it was agreed to protest against the sug-
gested amendment contained in the new Excise Law on the imposition of a tax
of one per cent on the gross income from the sale of foodstuffs and con-
struction materials. It was alleged that said tax would raise the price
of the means of subsistence or of the necessities of life with detriment
to most of the people of Puerto Rico who are now, as we all know, under-
going a serious economic crisis.
June 23, 1926. - The new law does not affect the retailers of food-
stuffs. The budgets of Puerto Rico must be balanced with excise laws that
mean an excess of two million dollars each year. This law affects dry
goods dealers but not those of foodstuffs.
FROM "EL IMPARCIAL"
June 20, 1925. - ATTORNEY COLL Y CUCHI EXPLAINS THE MEANING OF THE
DECISION OF THE COURT OF BOSTON IN CONNECTION WITH THE DEBATED EXCISE LAV®
—Reporter; "Mr. Coll Cuchi, would you have any objection in giving us
your opinion on the decision of the Circuit Court of Boston relative to
the Excise Law, reported by the cable office yesterday afternoon, according
to which, as informed by "La Democracia" yesterday, the Excise Law is
)"La Playa" ia a suburb of Ponce, the largest city of the southern
coast of the island.
(2) This is an interview.
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perfectly illegal?" —Mr. Coll Cuchi* "Not at all. It is regrettable
that in such an important matter as this people should write, without
previous thought, in the way that has been evidently done by the writer
in "La Democracia" . —The Boston decision in the case of the West India
Oil Company versus Gallardo is not a legal conquest in Boston.
Consequently, if the law has triumphed at all, it has triumphed here
in Puerto Rico. Boston has done nothing else than to uphold the previous
Judge of the Federal Court. Besides, the decision in the case of the West
India Company is precisely an exception of the rule and, on that account,
it is a confirmation of the rule. The facts are as follows; The West
India Oil Co. purchased in New York, where they have their main offices,
six trucks for the transportation of gasoline, and after acquiring and
paying for them they sent them to their office in Puerto Rico to be used
here in connection with their business. So then, these trucks were never
the object of interstate commerce. On the strength of these consideration^
Judge Odlin ruled that a tax on this property was legal and its imposition
was within the power of our Legislature. In the case of my clients it is
a question of goods subject to intrastate commerce, precisely contrary to
the case of the West India Oil Co., and if that decision has done anything
at all, it is to confirm the first decision by the second with as much
force as in the case of the first. The same differentiation made by Judge
Odlin in F. R. will have to be made by the Court of Boston. It is false
that the Circuit Court has upheld something different from that which has
been precisely decided by Judge Odlin. It is a bad procedure to attempt
the impossible and those who insist on it will suffer the consequences.
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APPENDIX II
(No. 85)
AN ACT
TO PROVIDE REVENUES FOR THE PEOPLE OF PORTO RICO BY LEVYING CERTAIN SALE
TAXES AND TAXES FOR THE MANUFACTURE
,
USE, SALE AND CONSUMPTION OF
CERTAIN PRODUCTS AND BY THE LEVYING OF CERTAIN EXCISE AND LICENSE TAXES
ON CERTAIN OCCUPATIONS, INDUSTRIES OR BUSINESSES jTO IMPOSE CERTAIN
PENALTIES} TO REPEAL THE LAWS IN FORCE PROVIDING FOR EXCISE AND LICENSE
TAXES, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.
Be it enacted by the Legislature of Porto Rico:
PRELIMINARY TITLE
Name of Law
Section 1 This Act shall be known as the "Internal Revenue Law
of Porto Rico"
TITLE I
Part I t 1 )
Definitions of Terms Used in This Act
Section 2 Absolute Aloohol
Section 3. - Alcoholic Spirits
Section 4 Definition of the Phrase "Ad Valorem"
Section 5 Person
(1) The definitions are inmaterial for our purpose. They are omitted
for the sake of brevity.
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Section 6. Distiller.
Section 7. Definition of the Words "Use" and "Consumption"
.
Section 8. - Jewels, Pearls, Precious or Semi-precious Stones.
Section 9. - Pharmacists not to be Regarded as Manufacturers in
Certain Cases.
Section 10. - Cigar and Cigarrette Manufacturers
.
Section 11. - Owners of Public Billiard Rooms.
Section 12. - Dealers.
Section 13. - Manufacturers.
Seotion 14. - Exemption of Agriculturists, Tobacco Dealers or Strip-
pers
.
Section 15. - Wholesale and Retail Dealers.
Section 16.
TITLE II
Excise Taxes
Part I
- There shall be collected and paid, once only, an in-
ternal-revenue tax on each of the following articles:
1. Alcohol. - One (1) dollar for each liter.
2. Brandy, One (1) dollar on every liter or fraction of a liter.
3. Whiskey. - One (1) dollar on every liter or fraction of a liter.
4. Beer. - Fifteen (15) cents on each liter or fraction of a liter.
5. Champagne. - One (1) dollar on every liter or fraction of a liter.
6. Sparkling Wines. - One (1) dollar on every liter or fraction of
a liter.
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7. Still Wines. - Fifty (50) cents on every liter or fraction of a
liter.
8. Cider. - Fifteen (15) cents on every liter or fraction of a liter.
9. Cigars. - From thirty-five (35) cents to one (1) dollar a hundred
cigars or fraction thereof, according to price.
10. Cigarettes. - From thirty (30) to eighty (80) cents on every
hundred cigarettes or fraction of a hundred.
11. Cut Tobacco. - Three (3) cents on every ounce or fraction there-
of.
12. Playing Cards. - From twenty-five (25) to fifty (50) cents
according to number of cards in deck.
13. Arms and Ammunition. - Forty (40) per cent ad valorem.
14. Matches. - Twenty (20) cents on every gross or fraction of gross.
15. Motor Vehicles. - Seven (7) per cent ad valorem.
16. Phonographs, Organs, Radiotelegraphy and Accessories. - Seven
(7) per cent ad valorem.
17. pianolas and Accessories. - Seven (7) per cent ad valorem.
18. Pianos, Harmoniums and Accessories. - Seven (7) per cent ad
valorem.
19. Films. - One-half (1/2) cent per lineal foot.
20. Photographic Cameras and Accessories. - Seven (7) per cent ad
valorem.
21. Billiard Tables and Accessories. - Thirty (30) per cent ad
valorem.
.1
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22. Affidavits. - Twenty-five (25) oents.
23. Horse Races. - Ten (10) dollars for each horse race.
24. Purses YFon at Horse Races. - Five (5) per cent of the amount of
the purse.
25. Admission to Public Spectacles. - Five (5) per cent of the
amount received for admission.
26. Pools, - Ten (10) per cent of the total of the amount received
or obtained.
27. Chewing gum. - Ten (10) per cent ad valorem.
28. Bicycles, Parts and Accessories. - Seven (7) per cent ad valorem.
29. Musical Instruments. - Five (5) per oent ad valorem.
30. Mats, Carpets and Linoleum. - Seven (7) per cent ad valorem.
31. Lighting Apparatus. - Five (5) per cent ad valorem on all
apparatus whose market value is ten (10) dollars or more.
32. Typewriter. - Seven (7) per cent ad valorem.
33. Glass Show Cases. - Seven (7) per cent ad valorem.
34. Chairs for Dentists and Barbers. - Five (5) per cent ad valorem.
35. Dynamite, Powder, Tapers and Fuses for Blasting Purposes. - Ten
(10) per cent ad valorem.
36. Cash Registers, Auditing Machines, Parts and Accessories.
Seven (7) per cent ad valorem.
37. Adding and Calculating Machines, Parts and Accessories. - Seven
(7) per cent ad valorem.
38. Cut Glass. - Seven (7) per cent ad valorem.
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39. Thermos and Vacuum Bottles. - Seven (7) per cent ad valorem.
40. Safes. - Seven (7) per cent ad valorem.
41. Electric Fans and Ventilators. - Seven (7) per cent ad valorem.
42. Contracts. - One (1) per cent of the amount of the contract.
43. Sugar. - Four (4) cents for each hundredweight of manufactured
sugar.
44. Stone. - Five (5) cents for each cubic meter of stone of any
size crushed by him.
PART II
DUTIES OF TAXPAYERS C 1 )
Sections 17 to 25. - Omitted.
Section 26. - Distillers shall make payment of the tax by affixing
and cancelling internal-revenue stamps on the invoice book in such form as
the Treasurer of Porto Rico may by regulation prescribe.
Section 27. - The official invoice and stock-books shall at all
times be open to inspection by internal-revenue officers. Every person
who fails to comply with any of the provisions of this Act regarding the
aforesaid books, shall be guilty of misdemeanor, and the unregistered prod-
uct may be seized by the Treasurer of Porto Rico or by his agents, and by
him sold for the benefit of the People of Porto Rico.
(1) The sections omitted on this and on the following pages contain
administrative regulations. Only sections relative to the imposition
and collection of the tax are given.
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Section 28. - Repealed by Act No. 17 of June 3, 1927.
1)
Section 29. - Every person having in his possession or custody or
under his control in any form whatever, whether as owner, lessee, depositary
custodian or otherwise, any still, mounted or unmounted, capable of dis-
tilling alcohol for medicinal, industrial or scientific purposes, shall
register the same in the office of the Treasurer of Porto Rico by signing
and filing with said Treasurer a written statement showing the particular
place where such still is located or stored, the kind of still, its total
capacity, the name of the owner thereof, his place of residence, a sketch
of the still and the purposes for which said still has been used, is being
used or is intended to be used, and upon the demand of any duly authorized
revenue officer, he shall allow unrestricted access to said apparatus for
purposes of inspection. Said stills shall be kept in places not used as pri-
vate dwellings. Every person who fails to register any still in his pos-
session or custody or under his control in any form, or who prevents or
obstructs the free inspection thereof by any internal-revenue agent, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor. And every unregistered still shall be seized
by the Treasurer of Porto Rico or by his agents, and by him confiscated and
sold for the benefit of The People of Porto Rico, or destroyed if he deems
it advisable.
Section 30. - Cigars manufactured or intended for consumption in
Porto Rico shall be packed in boxes of wood or of any other material which
in the opinion of the Treasurer of Porto Rico possesses due consistency,
in boxes of five, ten, twenty-five, fifty or a hundred cigars each; or in
paper packages of five, ten, twenty or twenty-five cigars each. Said
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boxes shall be plainly branded on the outside of the bottom of the box,
with the name of the manufacturer of the cigars and the location of the
factory, in letters not less than one-quarter inch high and correspondingly
wide, and the name of no other cigar manufacturer shall appear on any other
part of the said box.
Section 31. - Long or short cut smoking tobacco, or smoking tobacco
otherwise cut, shall be packed only in original, or not previously used
packages of not less than one ounce or more than sixteen ounces each.
Section 32. - Every box or package containing cigars, cigarettes or
tobacco cut for smoking, shall bear a securely attached internal revenue
stamp, which shall be affixed and cancelled in such form as the Treasurer
of Porto Rico may by regulation prescribe.
Section 33. - Whenever any stamped box, wrapper or package contain-
ing cigars, cigarettes or tobacco is opened, the stamp thereon shall be
torn by the person opening said box, wrapper or package, and when the same
has been emptied, it shall be the duty of the person in possession of said
box, wrapper or package completely to destroy the stamp thereon. Any per-
son who wilfully negleots or refuses to do so, and any person who fraud-
ulently gives away, sells, buys or accepts from another, or uses again,
any such stamped box, wrapper, or package for the purpose of packing therein
cigars, cigarettes or tobacco, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and any
internal revenue official may destroy any empty box or package of cigars,
cigarettes or tobacco, and it shall be his duty to do so, unless it should
be necessary to produce the said box, wrapper or package as evidence.
..
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Section 34. - Without being required to pay the tax in this Act
prescribed, manufacturers of cigars and cigarettes, tobacco strippers and
dealers in leaf or stripped tobacco who hold proper internal revenue li-
censes to carry on such industries or business, may dispose of the stems,
clippings, scraps, dust or other waste produced on their premises as a
result of the handling of tobacco or of the manufacture of said articles,
to other dealers holding like licenses or to persons who shall make use
thereof for other and distinct industrial purposes, such as the making of
fertilizers, the manufacture of drugs and other similar uses, and provided
that said waste is sold in bulk as such waste and in quantities of over
one pound, not packed in the kind of package which this Act requires.
Section 35. - That all excise taxes provided for in this Act shall
be paid by affixing and cancelling internal revenue stamps on such docu-
ments and articles, as for such purpose the Treasurer of Porto Rico may
prescribe. Such stamps shall be furnished by the Treasurer of Porto Rico
to collectors of internal revenue in such quantities as may be necessary
for local needs; provided. That for the purpose of identifying certain
taxable articles such as arms and other which, in the judgment of the
Treasurer of Porto Rico, it may be necessary to identify so as to prevent
fraud, the Treasurer of Porto Rico is hereby authorized, through the pro-
mulgation of rules and regulations, to cause to be affixed to the said
articles stamps or other adequate marks which shall be furnished gratis
to the taxpayers by the Treasurer of Porto Rico; Provided, further. That
the Treasurer of Porto Rico may affix such stamps on taxable articles
.,
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acquired while former excise tax laws were in force and which articles are
t
on the market when this Act takes effect.
The lack of such stamps or marks on the article required by regulations
shall constitute a misdemeanor.
Section 36. - In cases in which taxes on documents are levied by
this Act, said taxes shall be paid by affixing to said documents internal
revenue stamps which shall be examined and cancelled by the employee of
the government in charge of receiving and handling the said documents,
except in the case of affidavits on which they shall be cancelled by the
person administering the oath.
Section 37. - Dealers shall be liable for the payment of the tax
upon selling or transferring the. taxable article to another dealer or to a
consumer
.
Section 38. - The consumer shall be liable for the payment of the
tax upon coming into possession of the taxable article for use or consump-
tion in Porto Rico.
Section 39. - Taxes prescribed by this Act on the sale, transfer,
use or consumption in Porto Rico, of articles comprised in section 16 shall
be paid by the dealer upon selling or transferring 'the taxable article to
another dealer or to a consumer.
Section 40. - A consumer possessing a taxable article on which the
tax prescribed by this Act has been paid, shall pay the said tax as soon
as he shall have possession of such article taxable in Puerto Rico for use
or consumption.
Section 41. - From and after the date on which this Act takes effect
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every article taxable hereunder in possession of a manufacturer, dealer or
consumer, on which no internal revenue tax shall have been paid for any
reason, shall be affected hereby and the taxes herein determined on such
taxable articles shall be paid at the time and in the manner prescribed
by this Act.
Section 42. - The tax prescribed by this Act on articles manufac-
tured or made in Porto Rico shall be paid in accordance with the provi-
sions of section 4 hereof, by the manufacturer who shall be the only one
liable for the said taxes upon selling or otherwise disposing of the same
and before removing them from the factory, and in such manner as the
Treasurer of Porto Rico may by regulation prescribe.
PART III
POWERS OF THE TREASURER
Section 43. - Internal revenue agents may enter any establishment,
factory, office or place to examine books and documents connected with the
sale, use of manufacture of articles or with the holding of public spec-
tacles subject of this Act.
Section 44. - The Treasurer of Porto Rico shall at all times have
power to compel any person engaged in the business of distilling, tobacco
manufacturing or in the manufacture, making or sale of any article subject
to tax, to make such alterations in buildings, stills, utensils, boilers,
vats, tubes, pipes and apparatus in general as he may think necessary for
the proper protection of The People of Porto Rico against fraud, and may
..
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require such persons to install such notice boards, measuring apparatus,
tubes, tanks, retainers, receptacles for the finished or partly finished
product and such other utensils or things as in hJs judgment may be nec-
essary.
Section 45* - The Treasurer shall have power to determine the size
and character of receptacles and packages in which merchandise taxable
under this Act shall be stored within the factory or removed therefrom,
and may prescribe by regulations the manner in which the marks and num-
bers on such receptacles and packages shall be made thereon or erased
therefrom.
Section 46 0 - The license of every person failing or refusing to
comply with the requirements of the Treasurer of Porto Rico, with respect
to such alterations in buildings, stills, utensils, boilers, vats, tubes,
pipes and apparatus in general, or to the size and character of the
receptacles and packages, marks and numbers, referred to in this Act,
may be revoked by the Treasurer of Porto Rico.
Section 47, - The Treasurer of Porto Rico may refuse to approve any
bond when the location of the factory, establishment or warehouse is such
as to enable the manufacturer or dealer to defraud.
The Treasurer may at any time can-
cel any bond and oblige the principal thereon to furnish additional secu-
rity whenever in his judgment the interests of the People of Porto Rico so
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require. He may also, in his discretion, refuse to approve any bond when
the principal or sureties thereon or the business representative thereof
have been convicted of any felony committed against the Internal Revenue
Laws and Regulations".
Section 48. - The Treasurer of Porto Rico is hereby empowered to
compel any owner, lessee or possessor of any still capable of distilling
alcohol for medicinal, industrial, scientific or sacramental purposes,
whose license to engage or to continue in any industry or occupation subject
to an internal revenue license tax, shall have been refused or revoked, or
in case it is necessary to use such still, to compel any person who has
duly registered it but who, there is reason to believe, is making unlawful
use of the said still, to take the same apart and put it in such condition
that its use for distillation or rectification shall be impossible. When-
ever any person so required to take apart, to the satisfaction of the
Treasurer of Porto Rico, any still held by him as owner, lessee or other-
wise, refuses to do so or fails to take the same apart within twenty-four
hours after service of notice by the Treasurer of Porto Rico, said person
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and the Treasurer of Puerto Rico in person
or through any of his agents, may attach said still and other apparatus and
sell the same at publio auction to indemnify The People of Porto Rico for
the amounts defrauded by the violator.
..
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PART 17
PENALTIES
Section 49. - Every person who, for the purpose of this Act, for
any reason declares quantities of articles smaller than the quantities
introduced, trasferred, manufactured, obtained, or deducted, or who declares
a selling price or value not in accordance with Section 4 of this Act, be-
sides being guilty of a misdemeanor, shall pay in addition to the amount
due, a maximum amount equal to the unpaid taxes, in the discretion of the
Treasurer.”
Section 50. - Whenever a person obligated under this Act to pay an
excise on articles manufactured, sold, transferred, used or consumed in,
or introduced to Porto Rico, fails to do so in the time and manner prescrib-
ed, besides being guilty of a misdemeanor, such person shall pay in addition
to said tax as a part thereof and as a penalty, five (5) per cent of the
amount due, and interest at the rate of one (1) per cent a month, to be
computed from the date of expiration of the ten (10) days’ term allowed by
section 39 hereof, or as the Treasurer of Porto Rico may by regulation pre-
scribe"
.
Section 51. - Any person who deals in, handles, has in store, or shall
have had merchandise taxable under this Act, and refuses to furnish or pre-
vents the furnishing of documents or reports in connection therewith to the
Treasurer of Porto Rico or to his agents, when required by them, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor.
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Section 52. - Any person who sells or disposes of taxable articles or
removes them from a factory without having paid the tax thereon in the man-
ner specified in the preceding section, except as the Treasurer of Porto
Rico may by regulation prescribe, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Section 53. - Any person who engages in or continues the industry of
distilling or manufacturing any taxable article without having furnished a
bond in the manner and under the requirements provided by this Act, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Section 54. - Every person who packs in any box or package any quan-
tity of cigars or tobacco in excess of or less than that provided by law to
be packed in each box or package, respectively, or who fails to mark or
falsely stamps or marks any box or package, or who falsely uses or cancels
or fails duly to cancel any internal revenue stamp affixed to any box or
package containing cigars, cigarettes or tobacco, or who shall affix thereto
revenue stamps for a less amount than that required by law, or who has in
his possession, on his person, or any premises under his control, any cigars,
cigarettes or tobacco which have not been stamped or packed according to
the provisions of this Act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and the arti-
cles shall be seized by the Treasurer of Porto Rico or by his agents, and
by him confiscated and sold for the benefit of The People of Porto Rico.
Section 55. - The absence of the proper internal revenue stamp on
any box or package of cigars, cigarettes or any other article on which the
law or the regulations require the affixing of internal revenue stamps as
evidence of the payment of the tax, shall constitute prima facie evidence
.,
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of the non-payment of the tax, and all articles lacking the proper internal
revenue stamps shall '-be seized by the Treasurer of Porto Rico or by his
agents, and by him sold for the benefit of The People of Porto Rico.
Section 56. - Every person who purchases, receives, sells, offers or
exposes for sale, or removes from any factory, warehouse or other premises
where tobacco is handled, any tobacco taxable under this Act, which has not
been packed in accordance with the requirements established herein, and to
which package no internal revenue stamp or stamps shall have been affixed
in full payment of the tax hereby provided, shall be guilty of a misde-
meanor •
Section 57. - Any person who violates or fails to comply with any of
the provisions of this Act, or with any law relative to internal revenue,
or with any provision of such regulations as may be promulgated thereunder;
and any person who knowingly aids, abets or otherwise helps another to vio-
late this Act, or to fail to comply with any of its provisions or with any
other law or regulation hereunder relative to the internal revenue of Porto
Rico, where no other penalty is specifically provided, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor
•
Section 58. - Every person who destroys, breaks, injures or attempts
to destroy, break or injure, any lock, seal or metal strap which may be
placed on any distillery, brewery, warehouse, tank, railroad car, receptacle
apparatus, room or building, by the duly authorized revenue officers, or
who, without breaking or injuring, opens said lock, tank, railroad car,
receptacle, apparatus, door or other part of said warehouses, room, rail-
road car or building that has been locked or sealed by a duly authorized
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revenue officer, unless he be a duly authorized internal revenue officer,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor
•
Section 59. - Every person who installs in any distillery, brewery,
apparatus, tank or warehouse, intended for the manufacture and storage of
distilled spirits or beer, any faucet, pipe, valve or any apparatus or
device of any kind whatsoever for the purpose of defrauding the revenues
of Porto Pico, shall be guilty of a felony.
Section 60. - 7/henever a violation of any of the provisions of this
Act is committed by a corporation, the warrant of arrest shall be issued
for and served upon the president, manager, administrator or other officer
of the corporation designated by the court as liable under the law, and
said officer, upon conviction of the corporation, shall be liable to and
shall suffer such penalty as this Act establishes for such violation.
Section 61. - If any person shall forge or counterfeit, or cause or
procure to be forged or counterfeited any stamps or seals which shall have
been provided, made or used in pursuance of the provisions of this Act, or
of regulations hereunder, or which many hereafter be provided, made or used
in carrying out this Act; or if any person shall use in the payment of tax-
es herein imposed any internal revenue stamps rendered useless by reason of
their having been previously used in payment of the tax, or if any person
shall wilfully remove, or cause to be removed, alters or causes to be al-
tered the cancelling marks on any stamps or seal, or causes the use of said
stamps after they shall have once been used, or shall knowingly or wilfully
sell or buy stamps from which the cancelling marks have been erased; or
which have been washed, renewed or used; or offers the said stamps for sale;
,.
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or gives or exposes them to any person for use; or knowingly uses the same,
or prepares them with the intention of using them again; or if any person
shall knowingly and without lawful authority have in his possession any
internal revenue stamps from which the cancelling marks have been washed,
renewed or altered, or who counterfeits any official seal; every person so
violating the law in any of the foregoing ways, and every person knowingly
or wilfully aiding, abetting or assisting in committing any such offense,
shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and upon conviction thereof, shall for-
feit all the said counterfeit, restored or altered stamps and seals, togeth-
er with the articles for the payment of the respective taxes upon which such
counterfeit, restored or altered stamps were used or intended to be used,
and shall be punished by a fine of not less than five hundred (500) dollars
nor more than one thousand (1,000) dollars, or by imprisonment at hard
labor for a term of not less than six months nor more than five years, and
all such forfeited articles shall be sold by the Treasurer of Porto Rico
for the benefit of The People of Porto Rico.
TITLE III^
SALES TAXES
Part I
LEVYING OF TAX
Section 62. - There shall be levied and collected on the sale of any
articles the object of commerce, not specified in section 16 of this Act or
exempted from taxation as provided in said section, a tax of two (2) per
(1) Main amendment to the tax introduced in August 1925, made the
subjedt of this study.
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cent on the price or value of the daily sales of such articles, whether such
sales are for cash or on credit, which tax shall be paid at the end of each
month by the person making such sales.
PART II
DUTIES OF TAXPAYERS
Section 63. - From and after the date of approval of this Act,
persons comprised in the preceding section, vfhatever the nature of their
business may be, shall file on the last day of each month and not later
than within the ten days following, an affidavit showing the gross proceeds
of the monthly sales made, whether for cash or on credit, of all articles
covered and defined by section 62 of this Act.
Section 64. - Said affidavit, showing the total price oT value of
the articles sold during the month, shall agree absolutely with the entries
made in the account books of the person swearing to the affidavit.
Section 65. - For the purpose of complying with this Act, all per-
sons bound to p ay the tax provided in section 65 hereof, shall keep books
of account under such requirements as the Treasurer of Porto &ico shall by
regulation prescribe, in which books they shall daily enter the amount of
their sales, whether for cash or on credit, as well as such specia* books
as the Treasurer of Porto Rico may direct; Provided, That said books shall
be bound and folioed and authorized on the first page by the Treasurer of
Porto Rico, a collector of internal revenue or an internal revenue agent.
Section 66, - Said affidavits shall be subscribed and sworn to
before a duly authorized person, and such signature and oath may be made
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before a notary public, a collector of internal revenue or an internal
revenue agent or any other officer of the Department of Finance, who, under
the law, may administer these oaths, A twenty-five cent stamp shall be
affixed to, and cancelled on each affidavit.
Section 67, - When said affidavit has been sworn to, it shall be
forwarded or delivered within the prescribed term of the internal revenue
agent of the proper district or to the collector of internal revenue in the
town where the business of the taxpayer is located.
Section 68, - Persons bound hereunder to the payment of the taxes
specified in section 62, shall pay such tax without waiting to be required
to do so by the internal revenue agents, and they shall make such payments
in such form as the Treasurer of Porto Rico may by regulation prescribe.
Section 69. - Every manufacturer, wholesale dealer, retail dealer,
representative, commission merchant or any other person making sales, when
so required by the duly authorized officers of the Department of Finance
shall produce his account books and any other evidence relative to purchases
or sales made by him, and shall permit said officers to examine such books
and documents and to take note of any entry made therein.
Section 70. - Any person who, after this Act takes effect, commences
any business on which he must pay the tax herein prescribed, shall serve
written notice on the Treasurer of Porto Rico within the first five days
'after commencing business. When such business is discontinued, he shall
likewise serve notice on the Treasurer of Porto Rico and shall make his
affidavit covering such sales as he shall have made during the month in
-.
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which his business is discontinued.
PART III
PAYMENT OF TAX
Section 71. - The sales tax specified in this Act shall be paid by
affixing internal revenue stamps to the documents prepared for the purpose
by the Treasurer of Porto Rico and cancelling said stamps on the documents.
Section 72. - Payment of the taxes specified in the preceding sec-
tion shall no be considered as finally and definitely made until approved
by the Treasurer of Porto Rico or by his duly authorized internal revenue
agent s
.
Section 73. - The Treasurer of Porto Rico, for said purpose, shall
prepare such regulations as may be necessary for the payment of said tax
in the most convenient form under the terms of this Act and according to
the nature of the business affected hereby.
PART IV
POWERS OF THE TREASURER
Section 74. - The Treasurer of Porto Rico, or in his stead any in-
ternal-revenue agent or any other officer or employee of the Department of
Finance, designated by the Treasurer of Porto Rico, shall be authorized to
make investigations periodically, or whenever necessary, for the purpose of
verifying the information contained in the returns filed, or to determine
through an examination of their account books, whether or not a dealer or
.:o .
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manufacturer is subject to the payment of the tax imposed by Section 62 of
this Act".
Section 75. - The Treasurer of Porto Rico is hereby authorized to
impose and collect, through administrative proceedings, from any person who
fails to observe any of said regulations and in cases of misdemeanor under
this Act, a fine which shall not exceed twenty -five (25) dollars for each
offense, or he may, in his discretion, enter a complaint against said per-
son before the proper court for failure to comply with the regulations or
for committing a violation of the law.
When the Treasurer of Porto Rico imposes an administrative fine in
accordance with the preceding provision, and the payment thereof is not
made, said official may institute distraint proceedings in order to make
said fine effective.
Section 76. - Internal revenue officers are hereby empowered to enter
any establishment, the owners representatives of which are hereby obliged
to pay a tax, to ascertain whether or not such owners or representatives
are complying with the provisions of this Act.
PART V
PENALTIES
Section 77. - When a person required by this Act to pay a tax on the
amount of his monthly sales fails to do so in the form and at the time here-
by provided, he shall pay, in addition to said tax and as part thereof, by
way of penalty, ten (10) per cent of the amount due plus interest at the
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rate of one (1) per cent per month, to be computed from the date of expi-
ration of the ten days' time allowed by Section 63 of this Act for the
payment of the said tax".
Section 78. - Any person refusing to file the monthly affidavits of
his sales, as hereby required, or who makes a false or fraudulent affidavit,
shall be guilty of misdemeanor and punished by a fine of not less than one
hundred (100) dollars nor m re than one thousand (1,000) dollars, or by
imprisonment for a term of not less than thirty (30) days nor more than one
(1) year, or by both penalties, in the discretion of the court.
Section 79. - Every person refusing to pay the tax herein provided
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor
•
Section 80. - Every person obliged hereby to pay a tax, who refuses
to deliver, or through whose fault the account books, business invoices or
any other voucher are not delivered to the duly authorized officers of the
Department of Finance for examination, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Section 81. - Every person who makes sales, the amount of which must
be declared under oath to the Treasurer of Porto Rico in accordance with
this Act, without keeping the books hereby required, or without daily enter-
ing the total amount of daily sales in said books, or who fails to include
the amount of any sale in said total, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Section 82. - Every person who makes sales, the amount of which
should be declared under oath to the Treasurer of Porto Rico in accordance
with this Act, and fails to declare it, besides being guilty of misdemeanor
as defined in the preceding section, shall pay into the Treasury of Porto
i
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Rico a fine equal to the amount of the sale or sales which he have may-
failed to declare, which fine shall be administratively imposed and col-
lected.
PART VI
EXEMPTIONS
Section 83. - Any person comprised with the provisions of section 62
of this Act, whose total annual sales do not exceed twelve hundred (1,200)
dollars, shall be exempt from the payment of the tax specified in said
section; Provided, That when one person alone shall have several businesses,
under separate accounts, the amounts of the monthly sales of these businesses
shall together amount to less than one hundred (100) dollars, so as to be
comprised within the exemption hereby established; Provided further. That
the tax prescribed by section 62 and 16a, of this Act shall not attach to:
1. The sale of foddstuffs;
2. The sale of fluid gas;
3. The sale of gasoline;
4. The sale of electric current;
5. The sale of charcoal and fire-wood;
6. The sale of real property;
7. The sale of fertilizers, as well as all raw materials used in the
manufacture of fertilizers;
8. The sales made by agriculturists of their crops and live stock;
9. The sale of newspaper advertisements and literary scientific and
philosophical works and school text books;
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10. The sale of crushed stone, sand and gravel;
11. The sale, use or consumption of articles imported into, or manu-
factured in, the country, used for containers or in the presen-
tation or preparation of products for sale or export, provided
said articles pass with the product to the possession of the
buyer 11
.
TITLE IV
LICENSES
Part I
BUSINESSES OR OCCUPATIONS SUBJECT TO LICENSE TAXES
Section 84. - Omitted.
Part II
DUTIES OF TAXPAYERS
Sections 85 to 88. - Omitted.
Part III
POWERS OF THE TREASURER
Sections 89 to 91. - Omitted*
Part IV
PENALTIES
Section 92. - Omitted.
TITLE V
.-
.
ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS
CERTIFICATES
Section 93. - Omitted.
TITLE VI
JUDICIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS
Part I
Sections 94 to 101. - Omitted
Part II
VIOLATIONS AND PENALTIES
Sections 102 to 104. - Omitted.
Part III
POWERS OF THE TREASURER AND OF HIS AGENTS
ATTACHMENTS
Section 105. - Omitted.
TITLE VII
Part I
GENERAL DUTIES OF EMPLOYEES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
IN CONNECTION WITH INTERNAL REVENUE LAVS OF PORTO RICO
Section 106 Omitted
,. .
-
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Part II
FINAL PROVISIONS
REPEALING CLAUSE
Sections 107 to 109. - Omitted.
Section 110. - It is hereby declared that an emergency exists for the
immediate taking effect of this Act and therefore it shall take effect from
and after its approval, except as regards the levying and payment of li-
cense taxes which shall take effect from and ajfter the first day of October,
1925.
Approved, August 20, 1925.
APPENDIX NO. Ill
AN ACT
To amend an act entitled "An Act to amend chapter 11, title IX of the Polit-
ical Code of Puerto Rico and to repeal certain sections of the Benal Code,
and for other purposes" approved March 13, 1913, approved July, 26, 1913,
approved April 13, 1916, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Legislature of Porto Rico:
Section 1. - That section 3 of and act entitled "An Act to amend
an Act entitled "An Act to amend Chapter 11, Title IX of the Political Code
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of Puerto Rico and to repeal certain sections of the Penal Code of Porto
Rico, and for other purposes", approved March 9, 1905, be amended by the
addition of the following paragraphs, to be designated paragraphs 13, 14,
15, 16 and 17.
"13." On all motor vehicles, including automobiles of all kinds,
automobile trucks, motorcyoles and motors for bicycles, and on all auto-
mobile tires, either solid or pneumatic, and on motorcycle tires manufactured
in Porto Rico or brought or imported into Porto Rico, a tax of five per cen-
tum ad valorem on the invoice value of such articles; Provided, That farm
tractors shall not be deemed to be included in this provision: and pro-
vided, further, that automobiles brought into Porto Rico for tourist pur-
poses for a period not to exceed one month shall be exempt from said special
tax.
"14". On all phonographs, mechanical instruments for the reproduction
of sounds, and other instruments used for the recording and reproduction of
the human voice or that of any instrument manufactured in Porto Rico or
brought or imported into Porto Rico, a tax of five per centum ad valorem.
“15". On all pianos, pianolas, mechanical piano players or musical
instruments of the size and form of pianos, producing musical sounds by the
contact of hammers on metal cords, produced in Porto Rico or brought or im-
ported into Porto Rico, a tax of five per centum ad valorem,
"16", On all cinematographic films manufactured, brought into or im-
ported in Porto Rico, five per centum ad valorem.
"17". On all diamonds and other precious stones, rough or uncut, and
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not advanced in condition or value from their natural state by cleaving,
splitting, cutting or other process, whether in their natural fona, broken
or both, and not set, and on diamond dust, and on pearls and parts thereof,
drilled or undrilled, but not set or strung and on diamonds, coral, rubies
cameos and other precious stones and semi-precious stones, but not set, and
suitable for use in the manufacture of jewelry, and on imitation precious
stones, including pearls and parts thereof for use in the manufacture of
jewelry, doublets, artificial or so-called synthetic or reconstructed pearls
and parts thereof, rubies or other precious stones, manufactured in Porto
Rico or brought or imported into Porto Rico, a tax of ten per centum ad va-
lorem.
Section 2.—That the taxes provided for in this Act shall be paid by the
affixture and cancellation of internal revenue stamps to such documents and
to such articles as for such purpose the Treasurer of Porto Rico may by reg-
ulation prescribe.
Section 3.—That all laws or parts of laws in conflict herewith are
hereby repealed.
Section 4.—That this Act shall take effect ninety days after its ap-
proval.
Approved, November 30, 1917, as Act No. 30.
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APPENDIX NO. IV
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED
INCOME AND COLLECTIONS
YEAR 1923-24
*
•
* ESTIMATES
i 1923-24
i
COLLECTIONS
1923-24
Customs
l
$1,155,000.00
821,790.63Internal Revenue (Federal )......... t 1,300,000.00
Income Tax 2,517^051.90
3,167,171.28
411,630.02
52,458.13
Excise Taxes i 3.900.000.00
Property Tax
Inheritance Tax
Interest on Deposits. 231*887.76
117,381.59Telegraph & Telephone Fees
Fines and Other Income. 54*813.81
29,463.97Port & Harbor Dues
Interest on Municinal Loans. 40,385.65
2,599,351.09Miscellaneous
•
T o t a 1
l
$11,198,385.83
t
t
(Twenty-Fourth Annual Report of the
of Puerto Rico)
(House Document No. 529, Page
Governor
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APPENDIX NO. V
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
FOR PORTO RICO
T. H. Smallwood et al.
Complainants
versus
Juan G. Gallardo, as Treasurer
of Porto Rico
Defendant
Cayetano Coll y Cuchi, Esq., )
and Cruzado Silva, Esq. )
Hon. Miguel A. MuHoz, Acting )
Attorney General for P. R. )
and )
Hon. J. A. Lopez Acosta, )
Asst, Attorney General for P.R.)
12 8 5 EQUITY
Attorneys for the
Complainants
Attorneys for the
Defendant.
ODLIN, J.
ORDER AMD OPINION OF THE COURT
The brevity of the opinion in this oase must not be construed as evinc-
ing either the appreciation by this Court of the very great importance of the
case or as indicating a lack of thorough consideration and study. The ques-
tions involved have been argued with great skill by the eminent counsel re-
presenting the litigants, and the Court has examined every decision cited
in the elaborate briefs which have been fil«<| •
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It is proper that the first point to be discussed, is the effect to be
given by this Court to a very important decision cited by counsel on each
side, -which decision was rendered by the Supreme Court of Porto Rico on
March 11th, 1925, in the case of the Benitez Sugar Company against Ramon
Aboy, Jr., who was formerly Treasurer of Porto Rico. This decision was
written by Mr. Justice Wolf and concurred in by all the other members of
the Court. It is my opinion that the conditions surrounding the litigation
in the present case are quite different from the conditions which surrounded
the litigation in the case of the Benitez Sugar Company last mentioned. Upon
the point in connection with the payment of taxes under protest, the deci-
sion by Judge Wolf refers to an Act of the Porto Rican Legislature, number
17, enacted in 1920. My opinion is clear that this Act passed in 1920 did
not provide an adequate and complete remedy at law for a tax-payer who
claimed that the Treasurer was seeking to enforce payment of taxes which
were illegal, unconstitutional, null and void, by making payment under pro-
test. That this view is correct seems to be borne out by the fact that
this Aot of 1920 was subsequently repealed by the Porto Rican Legislature
by an Aot which was approved June 23rd, 1924, being number 9, and is en-
titled as follows: "An Act providing for the payment of taxes under pro-
test, establishing a procedure to authorize the collection and return there-
of; to create a special fhnd; to repeal Act No. 17 of May 13, 1920, and for
other purposes." This aot of June 23, 1924 has been examined with great
care. It specifically provides that a tax payer believing that the tax
imposed against him is illegal, shall have the right to pay the same under
protest and bring a suit in any competent court, within thirty days there-
after, against the Treasurer of Porto Rico, asking for the return of the
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amount protested. The money so paid shall be covered into a special fund
to be known as “Taxes paid under protest—Trust Fund." Part of Section 4
provides that if a decision be rendered by the court favorable to the tax-
payer, the Treasurer of Porto Rico shall proceed to return to the tax-payer
the amount directed in the decision. This means that if the court shall find
the tax illegal, the court shall have the power to allow all the costs to
the tax-payer, and the court may as it should, allow reasonable attorneys
fees to the counsel for the tax-payer.
An examination of the numerous decisions cited by counsel in this
present case convinces me that this recent Act of 1924 does provide a plain,
adequate and complete remedy at law for the buyer of a single automobile
upon which a tax is imposed; but I am clearly convinced that where a con-
cern is engaged in the constant sale of automobiles, all of which are
brought into Porto Rico from the United States, and where during one week
a sale of one automobile may be made, and during the following week a sale
of three automobiles may be made, resulting in a large and important busi-
ness, amounting to something like $200,000 in the course of a year the
taxes upon which would reach a total of $20,000, more or less as alleged in
this bill and not denied by the defendant, it would be a very gross hard-
ship that the utilization of this Act of 1924, by making constant payments
under protest and bringing constant suits, would unquestionably result in
a multiplicity of suits, which is a very important head of equity jurisdic-
tion. It therefore, follows that the first point raised by counsel for the
defendant is entirely without merit and scarcely needs discussion. This
point denies the jurisdiction of this court because the amount involved does
.'
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not exceed $3,000. Likewise as to the second point relied upon by counsel
for the defendant, that this new Act of 1924 provides an adequate, complete
and plain remedy at law, which operates to defeat the power of an equity court
to intervene by an injunction. It seems to be beyond question that this point
has already been shown to be without force by what has been stated above. Com-
ing to the third point of the brief filed by counsel for the defendant, it is
claimed that this proceeding should be dismissed because of misjoinder. It
is claimed that there has been united in one proceeding an action at equity
and an action at law. This is based upon one clause of the prayer of the
bill to the effect that this court direct the return to the complainant cor-
poration of a small sum of money paid by the complainant corporation under
protest previous to the filing of this bill.
I am of the opinion that this point is well taken. It seems to me plain
that where a tax-payer claims that the tax is illegal, sees fit to avail him-
self of the provisions of this recent Act of 1924, and makes payment under
protest, he should be estopped to ask a court of equity to grant him relief
as to that particular item. However, it will be observed that on page 12 of
the brief filed by counsel for the complainant, it is stated that they stand
ready to strike out that part of the prayer asking for the return of that
small item which waspaid under p rotest; therefore, the bill will be deemed
as filed with the payer eliminating that request.
The fourth point relied upon by oounsel for the defendant is that no
injunction proceeding can be brought against the defendant in his official
capacity against the laws of Porto Rico. This point is entirely without
merit. The Supreme Court of the United States has decided over and over
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again that if a tax is unconstitutional, and if there does not exist a plain
adequate and complete remedy at lav/, and if amount involved does not exceed
$3,000, a Federal Court has full power to entertain an application for an
injunction against the proper taxing officer of the State whose legislature
has imposed such unconstitutional tax. In a case of this nature no diver-
sity of citizenship is required. Of course, the Act of Congress specificall
provides that where such a suit is brought in a Federal Court existing in
any one of the forty-eight states of the Union, three District Judges must
sit and the burden of the responsibility of the decision does not rest upon
one single District Judge, The remote and non-contiguous geographical lo-
cation of Porto Rico is such, however, that the Circuit Court of Appeals of
the First Circuit decided several years ago that this provision of Congress
applied only to Federal Courts within the limits of the forty-eight states
of the Union, and that it v/as proper for the Federal District Judge in the
Island of Porto Rico to entertain a suit of this nature. It is necessary
to state that it would be much more gratifying to the writer of this opin-
ion if he could have had the assistance in this important matter of two
other District Judges but inasmuch as the Circuit Court of Appeals for the
First Circuit has held that it is the duty of the District Judge in Porto
Rico to hear and determine a suit of this nature sitting by himself, there
is nothing for the Judge presiding over this Court to do but to hear the
case, consider it and decide it alone, as best he can.
Coming now to the question of the tax itself. Counsel for the defend-
ant impliedly concede, in accordance with the decision of the Supreme Court
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of Porto Rico, first above cited that the law of 1921 violated the Consti-
tution of the United States, and also violated the Organio Act of 1917,
known as the Jones Bill. The law of 1921 provided a tax of 10% upon all
automobiles produced, manufactured, introduced or brought in Porto Rico.
The law of 1923 slightly changed the language of the law of 1921 and im-
posed an ad valorem tax of 10% on all automobiles produced, manufactured,
sold or used in Porto Rico, It is claimed by counsel for the Treasurer of
Porto Rico that this change of language makes valid that which was previ-
ously invalid. I am obliged to hold otherwise, and a very brief illustra-
tion, coupled with the language of the Supreme Court of the U. S. in the
case of Galveston against Texas, reported in the 210 U. S.
,
227, confirms
my view. Let me illustrate. It will, of course, be conceded that the
Legislature of Porto Rico can have no greater power than the Legislature of
Michigan, or the Legislature of the State of Florida. The powers of the
Legislature of Porto Rico are limited by the Act of Congress, passed in 1917
known as the Jones Bill above referred to. It is a fact of common knowledge
that the State of Michigan produces many automobiles and produces no oranges.
It is a matter of common knowledge that the State of Florida produces no
automobiles and produces many oranges. An inmense number of boxes of
Florida oranges go annually to the State of Michigan; and an inmense number
of automobiles manufactured in the State of Michigan go annually to the
State of Florida. We will assume that the Legislature of Michigan should
impose a tax of thirty cents on each box of oranges produced, manufactured,
sold or used in the State of Michigan, exactly in accordance with the
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language in the Act of 1923 passed here in Porto Rico; we will likewise
assume that the State of Florida should pass an Act imposing a tax of 10%
ad valorem upon each automobile produced, sold, manufactured or used in
Florida, How could it be said that this would not be directly violative of
the Constitution of the United States, as found in article one, sub-division
two, cited by Judge Wolf, in his opinion referred to above, which provision
says that no tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any state.
Furthermore, no state shall, without the consent of the Congress, lay any
imposts or duties on imports or exports except what may be absolutely nec-
essary for executing its inspection laws.
In view of what has been stated above there is no proper order from
this court to make except to grant the injunction as prayed for by the
complainants. At the same time, it is the duty of this Court to protect
the Treasurer of Porto Rico from possible loss in the event that this
decision shall be erroneous.
It is, THEREFORE, ORDERED that an injunction issued as prayed for by
the complainants upon the giving by them of a bond, payable to the Treas-
urer of Porto Rico and his successors in office, in the sum of $50,000,
To this order and opinion counsel for the Treasurer of Porto Rico
excepts
.
DONE AND ORDERED in open Court at San Juan, Porto Rico, this second
day of June, 1925,
JUDGE
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San Juan, P. R., October 1st, 1925.
Mr. Manuel V. Domenech
President Chamber of Commerce of Puerto Rico
San Juan, Porto Rico
Sir*
Your letter of September 2, was duly received in which on behalf of
your association you express certain objections to the tax on sales recently
enacted by the Legislature of Porto Rico.
It should be understood that these objections were not presented to me
until after the law was passed. It was impossible for me to consider a veto
of the Sales Tax alone, for it was a part of the general Excise Tax Act
which contained several other provisions for raising revenue besides the
Sales Tax. I could not veto a part of that law without vetoing all of it.
The passage of the Act so near the close of the session made a reconsider-
ation of the whole Act impossible.
It is only fair to say, however, that I should not have vetoed a Tax
Sales law if it had been submitted to me as a separate proposition. It was
entirely within the discretion of the Legislature to pass such a law under
the emergency conditions which existed, and I should not have interfered with
their judgment in the matter.
A review of our efforts to obtain a just and well devised tax and re-
venue system should be considered in forming a correct opinion on this sub-
ject. Soon after I came to Porto Rico I realized the difficulties under
(1) This letter presents the viewpoints of the Administration on the Sales
Tax.
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which we labored in levying and collection of our revenue. In my first
message to the Legislature, I said;
"The revenue laws of Porto Rico, like most of the revenue laws of the
States, have grown up to meet the needs of the Government by unrelated acts,
without coordination and not in accordance with any justifiable system.
Legislators have reached out each year to obtain the necessary funds wherever
it appeared easiest to obtain them. In recent years many of the States
,
realizing that this was an unwise policy, have called to their assistance
the highest expert advice, and have adopted improved systems by which the
burdens on the people have been lessened and at the same time adequate reve-
nues obtained. This is what should be done in Porto Rico."
I then advised that a Tax Commission should be provided for, which
should be empowered to secure the services of one or more of the best tax
experts obtainable from the United States, and that the results of their
work should be reported from time to time to the Legislature for their con-
sideration and approval.
All this was done. The Commission was organized, extended public hear-
ings were held, the Commission secured the service of Professor Robert Haig
of Columbia University, as high an authority and as able an adviser as could
be secured in the United States. Fortunately he was able to secure the
cooperation of others of the faculty of Columbia University, and also the
advice and active assistance of the experts in the Treasure Department at
Washington,
A most careful investigation was made extending over several months,
and in February, 1925, the first step in a plan for a complete revision of
the Tax and Revenue laws of Porto Rico was submitted to the Legislature,
.:> •- *•
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This consisted of an entirely new Income Tax Law, applicable to individuals,
partnerships, and corporations* This proposed law was considered, debated,
and finally passed with some modifications, and is now a law and in operation*
It was necessary that it should be known what was the final action of
the Legislature regarding the Income Tax law, before consideration and ad-
vice could be given as to what further changes would be necessary and best
in other laws of our tax and revenue system. It is understood that an in-
come tax law cannot supply all the necessary funds for the administration
of government. What other changes, increases, or new laws would be neces-
sary and best would depend on what amount of revenue was required by the
Government, and what probably would be derived from the Income Tax law as
passed.
It must be realized that this work of securing a completed system of
revenue, is a slow and tedious process. It cannot be made in a day. It
must, in many cases, be the result of trial, the benefit or expediency of
which can only be demonstrated by experience. The experience of others
should be studied, and especially our own resources and business conditions
should be most carefully considered.
But the adoption of a well devised revenue system is worth all the time
and labor and expense that it costs. Once completed and adopted, business
can be adjusted to it without injurious and unexpected changes. Investments,
new activities, and extensions of business may be made with safety. The
expectation of success or failure of any business may be more safely cal-
culated.
Opposition to the adoption of such a system would be most unwise* It
cannot be desired that frequent, ill advised, and hastily considered changes
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in our tax and revenue laws should be our future practice. Changes will be
necessary, we all admit, from time to time as occasion may require, but if
we adopt a carefully devised system these changes will be few and not radical
enough to generally or injuriously affect business*
The formation of such a complete tax and revenue system for Porto Rico
has just begun. It is in the making. Professor Haig submitted the new in-
come tax law as only a "first step" toward a complete reformation of our tax
and revenue system. In submitting the Income Tax measure for our consider-
ation he said: "This first step toward the reform of the revenue system can
be fully understood only when it is considered as part of the general finan-
cial plan" j in order, as he says, to bring our tax system "as a whole into
harmony with modern principles and practice".
We are not bound, of course, to follow Professor Haig’s recommendations
when made. Some changes were made by the Legislature in the draft he sub-
mitted for the Income Tax law. But these changes were few, and the Legis-
lature in the main followed the terms and text of the bill as he presented
it. If we are wise, and if we really desire to stabilize our tax system as
far as possible, and to bring it "into harmony with modern principles and
practice," at least we should give careful consideration to his recommenda-
tions.
Let us keep in mind, then, that only this "first step" of a tax and
revenue system for Porto Rico has been so far considered and adopted. With
the exception of the Income Tax law, all revenue laws in force, including
those adopted by the last Legislature, are not to be considered as part of
our permanent system. They are not to be considered as final and permanent
and as part of the completed system, but only tentative and subject to revi-
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sion or repeal. If on trial they are found satisfactory, they may be re-
tained, and if unsatisfactory, they may be modified or repealed.
A Sales Tax as a means of raising revenue has both supporters and
objectors. But it has been found legal by the courts, and is strongly ad-
vocated by some of the ablest financiers and statesmen of the world. In
some cases after trial it has been found so advantageous as to be approved
by the people and continued as part of their permanent revenue system. On
the other hand, in some cases it has been tried and abandoned. In a given
country and until it has been tried, no one can tell -what its effects will
be, but the presumption would be rather for it than against it.
The Sales Tax is a recognized means of raising revenue, and a trial,
especially under our circumstance, was perfectly justifiable.
I am quite sure that many of the objections now urged will be shown
to be unfounded upon experience and trial. Some of the objections are based
upon a misapprehension of the purpose of the law and a mistaken view of how
it will be administered.
For example, it seems to be understood by some that the tax of two per
cent will be collected every time an article is sold. That was not the in-
tent of the Legislature, as I am informed, and the law will not be so ad-
ministered. The tax is to be imposed on the sale in Porto Rico of any ar-
ticle, but that does not necessarily mean that it should be imposed on that
particular article more than once. There is no statement made that the tax
should be reimposed on every future sale of that article as long as it is in
existence. If such had been the intent of the Legislature it certainly would
have been expressly so stated. In any event the lav/ will not be so inter-
preted by the Government and will not be so administered. The Government will
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not demand or collect a tax on any article but once. If there is no exac-
tion demanded on successive sales, there can be no complaint on that ac-
count ,
As to how this interpretation of the law will affect sales in the Is-
land it may be further stated;
Sales of articles by wholesalers in the Island to retailers in the Is-
land will be subject to the tax. But articles thus purchased by the retailer
on which the tax has already been paid by the wholesaler are exempt from
further tax, and the retailer will not be required to again pay a tax when
he shall sell such article.
If the retailer has goods on hand which were in stock before the law
went into effect, or if he carries any goods on vhich for any reason a sales
tax has not been paid, he will be required to pay the tax when sales are
made.
If the retailer purchases goods in the States or elsewhere outside of
Porto Rico* he will be required to pay the tax when such goods are sold.
In this way a Porto Rican merchant who purchases from a Porto Rican
wholesaler will not have to account for individual sales of those goods on
which the wholesaler has already paid the tax. In all cases the purpose will,
be to subject every article liable to the tax which is sold in Porto Rico to
the payment of the Sales Tax, But if the tax on any article has been once
paid, the article is thenceforth exempt from the tax, no matter how many
times it may be sold.
It is thought by some merchants that the tax will result in a reduction
of their profits, and thus in some cases will ruin their business.
On the other hand it is contended by some purchasers that in all cases
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the tax will be added to the price and will thus be paid by the ultimate
consumer.
Of course both cannot be right. It is probable that neither contention
is strictly true. In some cases where competition is strong the tax may
cause a reduction of the merchants' profits. But the tax is so small and the
number of such cases will be so limited as to cause little reduction in the
total of the merchants’ profits.
In some cases the tax will be added to the price which the consumer
will be required to pay for his purchase. But these instances will be fewer
as the relation between buyer and seller become adjusted and the amount is
so small that the increase, if paid, will hardly be noticed.
In any event, even if both contentions should be true, the necessities
of the Government are so great and pressing that the tax should be borne at
least long enough for merchants and customers to find out what its effects
will be.
The Legislature which met in regular session last February was con-
fronted with a very serious situation. The budget which covered the last
two years was based on estimates of revenue, which it was confidently ex-
pected would fully provide for all budgetary appropriations. If the taxes
levied had been paid this expectation would have been fully realized. This
was not the case, and a large deficit for both years was the result.
Under these conditions it become necessary, first, to reduce the
budget. This was a most difficult and embarrassing task. But it was un-
dertaken and accomplished with courage and self-sacrifice by the Legislature
and the Heads of Departments, A reduction of the budget from over eleven
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and a half millions, to less than ten and a half millions was the result.
But it was not sufficient merely to reduce the budget; the legislature
was thus confronted with a real emergency which it was required to meet#
This emergency could only be met by increases of taxation on subjects al-
ready subject to taxation, and by such new methods of raising revenue as
appeared most likely to secure the necessary funds with most certainty and
least injury#
It is well settled that the income tax is to remain a permanent part
of our revenue system, and the new Income Tax law was framed so as to pro-
duce more revenue than the old law. The increases, however, was moderate
and was not expected to be large enough to meet the emergency# Some other
increases were made which will increase revenue, but which altogether are
not large enough to meet the emergency. We could not wait until the further
steps in the permanent system were decided upon# Every day our deficit was
growing and the demand for more revenue became imperative# It was evident
that in spite of our reduced budget new sources of revenue were required,
and among those considered was the Sales Tax, and after a most careful con-
sideration and debate it resulted in the adoption of the present Sales Tax
law#
Objections to the law were made and considered, but they were not found
strong enough to overcome the necessity to meet the emergency with a means
of raising revenue that would be justifiable and reliable#
I did not advise or suggest its passage, but I fully realize both the
emergency which occasioned its passage, and the perfect right of the Legis-
lature to pass it. If it should be found unwise to continue the law after
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it has had a fair trial, or after the emergency has passed and its con-
tinuance may not longer be desired or required, I am sure the Legislature
would consider either its modification or abrogation,
I hope it will be fully realized that the Sales fax is now a part of
our law and should be obeyed by all patriotic and law-abiding citizens, just
as all laws should be obeyed. The raising of revenue is necessary to the
carrying on of government. Whatever may be the ultimate fate of the law,
it is the duty of the Government to insist on payment of the tax as long as
it remains part of our law.
If the law should prove imperfect, its defects can be remedied* If
the rates should be found excessive, they can be reduced. If the law should
be found unjust or oppressive, it can be repealed.
In any event, the law is entitled to a fair trial. If by reason of
concerted opposition to its enforcement, or if by any other means the ef-
fects of the law oannot be fairly ascertained, any appeal to the Legislature
for change or repeal would not be likely to receive favorable consideration.
Neither could it be expected that the Governor would recommend to the Legis-
lature at any special session the reconsideration of a law that had not had a
fair trial, I have said, and I now repeat, that if after a fair trial the
Sales Tax should be found unjust, injurious or oppressive, I would submit
to any special session that might be called a reconsideration of the law.
But now that the law is passed, until it has had a fair trial, and we can
know what the effects of its operation will be, I would not be justified in
either calling a special session to consider its repeal or modification; or
if a special session for other purposes was called I would not feel justified
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in submitting the modification or repeal of the Sales Tax law, if for any
reason it had not had a fair trial,
I sincerely hope that the members of the Chamber of Commerce and the
merchants of the Island, whatever may be their view regarding the law, vail
feel it their interest and duty to give it a fair trial. It is, we all
realize, unpleasant to pay a tax, I know that it is especially unpleasant
to have an additional and new tax imposed. But Governments like individuals
have emergencies to meet, and in such cases what may seem unpleasant reme-
dies must be applied. We hope and expect that the emergency will soon
pass. But it will not be allayed, it will be accentuated by further dif-
ficulty in securing payment of the taxes imposed by law. I hope that the
sober judgment of the members of the Council and the people will result
in a determination to obey the law, no matter how much they may qi estion
its wisdom. This will not prevent their working by peaceful means to se-
cure its modification or repeal if it shall be found undesirable or op-
presive.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed) H. M. T0WU1ER
H. M. TOWNER
Governor
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APPENDIX NO* 71
I
SALES TAXES IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES
SOURCE* Carl Shoup, "Retail and General Sales Taxes,"
Report to the New York State Commission for
the Revision of the Tax Laws, Memorandum No, 7,
C ° u n t_ r
^
Date when First
Levied
Australia--Wholesale sales & imports only 1930
Austria—Consolidated taxes 1923
Belgium. 1921
Bolivia • 1923
Brazil, 1923
Canada—Manufacturers 1 sales & Imports only 1920
Chosen-Korea.
Cuba 1922
Czechoslovakia—Consolidated taxes ...... 1919
Danzig 1920
Ecuador , . 1924
France 1920
Germany. 1918
lungary 1921
Italy—Not including retail sales 1923
Jugoslavia—Consolidated taxes
Luxemburg
Mexico Before 1914
Monaco....
Persia
Philippines Before 1914
Poland 1923
Porto Rico 1925
Rumania 1921
Soviet Russia 1921
Turkey 1925
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248APPENDIX NO. VIII
TAX REVENUE OF TEE INSULAR GOVERNMENT OF PUERTO RICO
YEARS 1925-26 to 1957-38
SOURCE 1925-26 1926-27 1927-28 1928-29 1929-30 1930-31 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34 1934-35 1936-56 1936-37 1937-38
Customs 1,804,556.09 1,806,567.91 1,932,313.43
U. S. Internal Revenue 987,849.80 440,650.71 392,143.93
Inoome Tax
Property Tax-Insular:
3,093,092.97 1,759,299.62 1,468,394.18
General Fund 433,471.00 779,787.97 544,817.89
Trusts Funds— Insular 763,680.24 813,408.17 845,455.12
University Trust Fund 693,747.71 391,079.27 786,562.77
Inheritance Tax 69,169.22 111,191.05 280,246.03
Sales Tax--2 per cent 667,383.10 865,201.12 922,746.77
Gasoline Tax
Liquor Tax
186,087*60 279,467.53 619,651.08
Other Exoise Taxes 4,401,060.83 5,005,804.02 5,791,263.69
TOTALS 12,999,084,56 12,252,457.27 13,583,594.89
1,459,797.68 1,520,000.00 1,110,000.00 2,250,000.00
400,250.76 866,679.13 421,404.87 248,139.23
2,385,220.60 1,529,978.48 1,994,028.73 1,382^961.55
465,229.86 418,239.66 408,724.90 361,490.91
706,191.06 714,056.47 920,449.01 952,746.99
686,005.02 689,489.14 688,333.79 718,375.26
230,129.07 41,134.41 73,383.04 86,901.81
762,586.69 633,016.26 621,792.64 546,531.98
651,727.50 668,377.34 1,115,111.68 2,259,724.44
4955,497.90 4,945,435.56 6,132,526.07 7,241,281.05
12,702,636.06 11,526,306.37 13,475,754.73 16,048,153.22
2,035,000.00 1,600,000.00 1,690,000.00 1,639,943.92 1,870,000.00
140,706.52 149,594.24 139,052.58 476,623.82 1,055,707.39
1,479,994.30 1,591,147.07 1,786,172.08 2,185,871.19 3,342,887.45
316,685.95 335,459.32 345,601.36 388,071.39 386,646.81
873,968.31 960,721.91 999,694.28 1,106,963.05 1,143,692.76
651,817.23 737,129.74 766,971.77 866,499.90 888,710.61
31,384.96 55,462.00 49,687.72 150,006.11 172,309.58
404,739,01 493,869.74 644,462.36 678,047.01 755,037.30
1,248,015.95 1,387.736.87 1,696,432.75 1,589.946.64 1,902,520.77
28,714.42 401,746.12 1,183,916.72 1,264,949.29 1,886,065.29
4,558,339.70 5,304,254.30 4,858,880.28 5,650,861.96 6,584,561.30
11,769,370.35 13,017,121.31 14,060,871.90 15,987,648.18 19,988,139.26
SOURCESi Reports of the Treasurer of Puerto Rico for the years 1932, 1934, 1937. Report of the Governor of Puerto Rico
for the year 1929.
1,565,000.00
1,433,778.11
3,679,672.61
394,290.78
2,260,626.42
989,442.56
• 206,889.91
790,937.49
2,475,922.75
1,967,989.39
6,986,629.28
22,751,179.30
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h.ZLILlR 1* I£i L x
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY SOURCES OF THE TAX REVENUE
OF THE INSULAR GOVERNMENT OF PUERTO RICO
Years 1925-26 to 1937-38.
SOURCE 1925-
26
1926-
27
1927-
28
1928-
29
1929-
30
1930-
31
1931-
32
1932-
33
1933-
34
1934-
35
1935-
36
1936-
37
1937-
38
Customs 13.88 14.74 14.23 11.50 13.19 8.22 14.02 17.29 12.29 12.01 10.26 9.36
U. S. Internal Revenue 7.60 3.60 2.89 3.15 3.18 3.11 1.55 1.20 1.15 1.00 2.98 5.28
Income laz 23.79 14.36 10.81 18.78 13.27 14.78 8.62 12.57 12.22 12.69 13.67 16.73
Property Tax—Insular
General Fund 3.34 6.36 4.01 3.66 3.63 3.03 2.26 2.69 2.58 2.47 2.43 1.93
Trust Funds—Insular 5.88 6.64 6.22 5.56 6.19 6.83 5.94 7.43 7.38 7.10 6.92 5.72
University Trust Fund 5.34 3.19 5.79 5.40 5.98 5.11 4.48 5.54 5.66 5.45 5.36 4.45
Inheritance Tax .53 .91 2.06 1.81 .36 .54 .54 .27 .43 .36 .94 .86
Sales Tax—Two Per Cent 4.36 7.06 6.79 6.00 8.49 4.61 3.40 3.44 3.79 3.87 4.23 3.78
Gasoline Tax 1.42 2.28 4.56 5.13 5.80 8.27 14.08 10.60 10.66 12.06 9.94 9.52
Liquor Tax
• . • . • • * . ,,,, • • • • • • • • a • . . • • • « • .24 3.09 8.41 7.91 9.44
Other Excise Taxes 33.96 40.86 42.64 39.01 42.91 45.50 45.12 38.73 40.75 34.58 35.35 32.94
TOTAL PER CENT 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
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APPENDIX NO. X
EXCISE STAMP SALES
,
DETAILED BY SOURCES
FEBRUARY 1_, 1901 TO JUNE &T7 1907
SOURCE t
s
Feb. 1 to
June 30,
t
X
1902 i 1903 3
X
1904 1905 1906 s
3
1907
t 1901. 1 1 3
Distilled Spirits
I
: 96,809.15
1
t 476,855.85 t 500,693.39
1
3 520,547.77 754,151.01 576,780,26
3
3 942,555.95
Beer 3 8,519.54 X 36,888.41 i 57,356.05 1 38,909.01 42,543.61 64,588.70 t 79,931.47
Wine 3 6,559.28 X 30,157.00 i 34,836.09 : 33,985.11 50,074.96 53,669.96 X 74,896.22
Champagne
Cigars & Manu-
3
t
101.00 1
3
808.00 i 966.75
3
630.00 1,187.00 1,458.70 X
3
2,535.63
factured Tobacco 1 16,960.46 3 61,098.23 t 65,674.48 3 70,909.45 109.665.07 128,722.15 3 149,396.87
Cigarettes s 60,463.20 X 214,870.97 i 306,837.07 X 271,835.88 306,209.55 339,009.93 X 382,494.46
Matches
Medicines and
t
1
5,092.46 3
X
13,234.26 s 18,113.80 3
X
19,959.70 29,763.09 18,631.96 X
X
26,940.80
Perfumes X 1,422.79 3 4,501.63 i 5,462.83 X 5,535.96 7,762.84 9,940.64 3 12,944.17
Arms & Annunitions 1 449.77 3 1,767.23 i 2,388.56 1 1,829.68 2,550.20 1,773.98 i 5,288.26
Playing Cards t 4.16 3 148.67 ) 144.12 3 255.15 621.19 815.43 3 1,826.22 .
Oleomargarine t
t
366.00 3
3
1.00 : 87.40 3
3 3
TOTALS
t
t 196,747.81
:
3 845,331.25 j 992,560.54
X
964,397.71 1,304,528.52 1,195,391.71
3
tl 678,810.05
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!LY 1, 1937
ersity of Puerto Rico and copyrighted (1938) in their
Insular Local
.65% to
.75%.
Trust funds. (7)
Date of taxable
statue, or year
of report on
which tax Is
computed
Time of i
ment
.
Year ending
Dec. 31 or ac-
counting year
as defined by
law.
At time of Im-
portation.
Date return or
Information
Is due
Within 10 days
after receipt
of notice from
assessor.
Within 60 days
after death.
Date tax Is due
July 1 and Jan.l*
10 days after
assessment
.
15th day of third month follow
lng end of accounting year.
Non-residents: 15th day of
sixth month.
At time of Im-
portation.
50%....
At time of Im-
portation.
|At time of
packing.
10 days after
Importation.
Idem or within
10 days after
end of month
of sale.
10 days after
importation.
At time of sale.
10 days after
sale or Importation or 10 days after end of month.
10 days after
Importation
None.
Day after.
Idem.
At time of sign-
ing.
Weekly At time of i
ufacture: semi-
monthly pay-
ment.
10 days after
sale or man-
ufacture.
At time oath Is
taken.
Time of manu-
facture or Importation when Intended for consumption or
use. End of month when sold.
Upon payment of
tax.
I AS OF JULY 1, 1937
i]
Part (2).
85% to Radlc
Commission.
At death. . .
.
Day of taxable
status or year
of report on
which tax 1
8
computed
Jan. 1.
Dec. 31
Jan. 1.,
Dec. 31.
Jan. 1..
Jan. 1..
Last day of
month.
When Issued.
Last day of
month.
Jan. 1
When Issued.
Dec. 31
Monthly
At death.
Jan. 1.
Time of issue.
July 1
Date return
of Informa-
tion Is due
Feb. 1...
March 20.
20th of fol-
lowing month.
20th of fol-
lowing month.
Jan. 31
Monthly.
Apr. 15.
Monthly.
At death.
July 1.
Date tax Is due
•©.mqosjnuBm jo
qonpouqux uoiqs^aodmi
•een x»TO**®™ioo
pus BasSxa 'ooosqoq
June 20 and
Nov. 20.
March 20,
June 20,
Sept. 20,
Dec. 20. (4'
June 20,
Nov. 20.
March 20,
June 20,
Sept. 20,
Dec. 20. (4)
June 20.
Feb. 28,
June 20,
Nov. 20.
Time of
filing.
Jan.l. and
when Issued.
20th of each
month.
Jan. 31.
20th of fol- *
lowing month.
June 30.
Monthly.
Feb. 28.
Time of Issue.
July 1.
t>8 3Sec
B83sJ®A©q
oxiouooi* uo bbxsi
• sJBJtsadBpnoi
pus BjBXJTldme uo rsj,
*
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THE PUERTO RICO INSULAR TAX SYSTEM AS OF JULY
[Chart prepared by Julio B. Ortiz, Dean, College of Business Administration and Rafael de J. Cordero Associate Professor of Economic
their behalf by The Tax Research Foundation.]
Legal citation
Sec. 353, Ch. I.,
'Title IX of Political
Code.
Act No. 55 of 1933 as
amended by Act 74 of
1936.
Law No. 25 of 1912....
Chapter XIV of the
Insurance Law of P.R.
(Act 66 of 1921 as
amended by Acts of
1923 and 1929.)
Act 138, 1937.
Act 75 Of 1916 as
Branded by Act 66 of
1928.
Title of tax
License to distill,
manufacture, or
rectify alcoholic
beverages.
License to deal in
alcoholic
beverages
.
Corporatlo
tax.
Bank license tax.
Incorporation tax and
fees
:
Corporations other
than Insurance
companies
.
Payment
A-Annual
S-Slngle
S.A-Seml-
annual
Q-Quar-
terly
Basis of tax
Privilege of conducting
business.
Privilege of conducting
business
.
Privilege of doing
business
.
Privilege of doing
business.
corporate existence <
Piling articles of In-
corporation and certi-
ficate of Increase in
authorized capital
stock.
Recording charter or
articles of Incorpora-
tion or amendments
thereto.
Issuing certificate of
' of registration.
| Piling or Issuing
>e or decrease In authorized capitalcertificate of Inc
stock.
I
Filing and recording
notice of removal of place of business.
I I Filing or Issuing
certificates of discontinuance of existence.
Copy of document on file.
certificate of
agent.
Insurance companies...
(a) Franchise
(b) Internal Revenue.
Affixing seal of Island
to document.
Filing and recording
ent to be sued or of appointment of
(c) Fees.
Privilege of doing
business.
Idem.
(a) Filing articles of
Incorporation or charter
and certificate of Increase In authorized capital stock.
| (b) Registering articles
of lncorooratlon or charter or amendments thereto.
| (o) Filing apoointraent
or change of agents and consent
to be sued.
| (d) Piling and register-
ing certificates of dissolution.
etc
(e) Issuing certificates
of deposits.
(1‘) Issuing copies of
documents on file.
(g) Issue of authenti-
cated copies.
(b) For filing and
registering notices of removal of principal office or
agencies.
of existence or of registration.
Special aalt tax.
Hunting license.
Kotor vehicle lice
Driver* • license..
(I) Issuing certificates
(J) Isaulue of certifi-
cates of authorization
toi
1. —Company.
2.
—Brokers, agents,
sub-agents, etc.
Production, Importation,
transfer, sale or In-
troduction.
Privilege to hunt
Operation of:
(e) Passenger automo-
bile
(b) Public carriers...
(c) Commercial vehicle.
Measure of tax
Non-residents
Motorcycles
Privilege of operating
car
Recording transfer of
ownership
(a) Distiller of spirit!
and beer manufacturers
(b) Manufacturers of
wine, and of denatured
alcohol, and rectlfleri
of spirits
(c) Bottlers
(d ) Bonded warehouses..
Wholesale dealers:
(a) In distilled or
rectified spirits; or
wine; or beer.
(b) In Industrial
alcohol.
(c) Alcoholic
beverages
.
Retail deelers:
(a) Alcoholic
beverages.
(b) Industrial alcohol
Flat rate
Paid-In capital and
surplus
Authorized capital
stock.
Word content
Each
Each
Each
Each
Word contents
Each
Each
Gross premiums
Life Ins. Cos.: Face of
policy.
Others: Gross prem
Authorized capital
stock.
Word content
Each
Each
Eacn
Word content
Word content
Each
Each
Original
Cople
Each
Per pound
Each.
Horae-power
Flat rate.
Carrying capacity
Special for 4 months....
Flat rate
Automobile
Auto ti aok.
Non-resident
Plat rate
Rate of tax
Classified according to
vol. of business:
$120, $240, $480
$60, $120, $240
$30, $60, $120...
$120, $240, $480.
$10, $20, $40.
$10, $20, $30..
$25, $50, $1C0.
$1.25 to $20
(Six classes)
$3, $5, $10
$25
From $100 to $250.
15/ per $1,000: Min. $25.
Max. $500
20/ per 100 words
$3.00.
$5.00.
$5.00.
$5.00.
20/ per 100 words.
$1.00
Life, 1±%. Others, 2££..
8/ per $100
l/2#
15/ per $1000
Min. $25
Max. $500
20/ per 100 or fraction.
$5.
Administration of tax
Treasurer of
Puerto Rico.
Treasurer of
Puerto Rico.
Executive
Secretary of
Puerto Rico.
20/ per 100 or fraction
$1 for first 250 words. 20/
$100
$1
ft to $5.
u
S10.00.
Superintendent
of Insurance.
Levy Collectlc
Insular
Le-jlsle.
ture.
per 100 additional.
Treasury
Department
.
Com. of Agr.
and Com.
75/ per H.P
$30
Up to 1 ton, $30
Up to 3 tons, $13 additional par ton.
More than 3 tons: $100 plus $30 per additional ton.
$2 per month
$6
Department of
the Interior.
Executive
( Secretary,
Sunerlntenc
of Insurer
Treasury
Department
Treasury
Department
Department
Finance.
THE HAWAII TERRITORIAL-AND-LOCAL TAX SYSTEM AS OF JULY 1, 1937
[Chart prepared by Hon. W. C. McGonagle, Treasurer, Territory of Hawaii.]
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THE PUERTO RICO INSULAR TAX SYSTEM AS OF JULY 1, 1937—Concluded
Adnlnlstretlon o
Aaaeesrent Levy Collection
License to distill,
rectify alcoholic
Cover ages.
License to 4
corporate existence or c
I
certificate of lnoreese
lb) Manufacturers of
alcohol, and rectifiers
Id) Bonded earehouaas...
Wholesale dealers:
(a) In distilled or
rectified spirits! or
*60,’ 6120, '{240
(b) In Industrial
(e) Alcoholic
beverages.
la) Aooholio
beverages.
(b) Industrial alcohol.
*10, *20, *50
*25
authorised capital
Issuing certificate of
| Filing or Issuing
>r decrease In authorised capital
notice of reooval
certificates
|
Filing and reoordln
I I Filing or Issuing
csrtlflcato of consent t
Franchise
Internal Ravenuo.
nd certificate o
| Filing and recording
ed or of appolntnent of
) Filing articles of
n authorised capital stools.
|(b) Registering articles
r anendnents thereto.
| ( o ) Filing appolntnent
(a) Issuing certificates
(1 ) Issuing copies of
(g) Issue of authantl-
2- — Brokers, agents.
content
Authorised capital
fe, xii. Othoro, 2$*....
r fraction...
Kotor vehlole licenses.
Special 1sport t
Cooaerclal registries
Horse-power.. ......
earning capacity..
0 additional.
Issuing
cording or
Tine of filing,
recording or
Isle of fertiliser or
records.
Registration of person-
alty oortgages.
Certified records..
Recording Marshal's re-
Autonoblle...
.
Registration o
Municipal
Registrars ol
of Internal
Before starting hunting and annually thereafter.
Monthly; within f
property. Supreae Court decisions
(5) Includes property In Puerto Rico of non-residents and property outside of Puerto
rent, salaries, wages, ccnnleelonj, prsaluss, annuities, eoopeniatlons
,
remunerations, eooluaents
tf.leh doss not exceed *10,000, a specific credit of *5,000 la allowed exempted froa taxation. Tax of 12
business within Puerto Rleo and not having any office or plaea of business therein. (?) The proceeds
f Insular and Municipal roads and bridges, tbl for the calntanence and repair of Insular road:
of property of doaestlc business corporations should not be lass than the value of the capital at
rendered the measure of capital as basis for asaasssent practically void. Foreign corporations a
practice taxed on par value of stocks plus surplus and undivided profits. (2) The
a citizen of Puerto
19) Exemptions Include: I
articles otherwise taxed under Seotlon 1<
to the Insular Treasury.
') foodstuffs,
sn-resldent Individual
natltutlonal Unit to Insular rates. Municipal
ess than the carket value of the real and personal
atea are United by the Insular legislature.
(6) Tax of 6i la withheld at aource on interest.
:a as listed under (5) above, of corporations and partnerships r.ot engaged In trade or
it Ratlrenent Fund of Insular Police, (d | to the general funds of the Insular Treasury,
firewood. Id) real property, (•) fertilisers and raw aaterlels used In their canufacturs, (f ) a
a United States T e collected at t
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APPENDIX NO. XII
ROLES AND REGULATIONS^
Issued by the
Treasurer of Puerto Rico
In accordance with the Provisions of the Act.
Selling Price . Definition of the term, ’selling price 1 ,--For the pur-
poses of collection and payment of the taxes the term ' sellin^rice’ under
all circumstances, shall be construed to mean* (a) in the case of articles
sold at wholesale, the exact price at which the taxable article or commodity
is sold; (b) in the case of articles sold at retail or at a unit price, the
exact price at which the taxable article or commodity is soldj (c) in the
case of articles or commodities given away or to be used, manufactured or
consumed in, or introduced into, Porto Rico, without actual sale, the cur-
rent market price in Porto Rico of similar articles, provided the original
invoices showing the purchase price cannot be obtained.
"In no case shall a price be accepted as the selling price for the pur-
pose of taxation, which is less than the price currently paid on the market
of Porto Rico for similar articles at the time the taxable article or com-
modity is sold, transferred, used, consumed or manufactured in, or intro-
duced into Porto Rico.
"The ’selling price’, as defined in this Act, shall be applicable to
(l ) Reglamento, Ley de Rentas Internas , Bureau of Supplies, Printing
and Transportation, 1931, San Juan.
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all taxable articles and commodities, whether they are for sale, use, trans-
fer or consumption in Porto Rico, or are introduced into or manufactured
in Porto Rico.
"The term f ad valorem’ for the purposes of this Act, and in other
existing laws levying excise or sales taxes, shall be construed to mean
the selling price of the article or commodity, as defined in this section."
Tflholesale and Retail Selling Price . The wholesale and retail sell-
ing price shall be construed to mean those prices usually charged by all
persons engaged in business as wholesale or »tail dealers, or both, accord-
ing to whether they engage in one or the other form of business under the
commonly accepted practices, or in both indistinctively* Persons making
occasional sales at wholesale of a quarter or of half a dozen units for
personal use and in small quantities will not be considered as wholesale
dealers.
For the purpose of the collection of the tax on goods sold at whole-
sale, wholesale transactions shall be construed to mean those sales desig-
nated as such by common usage, that is to say, sales in large quantities in
the original package to a retailer or to some other person or dealer for
sale to the consumer*
Person
.
The word "person" as used in this Act, shall include not
only all natural persons and all manufacturers or dealers, but also all
partnerships, associations of all classes, limited liability joint-stock
companies (sociedades anonimas), companies, corporations or any other art-
ificial person.
^ t
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Definition of_ the words "use" and “consumption 11 • The words use and
consumption shall be interpreted in their customary usage. TShen taxable
commodity has been purchased for the purpose of selling, it is understood
that said commodity will be intended for use or consumption by the buyer*
Dealers , For the purpose of this Act, every person engaged in the
sale or exchange of articles whether in his business establishment or else-
where, or on any premises separated therefrom or connected therewith, or for
any other purpose, shall be considered as a dealer, and as such shall be
subject to license when selling, transferring, exchanging or exposing such
article for sale to the public, whether on his business premises or on any
premises separated therefrom or connected therewith, or for any other pur-
pose, the sale of which articles is subject to an internal-revenue license*
Manufacturers disposing of their products at wholesale in their fac-
tories shall not be considered as dealers*
Miolesale and Retail Dealers * That the words “wholesale dealers"
shall include all merchants, agents, commission merchants, and other per-
sons v/ho sell, introduce, or transfer their goods to other dealers, and
every merchant, agent and other person engaged in Puerto Rico in the sale,
delivery or distribution to other dealers of any article the sale of which
is subject to taxation according to the provisions of this Act,
The words “retail-dealer" shall include all merchants, agents, com-
mission merchants and other persons who sell, introduce, or transfer to
persons other than dealers goods for individual use and consumption*
Articles for Sale . The words articles for sale shall be construed to
mean all those articles introduced or manufactured in Puerto Rico for said
-,.y: - H'. :
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Ipurpose, as well as any article manufactured or introduced for the purpose
of renting or delivering to some other person for his use or consumption.
Transfer of articles . The word transfer shall be construed to mean
the act that determines the transfer, with whatever object or motive, of
any article by the person who manufactures or introduces it into Puerto
Rico,
Possession of the article . It shall be understood that a person has
taken possession of an article when said person has introduced or received
directly said article, or when the article has been received from any other
person in the fom of a transfer, (cesion) or sale, or in some other form,
or when the article is accepted in representation of the person to whom
the article is addressed.
Liability for tax
.
Dealers shall be liable for the payment of the
tax on all articles introduced by them whether for sale, transfer, use or
consumption, upon introducing or upon coming into possession of the article
or articles in Porto Rico, or on transferring the same to another dealer or
to a consumer after their introduction,"
Consumer , The term consumer shall be construed to mean any person who
introduces or comes into possession of a taxable article and keeps it in
his possession for use or consumption.
The person who introduces a taxable article for use or consumption ac-
cording to the above definition, shall be responsible for the payment of
the tax upon introducing or upon coming into possession of the article or
upon transferring said article to some other person, regardless of the use
for which the article is intended. The fact that the tax is not collected
and paid within the period prescribed by law will not relieve the m&nu-
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faoturer, dealer, seller or consumer of the responsibility established in
the law.
Tax on first sale only. Any merchant who buys goods from other mer-
chants who have already paid the two-per-cent tax on the first sale, shall
not be obliged to pay again the tax on said articles at the time of a new
sale* Vdhen an article is not produced in Puerto Rico, the retail dealer
must make a specific declaration upon the receipt of the article, to assure
the payment of the sales tax.
Any person comprised within the provisions of section 62 of the Act,
who sells to a dealer or manufacturer taxable goods shall furnish the buyer
of said goods with a triplicate bill for each sale, on which bill will be
given the following information: date of the sale, full name and address
of the buyer, name of the seller, a list of all the goods, their amount,
and the amount of the tax; provided, that the tax shall be collected from
the person making the first sale of said goods and in the form prescribed
below. Such bill diall be consecutively numbered in the order in which they
were issued and of copy shall be kept on file at the disposition of the
Treasurer or his agents for purposes of inspection.
Any manufacturer or dealer who purchases goods in Puerto Rico, in the
United States or in any foreign country from other manufacturers or dealers
shall require from the seller a duplicate bill containing all the informa-
tion referred to in "the previous paragraph and when such bill should contain
imported goods, the name of the steamer or other common carrier, as well as
the gross and net weight of the goods, the number of the goods and to keep
said bill on file for examination; with the provision that a copy of said
bill be submitted to the Treasurer at his request.
''
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Any manufacturer or dealer who sells goods as prescribed in sections
62 and 62a of this act the amount of which is in excess of $1200 per annum
and any manufacturer or dealer comprised within the provisions of the three
previous paragraphs shall provide himself with the official book known as
“Official Book for the Two-per-cent Sales Tax".
On the page provided for “Statement of Purchases" in said book, the
dealer or manufacturer shall enter the total amount of all purchases made
from other dealer or manufacturers from Puerto Rico, the United States or
foreign country, upon the receipt of the bill or bills for said goods, and
on which the two-per-cent sales tax is still unpaid# On eaoh page will be
entered only the purchases made during a single month, at the end of which
all entries shall be oomputed and their amount entered in the proper place.
All daily sales shall be entered in the page provided for "the state-
ment of sales" giving the amount of said sales at the end of the month
together with the amount of the tax which will be paid in internal revenue
stamps. The stamps will be affixed by the taxpayer in such form that half
of each stamp is attached to the first page and the other half to the du-
plicate in the order of their value. Said stamp shall be cancelled and
the original page of the statement of sales duly sworn to shall be filed
with the internal revenue agenb of the district or the collector; provided,
that the amount of the sales reported must include all goods upon which
the tax has already been paid, but the taxpayer may deduct the amount of
said goods upon filing with the Treasurer the bill or bills received for
the goods, A copy must be approved by the agent or collector of internal
revenue
.,
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Any manufacturer or dealer who should file a statement of sales as
prescribed in Section 62a, shall enclose with said statement all the bills
for goods purchased and on which no payment of tax has been made. Said
statement must include all the information required in the previous para-
graphs*
The official book provided for the two-per-cent sales tax shall con-
tain sufficient blank forms for a whole year at the end of which the manu-
facturer or dealer shall fill in the fly-leaf attached to the last page
and shall send said leaf to the collector or agent. The latter shall
deliver the book upon payment of the corresponding internal revenue stamps.
If the merchant does not receive the book at once, he is at liberty to enter
the sales for the first few days of the month on the last page of the pro-
ceeding book and shall transfer said entries to the new book immediately
after it is received.
Manufacturers are not exempt from payment of the tax on goods manu-
factured from materials on which the tax has already been paid, but they may
deduct the tax paid from the total due at the time of reporting their month-
ly sales.
The rules and regulations publidied on October 1 end 13 of 1925 are
hereby repealed; but it is herewith provided that dealers and manufacturers
who have not complied with the requirement of said rules and regulations
are compelled to abide by the administrative fines imposed, and to pay all
the taxes and imposts that may be due. The Treasurer or his agents are
authorized to require tax payers to comply with the spirit of the rules and
regulations so repealed until said obligation is properly discharged#
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I
Nornbre de la tlrma oomerclal)
[ barrio o Dalle. 1 fMunlciplo.1
ARTICULOS QUE AL SER ADQUIRIDOS NO SE PAGO EL Z%
Mes DE DE 193
Fecha COMPRAS Valor
$
—
Valor total de las compras $ —
OBSERVACIONES
DUPLICADO
[Nombre de la firms comerclul) [Clase o claslficaclbn del negoclo]
| Barrio o C'alle.J | Munlelplo.)
Dla
DECLARACION DE VENTAS
Meb de dk 193.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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JURAMENTO NO. 1.
Yo,.
_ „ .. debidamente juramentado, certifico: que la anterior declaracidi
contiene una relacion exacta y verdadera del precio o valor de todas las ventas diarias, al contado y a cr£dito, efectuada
durante el mes de
..
.....correspondiente a la firma que represento y que el valor de los sellos adheridos
cancelados en esta declaracidn representa la contribucion que debe pagarse de acuerdo con la Ley de Rentas Internas d
Puerto Rico, aprcbada en 20 de agosto de 1925, como quedo enmendada por la Ley No. 17, aprobada en jurio 3, 1927.
1
IContrlbuyente o represen tante.]
Suscrito y jurado ante mf, hoy de de 193
21 (i8
(Firma del que toma el juramento.J
(Titulo Oficlal|
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ORIGINAL
[Nombre de la firms comerclal] [Clase o clasificacl6n del negocio]
[Barrio o Calle.) [Munlclplo.]
DECLARACION DE
Statement of
VENTA5
Sales
L>la
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 1
12
13
14
15
10
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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Mes de DE 193..
Valor
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JURAMENTO NO 1.
Yo,
,
debidameute juramontado, certifico: qiie la anterior declaracibn
coutiene uua rolacion exacta y verdavlera del precio o valor de todas las ventas diarias, al contado y a cr^dito, efectuadas
durante el mes de correspondiente a la firma que represento y que el valor de los sellos adheridos y
caueelados en esta declaracion, repreienta la contribucion que debe pagarse de acuerdo cou la Ley de Rentas Internas de
Puerto Rico, aprobada en 20 de agosto de 1925, corno quedo enmendada por la Ley No. 17, aprobada en junio 3, 1927.
(Contrlbuyente o represeutante.]
Suscrito y jurado ante ml, hoy de de 193
Adhi6rase
aqut un sello
de 260
(Firma del que toma el Juramento.)
1.
2 .
2108
fTitulo OflclHl.l
El juramento No. 1 se usarfi en las declaraciones ordinarlas,
El No. 2 para declaraciones especfflcas cuaudo el contribuyente no ha efectuado ventas, en el cual no serfi neoesario
que se adhiera el sello de Rentas Internas.
.,1
APPENDIX NO. XV
PERSONNEL
General Office
,
Bureau of General Salary,
Excise Taxes* 1938-39
Position
Chief of Bureau . $3,300.00
Assistant Chief. 2,600.00
Stenographer 1,330.00
Internal Revenue Agent & File Clerk 1,282.50
Stenographer*....... 2,000.00
Clerk & Stenographer 1,235.00
Clerk.. 1,140.00
Five Clerks at $950 each 4,750.00
Three Stenographers at $950 each 2,850.00
Clerk 902.50
Clerk 1,000.00
Messenger and Manual Laborer 631.75
Liquidation and Claim Division;
Liquidator of income 2,052.00
Assistant liquidator 1,425.00
Division of Internal Revenue Agents for General
Excise Taxes:
General Internal Revenue Agent & Inspector 2,200.00
Ten Internal Revenue Agents at $1,800 18,000.00
Thirteen Internal Revenue Agents.. 20,275.00
Thirteen Internal Revenue Agents at $1450 each 18,850.00
Five Internal Revenue Agents at $1425 each 7,125.00
Eleven Internal Revenue Agents at $1000 each 11,000.00
Three Assistant Internal Revenue Agents at $750 each 2,250.00
Ten District Clerks at $900 each 9,000.00
Five Internal Revenue Agents at $1350 each 6,750.00
Five Internal Revenue Agents at $1282.50 each 6,412.50
TOTAL SALARIES $128,361.25
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BRIEF AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Date of birth: November 5, 1893*
Place: Barranquitas, Puerto Rico#
Education; Grammar school up to seventh grade in the town of Comerio,
Puerto Rico. Preparation for the Rural Teacher’s examination under
private teachers. Continued studies for the higher licenses under
private tutors. Granted the highest license then issued by the
Insular government in the year 1914. By law, this license was the
equivalent of a High School diploma. Entered Boston University,
College of Business Administration in 1923. Granted the degree of
Bachelor of Business Administration, in 1926, and the degrees of
Master of Business Administration and Master of Arts in 1927#
Positions filled; Rural teacher, 1908 to 1910; grammar school teacher,
1910 to 1914; Principal of Schools, from 1914 to 1915; teacher of
English, 1915 to 1918; district Superintendent of Schools, 1918 to
1923; instructor of Spanish, College of Business Administration,
B. U., 1925 to 1928; assistant professor of social science, 1928
to 1930; Dean of the College of Business Administration, University
of Puerto Rico sinoe 1930#
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